
Summer 
time and 
the livin' 
is easier 

Have-a-go hero WHEELY BRAVE: Plucky student Simon Parsons, 
a Maths and Management fresher, scared off two 

thwarts thieves' masked thugs attempting to break into cars at 
Montague Burton flats last week. The modest motor menace 	hero claimed: "I hardly did anything." 

Chick 
flicks 
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CHEMICALLY INJUICED 
The Chemical Brothers, Underworld, Stone Roses - 
the hits of '96 reviewed in the magazine section 

Win a Sony 
playstation 
A brief history of computer games: 
competition on the centre pages 

ON THE AGENDA: Down to earth with a bang, have work will travel, the tourist hotspots of Leeds 

DOCTORS SNUB 
Vic S PLEAS 

was close to 
being killed by 
meningitis bug' 

BY CATR1ONA DAVIES 

A VICTIM of the killer disease 
bacterial meningitis was just hours 
from death - but doctors were too 
busy to see her. 

Daisy Travis, a second year at Leeds 
University, was refused the urgent medical 
attention she needed when she appealed to 
the Student Medical Practice for help. The 
doctor on call said her symptoms sounded 
like meningitis. but he was too busy to visit 
her for several hours. 

Instead Daisy's friend drove her to casualty where 
she still had to wait an hour and a half before heing 
seen. 

When doctors finally examined her, it turned out Daisy 
was in a life-threatening condition. She spent two nights in 
intensive care and a further week in hospital critically ill 
from the disease. 

Daisy, a Geography and Management student, is now 
writing to the Student Medical Practice to complain about 
her treatment. She claims if the doctor had visited her, he 
could have administered antibiotics immediately, and 
prevented the disease front developing any further. Experts 
say an extra hour at the developing stage of the disease can 
make all the difference between life and death. 

"1 think the Student Medical Practice doctor was totally 
irresponsible, because he kit it up to me to decide whether 

CONTINUED ON PAGE TWO 

SUMMER'S finally 
here and winter blues 
can he banished. 

Some students will 
be beading home to pin 
their feel up in from 01 
a bumper summer of 
televised sport. 

Hu! others wilt be 
staying behind to pay -
off those overdrans with 
the usual low-paid bar 
and tempmg jobs 

However, graduates 
may not have to fall into 
the latter category -
employment prospects 
are actually getting 
better according to new 
figures ',CV pages four 
and rivet 

Those slaying in 
Leeds over the summer 
can look forward- to a 
full schedule of music 
events including Opera 
and Ballet in the Park. 
Jai/ on the Waterfront 
and big names like 
Everything But The Girl 
appeanng next week. 

Leeds' residents 
could he in luck on the 
thirst front too. a pub 
war is brewing between 
Tetley and Bass - and 
price cuts could he on 
the was see page Mot. 

(How far abroad ore...) 
you willing to go for a 
job this summer? Turn 
to pages 14 & 15 for 

the Ode 10 careers OA 

the continent 

INSIDE: News 1-9, Comment 6-7, Feature 10-11, Travel 13, Careers 14, Sport 16-20. Plus 16 page juice pullout magazine 
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ALL BAR ONE: Bass's new bar in 
the city centre. 

DRINKING habits tar Leeds 
students may soon he iransfarmed 
by a multi-million pound 'battle 
Llt the breweries. _ write.% temilso 
Geer; 

Brewery giants Bass and 
locally based Tetley ate 
competing with each other in an 
aggressive campaign toopen new 
venues and win over customers. 

Bass have opened hostilities 
after announcing a challenge to 
w hat they claim is the "Tetley 

dominated. dui I circuit' ot I cad• 
pule and bats. 

Bass plans to open at least 
seven new venues in the near 
future. and Nay they are 
committed to c lawn nu the top 
position from Tetley_ 

A Spokesperson for Bass said: 
"We feel comps-tition in Leeds is 
healthy and think we have opened 
some really good pubs which 
have won national awards " 

TL-ilor s spokesperson 

ft'Llhaled b~4I.11111111 

are not worried about (lie 
competition! "We are very pi-mid 
of the fact that we dominate Leeds 
and long may that continue. We 
believe we have a :mod mix on 
pubs from continental style cafes 
to traditional pubs which w 
believe will never go Ind of style" 
A Leeds City Council spokesto•i 
claimed it all helped the 
image of the city to remain 
healthy 

Boozing battle breaks new ground C)FF 
oi1i`diP(.1t; 

TAKE FAT 
EX Take that band member 
Robbie Williams has gone 
to America to lose weight. 
Before signing a £2 million 
record deal with Chrysalis 
Records he will he working 
out with a Trainer in Deco 
Drive, Florida 

A HEARTY DRINK? 

STAND AGAINST SHELL  

PRESSURE GROUP PROTEST: Students gathered outside the LUU 
building this week to demonstrate against Shell Oil. They claim 
theCorporatlon finances dictatorial Nigerian rule and has caused 
numerous natural disasters 	 Pic: Pete Cotton 
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COACHING IN CRISIS AS CLUBS ARE STARVED OF FUNDS 

Sports clubs 
short of cash 
SPORTS clubs are being forced to fold because 
their funds have been repeatedly slashed by 
university officials. 

Budget cuts at LMU 
have meant that some clubs 
have no instructors, having 
to borrow coaches from 
other groups cur rely on 
unpaid and undetquali tied 
members. and fewer 
training sessions. 

Most also cannot afford ni 
play on a national level or 
enter competitions because 
their limited finances do not 
stretch to paying for travel to 
fixtures, 	overnight 
accommodation 	and 
equipment. 

Money 
Gillian Green. LMU's Tae. 

Kwon Do Club Captain, 
confilmed the situation:"We 

not been able to 
subsidise any martial arts 
events or competitions this 
year because we just don't 
have the money, Because of 
this we have to charge L I -50 a 
session when other clubs are 
free to :mend. so have lost 
inembets." 

Sports managers at LMU 
are claiming that the money 
they give the Students Union 
has not declined and that it is 
the duty of LMUSU Ewe 
member, In make up any 
Merit. 

Ross Anderson. the 
university's Sports Manager, 
satd:"On the whole we 
provide eoaching support to 
croups and we are one of the 
few  universities whom:malty  

111 Annul 

fund for what are Student 
Union clubs. It is not our 
responsibility to pay fur 
equipment and SO on but we 
do give free access to students 
to sports facilities." 

LMUSU Exec deny that 
funding is adequate however 
and are also accusing spurt 
officials of reducing the times 
ordinary students can play 
sport so they can hire out 
facilities to the public and 
local businesses and let staff 
play They are now fighting 
for the university sports 
budget to come directly under 
their control. 

"We are allocated funds by 
the university which are partl\ 
supposed to pay for the do 
to-day running of student 
clubs." explained LMUSU 
President. Simon Cafftey. "hut 
this money hardly even covers 
people's wages, let alone 
sponmg costs• 

"The university is 
obligated. to provide priority,  
access to facilities for students 
but this is not happening and 
over the past few years it has 
cut the coaching budget by 
percent and coaching. hours 
from 70 to 46 a week. It 's 
ludicrous that we're in a 

situation whereby we want to 
he pm-active and encourage 
student sport. but we have no 
control over the main aspect -
coaching." 

Beer drinkers FM: longer 
and are less likely to suffer 
heart problems according to 
a recent Australian study. 
Researchers found that Men 
who drank more than three 
pints a this had a 60% 
lower risk of death than 
teen thillers 

PLAYING THE ORGAN 

1111 C111111 1•.!felk: Kovacs has 
designed ii condom that 
plays music. When the 
condom is unrolled it plays 
two popular tunes from his 
Hungarian homeland 

BITTER BANKERS?  
Two hank robbers in 
Washington IX.' rubbed 
Lemon juice into their faces 
in a bid to blur security 
camera pictures of them, 
The plan failed to help them 
get away with their loot 
however and the pair were 
jaded for 24 yews. 

Compiled by 
Gareth Sykes 

Doctors 
snub plea 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE 

to go to hospital, even 
though he knew I could 
have died. What if I'd just 
decided to wait for him 
instead of going to 
hospital?" 

Daisy is now at home 
recovering from her ordeal. 
but feels lucky to be alive. 
"When I first felt ill, I 
thought it was just a 
hangover, but within 12 
hours I was in intensive 
care. They didn't think I 
was going to survive the 
first night in hospital." 

Fist. of Daisy's friends 
have 111111$ been given 
antibiotics. because close 
contact could have made 
them susceptible to the 
disease. 

Neither the Student 
Medical Practice nor the 
ICI were able to comment, 

** Weather News ** Weather News ** Weather News ** Weather News** 

ON THE HORIZON  
with celebrity weather  

forecaster Stevie Sunshine 

Saturday: Dry and sunny. Light 
and variable wind.Very warm. 
Max. temperature: 22c C721--1. 
Sunday: Mainly dry. A good deal 
of sunshine. Chance of some rain 
in the evening. Max. temperature 
23F (73F/. 
Outlook for the rest of the week: 

Some sunshine. Mainly dry and 
warm. 
Forecast kindly supplied by Leeds Met. 

Mice_ 

Weathereall Regional forneam availuble 
on 0891 500 417 
Premium Rated. 



HIT AND RUN BUS 

Open Verdict 
THE inquest into the death of 
tienefies student Alan Jackson, 
w hose hods was found on 
Leeds Uni‘er soy campus on 
May 1, has recorded an open 
verdict, scaly Chris Herirrribeq , 

The eoronerOat last Tuesday 's 
inquest said he could not 
confirm that Jackson, w ho 
plunged from a four storey 
window near the biology 
department, planned to end his 
life "beyond reasonable doubt" 

The finalist_ who seas to take 
a Phi) after graduating_ had 
been working late against 
department rules. 

His parents told the inquest 
that he sulFered from a history 
03 sleep-walking, and Shatwhen 
ft und. his hotly showed all the 
signs 	recurrence with a pair 
lit itlak,02.: he linty took olf when 
going co tied discovered in his  
racket pocket. 

According to his flatmates 
he was in a good mood and 
es en tidied his roam the night 
before 

"Andrew was a bright boy 
and loved his studies. lie was 
also a devout Catholic and 
suicide %A.as against his 
religion.-  added his mother. 

But Leeds coroner Dusid 
Hirichetiff said: "The fact there 
were no witnesses means we 
will nes er he any the wiser as to 
what aourilly happened." 

Euro '96 
ticket flop 
GREEDY toothall officials  are 
being hlamed for the 
thousands of tickets for Euro 
96 matches in LecJs 
remaining unsold, a owes Mort 
Ri)pe 

Anery tans hoyerified 
tickets for the opening Group 
B match at Elland Road 
complatntng they were too 
extensive Organisers had 
()tiered only a fraction of 
tickets at the ininfinum price 
of el 5, leaving user 10•fififi 
tickets at £45 and f35, The 
demand for tickets at the 
Leeds ground is the lowest 
among the eight venues tor the 
football championship 

Although 	tomorrow 's 
match. France vs Spain. rs 
likely to he a set? out. 
thousands still remain for the 
final match on Tuesday of 
next week. 

Playing host 
A LEEDS college is playing host 
to Ihe French national football 
team during Euro ' 436, writes 

Gareth Sykr.s. 
Trinity and Alt Saints College 
will be used for training by the 
French on the run up to their came 
against.  Spain on June I it h at 
Elland mad. 

A spokesman for the French 
team said "I ant satisfied with the 
facilities made available tit its at 
the college. The Horsforth area is 
very pleasant. 

Helen Pocock. the college's 
Marketing and Comniunicatilins 
Officer. is pleased by the French 
team's arrival," think Its superb 
tend a brilliant opportunity tor our 

The Spanish team meanwhile 
-are also slaying in Leeds at the 
Oulion Hotel. 

News 
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Exam cock-up 
chaos 

By Arum Jr e.! • 

A SERIES or blunders made exams even more 
stressful for worried students this fortnight. 
On at least three occasions 
students were given invalid 
question paper, and the results 
declared null and void. Marks 
will now have to he 
determined by linter intlitoth. 
of assessment. 

EXAM BLUNDERt
..I 

 

; 

lest 	 .• 	.• 	• 
the o • :; 	.• • 

. 	• 

the 	• 	.; 
auklrtit 	:irki the pi c,.nnr. 5L_%  

eNam.md some Std sears had 
taken them and then disci I hlISCO 

hem to their friends in the sieli 
helots. 

--Siirtre people were finished 
Im 211 mins instead of al I and they 
clearly had a hugely unfair 
advantage." said one disgruntled 
2nd year 

-Lots sit pe.rie felt guilty 
'hey had cheated because neither 
her or the 3rd Years realised that 
the paper they had seen would be 
set again. 
He added, "The marks were 

ianeefied 	after 	people 
complained and after al f that 
revision our coursewurk erades 
are now being doubled instead. 
However this is unfair because 
some mks like. myself have grit 
lower marks lot their coursework 
than they would have go: in their 
exam.-  
Secretary to the Medical School. 
Mr Mashie. has acknowledged 
the department's mistake. 

A couple of people 
..ounplained and so we took 
action immediately," he said. 
"Clearly we would w ish uo 
students to be disadvantaged and 
so we will took very carefully at 
how the course% ork marks will 
contribute to the iota? results. I 

STUDENTS  
TOLD: EXAM  
MARKS NULL 
AND VOID 

2 

it- 

!XAM  BLUNDER 1, 
In 	.11.1,thor  

1.11C 55111111 

1.ot Nlooday to an amide they 
eoirreeni 

—est: 	!Hi 	(hcit' h 

I minutes while the iris igila;ot 
went to try to iind the right on. 
hut in ow end she had lir Maks: 
them up and write them on the 
blackboard because they weren't 
found,' commented tine of the 
students. 

"I wasn't that bothered 
was eventually scree,: Fee 
an inconvenience and a tpir in it 
eilek-up " 

rj 
EXAM BLUNDER 

Les 
Science finalists found they were 
asked to answer a question 
unrelated to their course in their 
last exam a week ago. "We were 
told about one topic in advance 
that would definitely he on the 
paper so we all revised for it but 
then ii didn't come up and 
something we'd never heard of 
was on there instead." said Paul 

"We went and saw our 
lecturer afterwanis and if we are 
disadvantaged we will he 
compensated but it was a pain in 
the arse and a stress we could 
really have done without." 

BLACK AND BLUE: Bus victim Matthew Parrot nurses his injuries Pio:Pete Cotton 

    

Students head for TV fame A FINALIST who was 
hit by a bus is 
threatening legal action 
against 	the 	bus 
company, claiming it 
was driving through a 
red light at the time. 
writes Gareth Sykes 

Matthew Parrot, a filth 
year Dental student. was 
Crt- .sinc Woodhouse Lane 
outside Leeds University's 
Parkinson building last 
Friday when the accident 
occurred_ He claims other 
cars had stopped for him, but 
the bus just kept going. 

"I was just crossing the  

nyl..snr 111 ni 

road to the hank. t thought 
was safe because I had a 
green man but this bus 
seemed to come f ram 
nowhere.," said 23 year-old 
Matthew. "11"s jusl ishal I 
don't need in the middle of 
my 
He was taken to Leeds 

Cieneral Infirmary and 
sustained serious cuts and 
bruises. The accident came 
in an unlucky week for 
Matthew_ as he had already 
broken his hand when his 
cat bonnet dammed .hut 
without warning. 

lye is now ciltrtc-11.. 
constderi i.t..ektug eal 
athice. 

SlattheW'c housemate, 
Joseph Dwyre, watnessed the 
accident,. 	was it:online on 
the other side of the road and 
Matthew was  walking 
towards inc. Lots of cars 
stopped at the itatTic 
but the bus just flew 
lhnrugh." 

West Yorkshire Police are 
eurrently trying to identify 
the bus company Involsed, 
and are appealing fur 
students who witnessed the 
incident to come forward. 

SOME lucky Leeds students 
could he heading for more than 
fifteen minutes of fame this 
summer_ wrireI Chris ihunilon. 

The opinionated extroverts 
just need to make it through a 
Om recording cif a new studio 
hased discussion proer ammo 
and thqr ek,uld he on primetime 
IN every Saturday night tOr 
Stitt/Ilk 

Rachel Faulk ner. Genera l  
Secretary of 1.1)U, is onc . of 
those vying felt a place in the 
tunitence of Beyond Thr Pak 
If suecesfut she is ill be part of 
an audience being posed topical 
tinestions tor diseussion by  

eelehruy hosts. 
"I'm wally looking forward 

to it." she said "It will he really 
interesting if I do manage to gel 
unto it - they.se picked people 
from around Leeds so it wilt he 
more represeniause of trews 
from the North than most tither 
iliseussuin prtNieuumec." 

She and two other Leeds 
studems have made it through a 
queue of user 34111 }wiper 
Order to he shordisted for the 
show. which is heing filmed in 
the Least ;Ind Firkin pub and 
will hit our screen.: from lune 
19 
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NEWSFILE 
Shoppers asked to 
think before they buy 
A NATIONWIDE campaign has been launched to 
persuade people to think more carefully about !Ii. 
story behind the clothes they buy in the high 
street. 

As part of Oxfam's Global Charter for Bas 
Rights campaign. currently being promoted by 
LMUSIJ, they are highlighting the plight of 
overseas workers in the clothing industry svho 
work long hours in poor conditions for low ft.t■ 

Often the 'sweatshop' products end up on the 
shelves of some of Britain's biggest shop names. 

Students are being urged to ask any of the top • 
five high street names where they shop - including 
Marks & Spencer, Top Man and Dorothy Perkins -
what steps they arc taking to guarantee humane 
conditions in the factories that supply their 
clothes. 

Dom Margetson. VP Education and 
Campaigns. urged students to take action: "Some 
of these workers have I5-hour days, seven day 
weeks and no toilet breaks. We can make a 
difference". 

Art show for everyone 
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LMU HEADS NATIONAL SURVEY OF GRADUATE 

Don't panic- 
there are 
oads of ohs 1 

City crime fear 
\, (NI luso. ;  

of rit i.:tt 
rail 	crow. Isittc Abitie 

Niore 	hit 	',HIT( .1 re! 4 

air r~pccn.l n. 	0- lot Funt il,  
matches and police believe that 
They could ho an eJsv Large; fill 

resc...I.• I 	 1.." r .11, 
are 	1 i dad. orniel'ILs taken 
and two pc.oplr inso2..e.esl every 

PANIC stricken graduates 
fearing their next career step 
will be into a dole office can 
breath more easily at news their 
job prospects are improving. 

Students at LMU can look forward 
to the hest graduate employment rates 
in the country. 

And the cencral picture is much better 
than most gloomy rumours would have us 
believe. 

A recent survey of finalists in the UK has 
shown that the majority of them do not expect 
to get it job when they leave university. 

Yet government statistics released this 
week show that unemployment is down to its 
lowest level since 1991. 

And a separate curs cy shows that the 
numbers of graduates in employment six 
months after leaving higher education are on 
the increase. 

Leeds Metropolitan University topped the 
polls woh fin per cent of 1994 graduates 

AMI■ finding jobs. 
However the tables. 

published in The Times Higher 
Eda,•alion 	Supplement.. 
showed Leeds University 
some was behind with S4 per 
cent of graduates in 
employment. 

The difference is attributed 
to the higher percentage of 
vocational courses offered by 
LMU. 

Courses which are directly' 
oriented towards specific jobs 
such as Public Relations, 
Information Technology and 
Marketing are more likely to 
result in graduate employment 
as they cover a wider range of 
relevant skills for the 
Iisorkplace. 

Swan DOrtt.ith-Shedicr, a 
Dietician Ititalw 	saint 
that the course w as  1,Ct  ra1;..  

hich 
1  

•r+t-L 111.;  

Pt-at K1- RH 50 & 	[(Mali 

WHERE NOW? Will this year's graduates end up underemployed behind a bar, or set up business on 
their own like Dare este owner and Leeds graduate Aaron Cow1rick (above)? 	Pica: Matt Thomington 

ONE of Yorkshire's biggest 
wortielas sporting events will he 
taking place in Leeds (all 
Wednesday. write% Sr-M.11MS. 

A t.2 mile Runt Walk is 
being orgunkeLl  by LM1.t for 
en:clurupe more %%omen io 
become active in sport. 

II has alread■.  attracted uund 
:'1411 O.:MI:W.111171.11W .111S'Olir 

' 	' 	 t11.11 
i• 

I t 	 .,1  

ads atoaceons• 	no don't 
have to think about 's hat kind 
of job you w ant to do as you 
are qualified in your field." 

Non- vocational cour nen 
prove harder to follow into 
employment 

Operational 
Antonia Fradley. an  

English and Philosophy 
post graduate 	at 	Leeds 
Urns eisity said than because of 
the nature of her subject. it 
55 al, easier to stay in education 
rather than try and look for at 
nib applicable to her course 

Recently. the salidity set 
such degrees for jobs has been 
questioned 

A recent article in The Mail 
ran .Sunday suggested that 
newer subjects such as 

Beckett Park campus and ail! he 
started at ?pm by a 
celebrity.' 

Litcutade Sport is sponsoring 
time Run/Wa11, and will be giving 

a free T-shirt to each entrimi The 
netting will end with a 
bathe,, sec 

Anyone wanting twitter 
'insinuation 01 an apo leat ton 
form should contact the F.A.iernal 
I lea elopar..111 	 :DO 
'hi 	, 	2;' 	-7: 

ConmthrOcalion SI udt and 
Women's Studies misled 
students into belies ing that 
they are obtaining .1 
worthwhile qualification. 

The report claimed that 
employers do not really 
recognise such non-traditional 
cottises as they are seen to 
offer an easy alternative. 

Adrian Patton, co-ordinator 
of the Society for Leeds 
Unemployed 	Graduates 
(SLUGS t. agreed .  "A tot of 
courses do not lead to a 
natural job."' 

He argues there are not 
enough jobs for graduates, and 
vocational courses are not 
suited - to everyone so it is a 
difficult situation. 

"Most people in SLUGS 
are not unemployed, but  

mainly have temping jobs 
which are not permanent and 
um at graduate level." he says. 

The Graduate Guide !Q90-  
7 claims advertised graduate 
vacancies have fallen by 82 
since 1990. However, both IX 
and LMU provide a 
fortnightly Vacancy Bulletin 
listing graduate jobs available 
nationally. 

Force 
The bulletin is going weekly' 
for the next couple of months. 
and Phil Marsland, 
Careers and Placements 
manager, said that "this 
genuinel!, reflects an increase 
in job opportunities," 

This does not mean that 
gelling a job is easy. It is.aut 

or Euro fans 
\ 	'tale has 

been 	I5 pet ct•111 increase incur 
crime in Leeds in the last year 
and the niiiiiher .it peopIC 
IIIUL 	11.1S list•1 111 2 percent. 

1 he I A has gi seri tans an 
advice puck on how. 1R-aviod 
imigeines :MCI car crime. Mita 
with ail match tickets, to tr0 

nut,31 I lie 	ohlem and 	It* 
•iesclice Itutin, the Euro 96' 

events ha,  Nen supped or 
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S I [DENTS at a Leeds college are exhibiting 
their work to the public this month. wrires 

hhie Jones. 
The event is being held at Airedale and 

Wharfedale College's media and art and design 
centre in Horsforth front June 17-28 and the 
show will be open daily from lOarn to 5pm. 

Programme manager Roland Meredith said 
he is expecting the exhibition to be a great 
stieeess:—Ihe standard of work this year is 
particularly high." 

Colleges gain grants 
LEEDS colleges are to be awarded more than LI.9 
million in government grants, noires AN* Ames, 

The hand-ou ts. which are part of a E19  million 
national package from the Competitiveness Fund, are 
to be used to update the college\ skills and expand 
their facilities. 

Leeds College of Building is to get 03.100 to 
build a technical workshop and a centre for advanced 
climputer-aided design, whilst Leeds College of An 
and EN:Sign will receive 130.000 travail& its project 
begun last year to develop a multi-media centre 

Run for women in sports 



TOP-UPS ON 
THE spectre of students having 
to pay top-up fees moved a step 
closer last wix.k_ 

Birmingham  University's 
Vice-Chancellor was quoted in 
national newspapers saying he 
coukl be forced to introduce them 
this September, sparking fears 
that the floodgates will open as 
other universities follow soul 

LMU V-C Lesley Wagner has 
already said he supports top-up 
fees to help funding. 

News ti PULIENT Friday June 14, 19.46 

EMPLOYMENT BUT LEEDS UNI LAGS BEHIND  Dream statues 
gone for good? 
A UNIVERSITY landmark 
that has provoked 
resentment and scores of 
practical jokes has been 
given the axe_ 

The Dreamer statue has stand 
next to Leeds University's 
Edward Boyle library for over ten 
years, but huts now been removed 
by bureaucrats because it was 
standing in the way of a new 
library extension. 

However, its demise will 
inspire little student sorrow it 
remained as a permanent 
reminder of the decision to have 
it built instead of a proposed 
swimming pool. 

It was repeatedly ndiculed by 
drunken student.: who managed to 
scale its pedestal and add extra 
features such as traffic cones, 
items of clothing and even a giant 
spliff. 

its Coats HAMILTON 

A library spokesman 
confirmed that the days of 
students wondering whether The 
Dreunwr was a metaphor for their 
activity in lectures they were 
going In are gone. 

The statue has been put Into 
indefinite storage until "a new and 
appropriate" home can he found. 

Urgent repairs are also needed 
following the years of exposure to 
the weather and student 
pranksters 

The university's disgruntled 
students seem to have had the ilea 
laugh: a campus swimming pool 
at last came a step closer last 
month after the university agreed 
one was needed and began 
drawing up plans for funding, 
which could include bidding for 
National Lottery cash. 

80 vacancies 
86 vacancies 

126 vacancies 
202 vacancies 

(Increasing job vacancies: the number of 
jobs advertised in LMU's Careers News 
since 1992: 
June 3rd 1993 
June 2nd 1994 
June 1st 1995 
May 30th 1996 

DREAM OFF: The legendary Dreamer in happier days 

Sale....sale....sale.... sale....sale 	 

Keep an eye out for... 
so much a lack of jobs as 
succesfully obtaining the jobs 
being ever harder, 

The number of graduates is 
rising each year, and this 
summer will total 3.500 from 
Leeds University alone, This 
figure has more than doubled 
over the past ten years. Phil 
Marsland comments: 
"There are increasingly more 
vacancies for graduates. but 
there are also more graduates. 
so  the gap is widening." 

However, he confirms the 
.job situation is looking better 
now than in previous years. 

Because of the more intense 
competition, 	personal 
transferable skills are often 
held in as high esteem by 
employers as the degree 
qualifications themselves. 

Leeds University career 
adviser Dr Chris Newton said 
that "an understanding of the 
world of work and the ability 
to relate with all sorts of 
people are important." 

Communications skills. 
work experience and computer 
literacy arc also essential 
qualities 

Bosses 

Careers 	advisers 
recommend joh hunters keep 
an eye on the vacancy 
bulletins. which are free from 
the careers services at both 
universities. 

Even LMU'c vacancy 
bulletin gives an indication of 
the improved situation: the 
bulletin issued this time three 

BOFFINS ai Lccd-, University are 
contributing to a government study 
into a gene said to cause mental 
handicaps and anti-social behaviour. 
writes Garrth Sykes. 

The research is part of an ante 
natal programme investigating the 
origins of Down's Syndrome. In 
particular scientists are looking for 
widener suggesting the gene, or 
Fragile X syndrome. is linked to 
aggression and juvenile delinquency.  

years ago had just eighty 
vacancies compared to over 
200 this month isee above I. 

On Wednesday June 19 
there is also a Graduate 
Recruitment Fair at Pudsey 
Civic Hall. There will be over 
50 companies with vacancies. 
offering a chance for graduates 
to get employment. 

Take copies of your CV 
with you, and for further 
details pick up a leaflet at the 
careers service. 

rite SLUGS group aims to help 
members develop presentation 
and interview skills through 

workshops, and establish 
contacts in the workplace. 

They can be contacted on 
(0113i 274 0474. 

But Professor Howard Cackle, the 
geneticist leading the Leeds group. is 
disheartened by the attempt to link 
the two: —The government is simply 
confusing the issue by tagging the 
whole law and order debate onto our 
work." 

The government is considering 
introducing mass screening for the 
gene depending on the results of the 
study, which will be published later 
this year. 

Uni in government gene study 

University Vision's 
end of term contact 
lens solution sale. 

It's on now. 

University Vision, 
Lower Floor, Union Building, 

Leeds University 

Sale....sale....sale.... sale....sale 	 
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After 22 years, a Mafia hitman admits to shooting John F Kennedy 

Why we must get shot of 
the conspiracy theorists 

WHODUNNIT?. President Kennedy receives a fatal bullet from the Mafia. FBI, Cuban exiles or, ems._ Lee Harvey Oswald 

Tn ., is the wart 
the union ends: 
	 not with a hang 

but a whimper. 
Another year, another 
row of empt►  seals. 

Bs' June the careerist,. 
the trainspotter., the fools. 
the conledeillS, he idealists, 
the inaleontents. the 
loiterers and the v illage 
idiots have had their fill. 
The only people left at 
meetings of the union are 
those paid tit be there and 
dose who Yvould like to be 
paid ro he there in the 
I uture. 

Monday, for exairiple. Sias 
litidgei Day_ although you 
could he forgiven for nits-sing 
11 It was. reassuring to see 
lace.: IWO nt the Ginn they've 

SLIP. 11111$0N1 lo el.-010 keep 
mew II1 iiINk 

•kkIl 	union 

litil:ILAse 	,1111101Inir241 
!11,241,1ing of thousands of 
pounds her next year. there 
were barely half -a-divert 
student menthers to scrutinise 
Ins lious's This will in course 
astonish colleagues lit \slung, 
who ha; bee.unie 	as 
appiiitichatile detnimal. 
bending liver hackw.i,u Os with 
commitment ttl open 
government and exhaustive 
cilasintation 

Coronation Street 
onll L‘e," 

%ill./ ha, Lithe else ill 
Yt +am: '-. legendary amiability 
this soar is 'tare Monson. 
1ahicata,11 see t eau 	hi,  
chaired ail, meet 	ficity 
litxalirovil in especially 
irascible form. Mason is a 

straight talking Lattea<hire lass 
acid proud of IL as firm and 
forniidable as any won= out 
uI 0,,,,,nuotin Shrues lustory 
yOU 	care lo metairin. She 
hays led and hollered and yelled 
at anyone w ho dated challew 
her stern chatrwornanahip. but 
for lane Astrid Devane, 
Women'... 0111:er. she reserved 
a stare ithil is,ullti crush a giant. 
and an icy sirlee menstITIA 
with menace: " Don't you tell 
rite to tuck tiff, Jane It made 
the blood run quite cold. 

Devane. for her pan. was 
far too hu_sy to notice, 
enthusing instead iihout 
latest of endless campaigns 
she's frontal all Near "i't's 
child Safety 'Week in week 10 

PICUSC help out.—  Devane's 
earnest pleas have represented 
it tritIMph ,if innocence over 
e %venom:v. but despite the 
missionary real she has at at 
least restrained from feminism 
nt 11N looniest: them is, after 
all, one maul on Exec who 
IL ;WV. scar on linattistic aexisni 
la. ...Jilin lirmaelf May la. 

Rae). at salami when Will 
ata Vtivr was still tin TV. 

Si ta,..11,- Secretary Stephen 

Cowley's unit eriaalla -adopted 
sobriquet. 'Mavia Cruet', was 
doubtless a cue for riotous 
laughter, frit an Executive 
officer presiding over £1,3 
million it pnbably gives a 
different impression. When the 
humorous Cruet reported the 

theft of union cash by a society 
treaaarei earlier this year he 
was amazed the police weren't 
interested  - they had 
presumably hurled at in the 
same tan as a benefit elai in by 
Mr la Duck. 

Madding crowd 
cruo Was aS droll as ever 

during the Budget. while 
Helen Cochrane and Rebecca 
Ryan, Sports and Welfare 
SeCretaries respectively, 
maintained aim usual roles as 
dignified sages rising above 
the burly burly of puerile 
bickering. Their ability to 
nearly escape the madding 
erowd a...sures them 
no  mutations tier the annual 
award of Least Insane E seC 
Member, but first p 
go to General Seeretary kay- het 
Faulkner. who as the Biatact's 
initial chairwoman actually 

warned to talk allow 
something other than tile 
spelling of Councillor"' 
names. 

You.can still see ia 
Faulkner, as in no other, the 
resilient spirit of a mamai 
student null quite crushed by 
the monolith of union 
bureaucracy, There is gill a 
chink that lets in the light of 
the real world. She has been a 
pragmatism, a conciliator and 
silkily smooth operator, and 
the only Exec member to 
escape with dignity the Murat 
debacle of ail-  the termination 
of Richard is black late 
Administmtion Secretary. His 
forced resignation marked the 
nadir of what has been .1 
desperate year of pelt,  
'Nara. one whaii has hititigtil 
LUIZ Eke,: 1111D Lenard 
disrepute .ts never quite 
beiore As the hitter Budget 
squabble. raged on tong into 
the night. ‘ciu 
wondered if the 
ghostly rattle of 
Malin:Ws chains 
w 111 haunt the 
union for many 
1C-IrIN to come. 

.A weekly skerrh elf staelem poliries 
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	 The Inside Pages 

SioWiriT 
OPINION 

Final score: 
Euro 96, 
England 0 
(own goals) 

FOOTBALI, 
has come 
home. Euro 

96 has kicked off 
and the first round 
of group matches 
has produced some 
fantastic football. 

Yet despite the 
endless hours of TV 
coverage. spin-off 
adverts and 
merchandising. the 
champagne football 
event is in danger of 
falling flat, 

Lowest 

Attendances in Leeds are 
the lowest of any of the eight 
host cities. There were 
10.000 empty seats at hest 
Sunday's match at Eland 
Road between Spain and 
Bulgaria - two of the most 
entertaining sides in the 
tournament - and a !similar 
number remain for Romania 
‘N Spain next Tuesday. 

What's gone %crone The first 
explanation is that a large 
number of tickets are overpriced. 
Whereas the minimum priced 
£15 tickets were quickly 
snapped up_ the 	remain at 
the ludierotts price of f..35 and 
£45. If a family of tour goes 
together rite ens' could he well 
more than CI00, Even Frieland's 
opening game against 
Swrtierland masa thousand 
short or capacity. with punter 

to pay £100 for al 

match they can see live on Ts 
This is sad hit regular 
Nupponem of the national gam: 
will not be surprised at the FA' 
creed. 

Meagre 
Wbui is more vs orp,ing is *ar 

the goy eminent hass• mil y 
contrifluied a meagie 1I _-?,III  
Leeds a, help market and 
publicise Euro at,. abla  is ul 
sharp yonitast to the •Ireasur!, 
which will he making almost 
million in VAr front ticker sales 

Eltont the funds to minim,. 
the event propel RR 'Fort, or, suns 
ihe risk ot p.issiniii by the [11,n 
loothaDitle puhliS. al. '9.1:11 
111ti,e Ali +41+1 ++ how e+. 
s 111 tI. 11111' on ttIb' kL,,L1111 1 	Ti111.,,C 
;11 	 11',c 
Euro  Uri 	, .1 	. • • 	• 

1_I11•/alld sill Ills' WIWI] 
.!';:lt,111' it IN an opniiitunity 

Visit has been missed. 

And finally... 
1..0 0  

Oil probably won't 
have heard of James E 
Files, although he is not 

the kind of man you would like 
to meet. A convicted Mafia 
killer serving a 50 year 
sentence for the murder of a 
policemen, he is currently 
front-page news in the United 
States. 

This has nothing to do with the 
crime he is in prison for. No. it is 
because Files has confessed to the 
most notorious crime of the century: 
the assassination of John Fitzgerald 
Kennedy, 

Files chums he was part of a 
conspiracy involving both the Mob and 
Cuban exiles eager for reveage after 
Kennedy's less-than-wholeheaned 
support for the abortive Bay of Pigs 
invasion. His confession has caused a 
lot of interest because it tees up many 
unanswered questions surrounding the 
events of November 22. 1963. 

Files chains to have shot Kennedy 
iron the grassy knoll where many 
witnesses sighted a figure hiding. He 
also claimed Lee Harvey Oswald was a 
decoy and instead the killers included 
himself and another Mafia killer Charles 
Nicoterti. This explanation of multiple 
gunmen removes the need for the so-
called 'magic bullet' proposed by the 
Warren Commission r the LIS-
government's official inquiry) that 
allegedly entered And re-entered 
Kennedy's body 

Big business 
The FBI quickly denouns:ed Files' 

interpretation ca events hut this hits done 
nothing to quell the speculation. Not 
surmising when you consider that 
conapiracy is big hus-iness. First of all 
there's all the hooks explaining and 
expandi rut the taultsssith the 'official' 
story. and then there's the 
document:idea. chat shows and radio tie- 

By Simon Jeffery & Matt Roper 
Ills where an ex-army or gt ivemment 
official risks his reputation to 'tell it like 
really is' . Then the conspiracy moves to 
Honyvstaal Oliver Stole would have 
been lost without years of the JFK 
speculathm. 

Conspiracy ihcorics aren't about 
establishing historical accuracy. The 
American public do not want to know, 
once and for a, how their president 
died. Like devoted Elvis fans who claim 
to still see their idol. the JFK theories 
are a mechanism by which an entire 
nation can entertain itself tinder a 
common +Jellison. 

And in this way the conspiracy 
becomes a means .a expressing 
disbelief. Kennedy was a popular leader 
who, months before he was killed, auved 
the world froth a nuclear 'Aar over the 
Cuban al,,,ate tisis. His assasination 

didn't make sense at the time and. as the 
US media interest in John Files' 
confession shows, it hardly makes sense 
now. The truth is not out there, It is 
continually deferred and denied until it 
becomes the least important pan of the 
theory. All that matters is keeping alive 
the possibility That things might have 
been different_ 

Millennium 
Thcru'a no denying that there are a 

lot of conspiracy theories around at the 
trannent. Whether it's the X-t=iles. the 
John Files Files or visits from outer 
space their seems hi he no escaping 
them. All in all. it would suggest there 
are a lot of people who want the ls nid 
to be very different fnan the w.is a Is 
flow 

You could attribute this tceling to a 

lot of factors - secularisation, the 
breakdown of society or the end of the 
millennium. Or, more simply, a general 
discontent that is leading people to 
question everything they've previously 
believed_ The remarkable success of the 

must be partly down ro the fact 
that Agent Mulder is just an onlinary 
man who refuses to believe what the 
government tell hint and usually 
succeeds in proving them wrong. He 
embisiacs the wishes of every individual 
who's ever felt the frustrations of 
dealing with a stubborn bureatteraQ, 

Conspiracy theories are an mit:ion:tin 
release and make great television -
they're eripping, thought provoking and 
let think that you're onto another. 
:slightly dangerous, train of thought. But 
they lead us to a stale of .willing self-
delusion which can only stop us from 
understanding the wilt-Ulu:it really is, 
not as v..e imagine it I'm sure there's a 
conspirno 111..or‘ iii th,'I',' ti:I171•%..firre 
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Our globetrotting columnist takes a one way ticket to oblivion. You have been warned 
Irish 

Yanks 

GEORGE MITCHELL: An American 

The Unionists are kicking 
up a huge hullabaloo 
about George Mitchell 

chairing the all party piece 
talks in Northern Ireland. 
They claim that, as he his great 
grandfather's best mate once 
drank a pint of Guiness, that 
he's overwhelmingly biased 
towards the nationalist cause. 

But why choose American 
Mitchell in the first place if his 
suitability was even slightly in 
doubt? I can think of a much better 
choice - a peace talks veteran, a man 
9, lib very few Protestant and 
( - iitholic ancestors and someone 
9.1itfrs in need of a new job - Israel's 
si ion-to-he unemployed Prime 
Minister Shimon Peres. 

1.1111.4)S T '1 	Frtdio  luri. 14 1•1P 

Around the world 
in 80 lies  
WitsAT'S summer for? 

Getting a sun tan? 
Taking a holiday? No 

it's for dreaming up lies, 
porkies, half-truths and 
falsehoods. The term is almost 
finished and the long hreak is 
upon us. Rut although the 
exams are over, a much harder 
intellectual actility now awaits 
us all - making up the lies 
about what we did over the 
summer. 

This is a great student tradition. 
When we return in October. we 
come armed with hair-raising tales 
of travel, jobs and general wildery, 
Whereas, in fact. during July. 
August and September, everyone 
crawls back under their rock in 
Leicester or wherever it is they 
conic from, but usually Leicester. 

Then: an: certain rules to be followed 
when devising your swuirier lies. 
Obvious European destinations are a no-
no. Even your patents have been to 
France and Italy. Top of the list of made-
up holidays is Greek island hopping. 
This is somewhere you can claim to 
have visited without even having left 
your hednini. There are so many  

islands you can simply say you visited 
so many you cannot remember any of 
their names. 

The more adventurous hunshitters 
will tell you they headed off to Africa. 
Mesita) or rented a jalopy to drive across 
America. These aixmmts are usually 
bused on Thelma and Louise or Zen and 
the An of Motorry Cie Maintenance, The 
wilder the ap:ounts the better. Africa is 
good, but three months windsurfing 
down the Nile k even hence Anything 
involving a length of hungry cord is a 
dead -cert. 

For the uninitiated_ the lies which are 
told in October when everybody returns 
to the cosy world of academia can be 
quite dawning. However. it should 
never, never be admitted that the entire 
ten weeks were spent drinking lager and 
watching daytime TV with your mates 
back home. For sonic reason such 
activity. while thoroughly acceptable 
during term time. is a social faux pas for 
the holidays. 

Successful liars, if not travelling, 
should invent some wild line of 
employment. Summer jobs with career 
prospects are very good news. An 
apprenticeship at some top advertising 
timt will stand you in goad stead, with 
your CV, as well as your mates. If you 
can't bring yourself to tell such a porker. 
a more downmarket mode of 
employment like working as a hare. 

POSTCARD FROM ITALY: Cut It out 

fixated grape crusher in an Italian 
vineyard may he what you need. 

Having spent hew or more years as 
a student, graduates tend to have 
mastered the art of successful truth 
economy. Which is why. when you ask 

and pretend Its a holiday snap 

any of them their post-graduation 
ceremony plans, they offer some 
anodyne reply about going into 
publishing or journalism. Or ii El. s• 
taking a year °IT to do some 
travelling. 

GRAHAM Mann echoes much 
01 the nonsense we 

regularly hear from New Labour 
politicians these days - an 
incoming Labour government 
must make "tough decisions on 
public spending" because the 
Tories have made a mess. But if 
they've made such a mess why 
do Labour copy them? 

I don't agree with the "tough 
Decisions" doctrine. Firstly there are few 
spending priorities more important than 
education - tt is crucial for the economy 
hut, more importantly, the development 
of human personality and fulfilment of 
human potential. it should take priority 
over Trident - one commitment is 
prepared to make. 

Secondly. the Labour party is 
desperate to disguise the fact that is 
surrendered huge swathes of political 
territory to the right. If they really cared 
about education Labour would rag the 
rich. Must of what the Labour Party call 
"tough decisions" are only necessary 
because Blair and his followers refuse to 
take these steps. and remain committed to 
the insane and destructive notion that the 
free market should prevail. 

Labour is determined to avoid any 
commitments that might disturb the 
slumber of the wealthy it will not put the 
needs of human beings before profits. 

Simon Kovar, 
LUU Liberal Democrats. 

IF NJ 
WINNING LETTE LETTE 

'have to admit to surprise, and 
!not a little dismay, at the 
findings of your poll last week, 
which suggested that almost 65 
per cent of students favour 
talking to Sinn Fein without any 
preconditions, not even an IRA 
ceasefire. 

Corning at the same time as over 7.5 
per cent express support for tougher 
penalties against viole41t criminals. an  
awkward paradox appears to have been 
forged. 

The basic fact of the matter is that the 
IRA and Sinn Fein. even with their 15 per 
cent vote in Northern Ireland. are two 
sides of the same coin. 

Claims by Gerry Adams that they are 
mutually exclusive bodies, and 
that Sinn Fein has no influence on the 
Provisionals are totally negated when one 
realises that Adams himself is entitled to 
a seat on the IRA Arms Council, and that 
convicted IRA members, such as the 
bomber Gerry Kelly. ran for election on a 
Sinn Fein ticket in the recent Northern 
Irish poll 

I believe that decommissioning is a 
red herring, an unrealistic expectation 
before any kind of negotiated agreement, 
and I also believe that it is vital that all  

aspects of Northern Irish political 
thinking are represented in any 
discussions on the future of the province. 
but for the representatives of an active 
terrorist organisation to enter peace 
discussions without giving even the 
slightest hint that they have any with for 
peace at all runs entirely against the 
fundamental principles of democracy. 

I would assume that democracy is an 
enshrined concept among students as a 
whole. So why would so many vote to 
undermine it? 

Aidan McCarthy. 
Block A, Lupton Flats. 

AVING just read Kevin 
Patrick s letter in your last 
issue I feel I must put the 

record straight about LUU 
Exec. 

We are not at all happy that NUS 
conference voted against free education. 
In fact we felt positively cheated. It is 
members of the NUS Exec who put theti 
political careers above the concerns of 
students 

UV policy for this conference was 
decided at the AGM last term. I doubt Mr 
Patrick was there. If he had he would 
have heard many impassioned speeches 
in favour of free education from the 
General Athletics Secretary (yes. 1 have 
opinions,, the Education Secretary, the 
Women's Officer and other members of 
LUU Exec who work behind the scenes 
for students. 

LUU did vote for free education and .  

terthennorr. Exec are not Labour 
students, We are one of the few Exec's in 
the country of political independents. 

There's more to Exec than what you 
read in The Hark 

bout Leeds Student's music 
section: Who do think you are, 
oaded? 

Your articles are invariably extremely 
patronising towards the opposite sex_ and 
you write us if you have some kind of higher 
authority on music. 

There's snore to the current music scene 
than the boring ramblings of the Bluetones, 
who _seem to have their own weekly column. 
Next year please get some new editors in 
who aren't m:1 blinkered by Brithop that they 
can't we that Phil Collins and Celine Dion 
will always sell more records 

Sarah McClary 

If you get a break from exams and 
football why not write to Leeds 
Student? It's fun and free - the 
perfect opportunity, in fact, to 
exercise those old letter-writing 
skills and win yourself a Ulmer. 
Sounds good? Give if a pi and see 
what it's like. You won't be 
disappointed. 

Leeds Student Newspaper 
Leeds University Union 

PO Box 157 
Leeds LS1 1UH 

email: csc4ksu@gps.leeds.ac.uk  
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Britain's biggest weekly student 

newspaper is quartet of a 

century old. To celebrate, we 

present the news that made the 

headlines 25 years ago. This 

week: June 17, 1971 

PARTY GOERS 
RUN RIOT IN 

REFEC RAMPAGE 

HOUSE CALL 
WARNING 

A WARNING has been issued 
ul students this week following 
several incidents involving 
bogus electricity meter readers. 
writes Gnaw Gregsrot. 

Yorkshire 	Electricity 
officials say students should he 
extra vigilant after con men 
gained entry into a series or 
homes in Leeds making off 
with rmidents' belongings. 

E's meter reader Peter 
Marriott urged residents ill 
check the identity of the caller 
before opening the door 
"Unfortunately people do 
impersonate our meter readers 
to gain entry to people's 
homes." He says identity cads 
are scorn by 	staff. 

Bt .11 !Dim K%ir.in 

address she never received it. 
In her absence, a judgement 

was made against her, and her 
name added to a ardit blacklist. 

"It's a complete fluke I found 
out about it." said Hannah. "The 
estate agent wasn't obliged to tell 
me. and apparently s been on 
record since February. The whole 
thing's been a massive 
inconvenience and a waste of 
time." 

Yorkshire Water have now 
accepted that Hannah does not 
live at the address. and are 
working to withdraw the County 
Court judgement. 

The current tenants claim that 
they knew nothing about the 
matter until Iasi week. One sit 
diem commented, "there's been a 
lack of communication." 

Discover the benefits u'E.14r..,, 

Time is the key... 
For further information just 

pick up the phone - it won't 
cost you a penny to call. 

Quote Ref: 

0800 591 570 

As well as a thorough free 
medical, all our volunteers 
are recompensed for the 

time they spend taking pad 
in our clinical trials 

to taking part! 
All studies comply with the Royal 
College of Physicians Guidelines 

free spare pair worth £70 
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SUMMONS AFTER CREDIT BLACKLISTING LANDS RESIDENT IN HOT WATER  

I was court out by 
unpaid bill 

AT least seven vv indovvs 
and one door were smashed 
on Saturday in attempts by 
students to enter LUU's 
'Hop' in the Refectory 
without paying. write Newt 
Stuff 

Scats were slashed in the 
salad bar, several fights 
broke out and human 
eserenient was later 
discovered in the corner of 
the room. 

In all about £20 worth of 
damage was done to the 
furnishings. 

Security staff refused to 
comment. 

[Compiled by Naga Mum-hefty! 

ACTION'S outdoor activity holidays for children received a boost 
this week when a company donated cash to buy new equipment 

The TSB foundation gave £650 to fund the purchase of 
sleeping bags, waterproofs and walking boots for the group's 
Outdoor Mix project involving children referred from Social 
Services. 

Action coordinator Fiona Johnston said: "It's brilliant for the 
project's future." 

A STUDENT may he prevented from moving into her 
new home - hecause of a County Court judgement she 
was completely unaware of. 

Hannah Lawrence. an 
Economics and Computing 
finalist at Leeds University. 
discovered she was on a credit 
blacklist when estate agents m 
Harrogate checked references 
for a house she and her 
boyfriend were due to move 
into next week. 

Tenants 
The current tenants of a house 

on Brudenell Grove. which 
Hannah moved out ot a year ago, 
had not removed Hannah's name 
from the bills. 

Yorkshire Water sent a court 
summons to Hannah about the 
unpaid bilk, saying she was liuble 
to pay costs of £115. but because 
the letter was sent to her Old 
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Fr-  CHRIS MOONEY recalls his school days, his 

sexual angst and his Spectrum... 

T -  

If there's one thing vilest. than sad likikra. talking 
alsout listen:in. its their eters %Ake mates 
eimmaring the I, irtties of ancient computer 

emotes. This k the age oil the all-singing. all-
dant:Big PtayStatiym. for end's sake - what hope 
has the trusty t4glit coheir, single bleep Spectrum 
got? 
\\'e II- a • ti it lit is/algid on its side for a -dart Playing 
c.iiininito- garri.,:• was tne•ituhly a  Nat tome I). male 
pursuit it early. Aille•4.-ence While all the eirt. Were 
'art ni:,:kinit make-ups and necking eider in the park 
with the .firth forts. all their tretie stye-mates were at 
bona. try Vile as load the tam of iie .4. Kerte-re they'd 
lust ...listed Cillille:,  ale the Oily memor, that wawa ra 
Lis hli Ike, have Lit use years het...vett ogle and 
diutte.11. Jett so a tide Ifts, 44 Lill rn.'014V. 111116 ahem their 
lirs.1 slit li /110.1 htiN5 recap tlle' looked in noon pink 
le '...! it Jnilci•• ill ". V tack brine into the coil VCINA11)11 is 
I111e the the hiinit inl.il N.. iiIllimi ,.....tx in ir)oit/ituit 

Rol !hoc., moo br it 1111111 Mar it was a iife-style in 
lt,....11 In these d.o s tit erlzonnatis., -4.411a111.-sA iontrolleis, 
:tete itaxit pie, me i.euties usine the key le raid' The 
tut'-dol 'mat set ,al key s ',to w ere eis in ttsitah3 
teetiee,' Le,• ,‘,. r1,1  demalt), ,ii a  ii,•.,,Li) ,....int.„.!ir 

i vs tech harrit± hciag I?, tic  all w etc. al+  15  ;P.,  I. That 
aide was esailiiie e.arnes nil a mrie teeordee /l 
huithritrrd l'ruNinc., I, tridt to 4.. hi .tit , of tletT 
Lim krentratinn .inil luck and usually coiled w Oh u  diet, 
11  Islailk e.'10.1 .ini I 1;ms',  bit Inch spits:lied ,11. caring. 
Si 0,:141t ....pr..-clniro., Nal ate inkiest fun factor Of 
..f ash me it you Si, 418Ch tis looked at them. .aid thus 
mere fr....lied as ).41 .... i  HII(I 11 hand of raw niece 
giy ,;ell I  ie In those careire.: yin, yolt outs! still boy 
yuiltk!,  Irmo vein lueat cnnter shop. alihntnit itis'.y 
wen: ine‘11.11)11, ill les 114' "Fo Nhi lig telareteer' ss Mice 

.by ott'-oilliusiaStiece411puter 
lOtigin'utter liNi\ %%ran You  needed seas o 

Kr& 	hbii ytat'ecluld 'three ;lathe freer )%sni' wonted 
Fit r:11,1111l: "1117'111,0i . - Li ,11.'.11 111 .111if 111'111'2 111,' he. 

/1:1:11 !hill: %Ste. :11.; ;.11114.1• 	 . - 	.1.1r 
Wil.PtlierwirrilAtt9g  sound anti t 	s, !,,,i „.:, 
Iliad the. tx0ticity 	wipe 0111 your o.thflL' 
NCILI 	had to el a tiptoe 	K" 	 mkt 
fez Sc; 11 in% s& at: the benetirriarks. two pi:akin-1i 
games which lis■keLl intuamttingls sinaph yet could 
wipe tau Kay. of land j'nstiric Milt in ...wools. 
featured the kind .4' rxirtieltia I British humour that. 
mi.snag feral Steers fairiess multi-rtatismal releases. 
wittws'an liaget Rio 4. 71,  .Stiond where yoei eould pelt 
the headmaster 	apples anti 	sih•lt betting 
The bil,.e.,U1.4.14., 11‘.,...:1U‘e 5 4 In SOW as heti its arii I  getting 
one in real life!. Iven I me cut evened shout Fitie tan 
that was shy ay • the' rank that vt sir specs!. mate liked, 
while you %%etc keeling alien a•. to Ligitifoiri. 
Similarly arcade conversions got ...sena:tie tit rill, I 
L4101114: alifiCirilitni, 	in lit (Noon tin ;i 

Ch.4 A%-as like robot to get the L.mdnn 	nut:  
Iii PIM at The Fenititt, and the) were almost atway,, 
sink. Therein inn V. as in marnpliciiv-  Churki• 
fait .tri,orasiii and /ft wee ridue.% Antos %vete al  l 
Bias fie eNtuttples ot u se trot pleat could ha! had with  a 
1.:1114111.: tit audp, sprites atilt .t pen stick Alen e all. they 
wire cheap and plentiful, es there o.as tkl %lit:11111g oill 
I.441 on  71  asst flaNtii% hx ,killg tiuudS arr,l 111)1 

Stilt. it with toil nostalgia, ihr truth asnrten 
di f learn I faiiN at ,t nrillu +tire t,4 fix- other day and, 

1411:C. it %a% a ly sad al slaw. ninplistic tins 
Still, asts,..., taco mese 	R.t1. Ninetetror. 
re.eieseelaiei„Veirrests, il'ietfrf Games, 	. 

does old'skoo l  
still rule?  

1 	I I / 11Is N I 1_51.42`t 1 	l•riLito Pak 7, VAR*  

	41111nnamma  

playing with yol 
TPlayStation 

Adidas Power Soccer 	j  

Since the release of Sensibk Soccer Ilm 
the good old 16-hit Amiga and S-f. 
there hasn't really been any ether 

contender for -best football game of all 
time' gaily of the new pretenders leave 
looked splemliel with live commentary etc_ 
but have been severely hampered by 
infuriatingly slow and complex gameplay. 

Happily Adidar Power Soccer 1:5 clear of 
these problems. The presentation is indeed 
faultless, MIL commentary from Brian 
'1 hear and half-time adverts from Adidas. 
but the admit gunk. has had a lot of 
thought put into it. It 's perfectly passible W  

knock it about like Inny or pump it up like 
S•nd:and within minutes, and the trickling 
is hone-crunchingly runistie. The camera 
angles swoop in and not unobtriedvely. 
meaning much ()olive and :thing MS your 30 
y and piledriver flashes just wide. 

Essentially for the .adder football fan, 
all Eunmean league teams are included. 
although the nnmee an doctueedt Andy 
('role. Kevin Galen crest. Still. it's certainly 
the best 01 the new generation football 
goon's, and it's good III sec that the writers 
have realised that great graphite; do not 
'nuked' a genie. 

You always hear about 
computer systems on 
a wistful glance is abo 
any longer. STEVE CO( 
of the Sony Playstatior 
titles, and to the right c 

This stunning sequel to the cult arcade 
classic, Ridge Racer Revolution 
inartagt•S to improve on its tuneless 

prede•evior. Equipped with three 
demanding mieintainside courses and 
three equally nippy sports roadsters. your 
task is. obviously, to thrash your car to the 
Itits in an amino to set the fastest time 
and beat all your opponents. 

The graphics are eimply mindblovviUg, 
the update time is incredibly speedy and 
the whole pee of gameplay extremely 
exhilarating. The choke of can allows you 
to formake speed for greater grip which as ,.,..  

n the beginning there was /eyrie, a 
one- dimensional, blocky tennis 
simulation played with paddles on a 

dodgy movie ale cliniputer limy we all 
gawped sit the realism id die action; awn 
lege, bricks hooraying u white square 
between emit other was once the height 
of technological expertise hack in 1978. 

When Space !nvlulers Linda! in 
Englund, it literally took the country by 
storm_ What fullowed has become a part 
of everyone's consciousness and the are ere 
game has become a regular part of our 
enterreininern diet and. increasingly, 
permeates into our daily lifestyle. 

It was these ill Lbese arcades that the 
labial mots of all modern games 
originated; these old skool games mixed 
exhilarating gameplay with the must 
technologically creative graphics of the  

)(sir skills itnprm e allow you to capitalize 
on the extra speed and acceleration of 
conic of the more footloose s chides,. 

Despite the presence of only three 
tracks, this new sersion of Ridge Racer 
proves a fairly consuming challenge... 
victory in the hardest car on the windiest 
track seems a tricky proposition fur even 
the most hardened ratser. 

A simply stunning eons ersicm. can't 
wait for the forthcoming Formally One 
race game. released in the autumn, which 
promises. to be even better! 

l(LiGIBRIEF11 
COMP 

were no longer dins II 
and that they wanted 
blowing compleart). 
of colours. eimplele 
screaming Wellies ei 

The 
become 
our eel 

to ivement so fast 11 
literally give you el' 
home computer had 
mixiem age! 

Yet the progre.,  
hantwan: technolIT 

:Ridge. 'lacer Revolution 

time_ It was game.. like Pacitfon. Pak 
Poonon and Asteroids which introduced Us 
to the world of computer entertainment. 

But even in those days we dernandial 
more The attack was creating new 
mastemee--es such as Atan's 
gnsundhiralung Gauntlet. Sega'sSpaer 
Harrier and Out Ran.. It took the 
ineu.spidou.s arrival of the Sega Master 
System, the fiat dedicated games cansole 
since the awesome old Atari 2600, to 
finally begin the gradual reversion of home 
computers hack into games systems Lets 
be honest_ no one ever used their Speetruns 
liar writing programs... the MOM I ever saw 
of the proraM-venting potential of my.  
Cornmixtore FA WAS the wann-up screen 
whenever I turned it On in load a game up. 

With the Master System and Inter the 
Mega Drive. Sega wisely saw that the kids 
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chicR fliclks the fall 1oxing clever largo 



Exams are over, post-exam celebrations are over, and now it's time 
to reminisce about what a great year it's been. From Basics to 
Brighton Beach, '95/6 has seen some stellar events. Remember? 

What Was It? Stone Roses 
Where was It? Leeds Town 
And Country Club 
When Was it? 13th October 
'95 

What Was It? Chemical 
'Brothers 
Where was It? Leeds 
University Refectory 
When Was It? 7th October '95 

-"N 

Mark E Smith 
returns with a 
baffling army of 
grooves, noises and 
brilliantly perverse 
songs. It looks like 
we need them more 
than ever. 

Tim Booth and the 
Bud Angels 
Believe (A& M14) 

A gloriously assured 
return to form ''torn 
the best hand in 
Britain after from 

"ii7■. 

CONCENTRATED 
juice 
THIS WEEK'S 

top single 

Sin Or reviews en pcoge 5 

top album 
The Fall- The Light User Syndrome (Jet) 

Piers Martin falls for the album qt .  the 
week Oa page 5 . MI! 

top movie 
Fargo 

A brutally simple tale 
of it C4f salesman. The 
tealism itself makes the 
film extremely 
interesting and 
refreshingly 
uliconveirtiimal, A well 
•ralic4.3 recd tit einen at 

lthai's nit at Irk . .11 I Wel ,1■15 141 11f0e 

top book 
AL Hurting B14.4iAlt .N.4 

by Thomas I lei& 
• 

This is no ordinal 
biography. but a blows 
by blow accou at of 
the history eft hoNine 
and the rise and fall or 
champions. 
Greg Mauer reium.A 1 
Hurting ilasinevi 
Paget 5 

JUICE HOTLINE: 243 4727 

february 
What Was It? Bluetones 
Where was It? The Cockpit 
When Was it? February 16th 
'96 

MI=111=1t=i 

11.111107, 

THE FIRST BK gig of the 
vear and a storming welcome 
tor all those freshers still 
donning Levellers T-shirts. 

The Re fee kept to its usual 
quality standard by running out of 
cloakrooni space. dripping sweat 
off the ceiling and triggering all 
the fire:thorns halfway through. 
bud the atmosphere in the car-park 
outside was just as good anyway. 
But inside. The Brothers ripped 

BRICHTOss BEACH HAS 
always been a haven of 
elevated cool, and their 
status of "top mod club in 
Britain" was driven home as 
The Bluettones began a 
virtual residency after 
topping the album chart at 
the start of the year 

1.4.0 ,- rase,:kap. sea 
meoka that Iht hand have 
play ed them: tivC 	each 

through Exit Planet Dip.; 
were playing for their liveN. 

The volume was arse-
clenchinglY loud, the music Tor 
on and the "start-of-term" vibes 
still intact. Then the essays starting 

better than the last. prompting 
misty .eyed recollections of the 
"Beatles Jr The Cascrn' yam> 
hht icriAinly hod -al little charm 
and a lot el sty le_" 

Ill heS1 little ut: ace them 
'Ail! ;he,. Wthiy he M 	;,1111;116 
%:;;;;velitoll, veralC, 	p, :pare V. •• 
'1 V. 	r h1:1 

,  

IT ALL SEEMS so much more 
important now. Finally. the 
Muni ofjust about .everyone's 
favourite kind of the '90s. 

kin Brown's voice was in tune, the 
new dmtumer was up there with Beni, 
and the crowd were probably the me 61 

excited 
the 
T&C 
have 
eset 
sect. 

THE BOYS FROM Rumford 
have a hit of a dodgy live 
reputation. but at the.  
Refectory they put on a show 
that was pane of the contenders 
rot l;ig of the tear 

!fie klanCL' 
1H11,1, e‘i;etimesit, e;in 

!Nil 	Y61111.1 
.e. 	stilb on 

•!;.; ;-■ 
F;;; ∎., 	r; 	•,•; 
;;J;;;-,. ;Ile% Le 

; 	.1! 	1111-11:Li 
'1.0/1111::“.1., 111h, 
t'431: 
iii it 1110,01 Ur 

rcr by lilt• 

There were the lira sightings of 
howl haircuts and Madehi-Ner 1-slfins 
fru years, and then they calm nu to the 
holy trinity of "I Winiria Be Adored", 
"Waterfall" and "She Bangs The 
Drums". Live music simply doesn't get 
any better. And, then. of course, it was 
all over 

Still, the Leeds gig has the privilege 
of heing their last ever 'rear live 
broadcast on Radio I. and anycine that 
was there can still bore the arse of their 
mates by ranting endlessly. 

cumin:Jai y fire alarms that the 
Refec. so kindly lay on lime after 
lime. 
Carl shinned tunefully and danced 
like a loon and we all cheered. 
Apart from afterwards. when 
L veryone stayed up NV demobs, who 

5510, .1 prat 

What We Said: 
'Underworld are one 

of Britain's best' 

What We Said: 'The Brothers 
are the purveyors of party 
music in the world today'  

What We Said: 'The 
most natural 

sounding band ever" 

C"Dance Music of consistency and 
originality" Chemical Brothers review, October 13 

CWhat We Said: This was a 
live experience extremely 

close to perfection' 

What Was It? Underworld 
Where was It? Leeds 
University Refectory 
When Was it? March 16th *96 
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april 9 
What Was It? Sound City '96 

Where was It? Everywhere! 

When Was it? 7th-13th April '95 

PEOPLE HAVE BEEN 
dissing Sound City ever 
since Pete Tong. Steve 
Lamacq and various pony-
tailed music biz. tuckers 
caught the last train home 
to London. 

Not enough variety. and too 
many Endsleigh League Indic 
hands, people whispered. But 
the simple fact is, just like your 
team losing the Premiership en 
the last day, however much 
you're disappointed. at least 
you were there. And many 
corking nights out were to h. 
had 

Thursday was panicularls 
superb - it was possible to see 
Ocean 'Weller" Scene. Dith.idr.  

Dodgy and ills n 	 to 
the Warehouse lor the mashed 
up big heated fren/y that Is Its 
Obvious to experience the 
delights of Jon Caner and his 
Wall of Sound crew. 

But at the end of the dab, 
everyone's gone home now and 
we're left with the likes of 
MK 13 and Sylvan at the 
Duchess cvery week Grc.c 

What We Said: 'London 
came to Leeds ..and 

tucked oft again' 

ti  
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STA TRAVEL 

El 0 off 
BUT WITH OVER 120 BRANCHES 

WORLDWIDE WE'RE NEVER FAR AWAY 

wo. 
nolo 

Visit STA Travel each Saturday in June, 
and receive £10 off the following: 

15th June 

any Interrail ticket 

22nd June 

any European tour 
All tickets must be paid for in full on the day. 

88 Vicar Lane, Leeds LS1 7J H. Tel: 0113 2449212 

LONDON, OXFORD, MANCHESTER, LEEDS, GLASGOW CAMIRDOE 

LONDON, NEW YORx, LOS ANffig, row), RoGrox, 5 v1)19fY, AUCYLAND 	STA TRAVEL 

ID) 	!I) r
(- 

W  I  	1 (:=t):rj 
results...results...resulls...results...resulls...results...results...results...r 
Thankyou for the many entries. After 
much deliberation, here are the top four 
mix-tapes we received. Congratulations 
to MATT ALDEN 

1'1 	• 	 Nlaity of the tapes went for seamless heat-matching of 
obscure imports. which earns irainspt met points but isn't much fun to listen 
to. Malt went for some obvious party tunes such a-s**Strings of Life." but 
showed variety. and the tape built up well from a quiet beginning. The 
mixing was competent without being flashy which was the ohs toils 
downfall with many of the other entries. The unanimous decision of the 
eedA Student office for winner. See horn at a club near you v•ery soon. 

' 	1:. : A vent' close runner-up. 
The opener. Robert Miles—Children", scented slightly obvious until we 
realised the tape was recorded in 1994. so full marks for anticipation. A 
haider-edited sound than Mat Alden, including some classics from The (hint 
, but occasionally the mixing was over-amhatous and became ragged around 
the edges. A huge song-count though, with an impressively rapid turn-over. 
Unlucky. 

1v-1 -4.i 	1 1 
to PJ Marcus in musical policy. dropping 

deep-house with some harder, more metallic sounds. An obvious love of the 
Bandulu school of dunce music. which is no bad thing. in the end. however. 
it was a bit too samey throughout, with not enough ebbs and flows to hold 
the attention. Still. coming third in the well subscribed to competition that 
this turned out to be cannot be laughed at Better tuck t k  next year. 

# 3 
HONORABLE MENTIONS GO OUT TO... Jon Tunni, and the DJ responsible for 

Live at the Gardening Club 

ripvim 
the best in music brought to you by 

   

  

11-mancli) 

  

• the garage • COCKPIT 

   

     

at Was 

• 

k 

Karl from Underworld sums up ear - MAD FOR IT! 
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STA TRAVEL 

£10 off 
BUT WITH OVER 120 BRANCHES 

WORLDWIDE WE'RE NEVER FAR AWAY 

Visit STA Travel each Saturday in June, 
and receive £10 off the following: 

15th June 

any Interrail ticket 

22nd June 

any European tour 
All tickets must be paid for in full on the day. 

88 Vicar Lane, Leeds LS1 7JH. 	0113 2449212 

LONDON, OXFORD. MANCHESTER. LEEDS. GLASGOW. CAMBRIDGE. 

rONDON, NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES, TOKYO. BANGKOK, SYDNEY, AUCKLAND STA TRAVEL 
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Another year, another Fall album. Dependable as a rainy 
April, Mark E. Smith is back with The Light User 

Syndrome (Jet). PIERS MARTIN lends an ear... 

It's official: 
summer has 
actually arrived. 

And how do we know? 
Because Satan's own 
subliminal seasonal 
forecasters, The Fall, 
have released their 
yet another album 
and those pesky rain 
clouds are simply too 
scared to show their 
faces. 

You :cc. every 
summer this decade 
Manchester's greatest 
hand have whipped 

out a record that, more 
often than not, puts 
their peers' efforts in 
the shade. The Ugh: 
User Syndrome, of 

course, is no exception and. 
in Fall terms, it's better than 

the last two but isn't quite as 
enthralling as I993's The 
Infotainment Scan. 

And so ss ith their umpteenth 

itne up. a new record label and 
their blandest LP cover to date 
(band photos always tend to 
demystify any romantic musical 
notions). Mark E. Smith and 
associates return with a baffling 
array of grooves, noises and 
brilliantly perverse songs. And, 
unlike most indie guitar chart 
fodder these days, you know that 
these tunes aren't second-rate 
rip-offs of some dreary, "classic". 
Sixties heat combo; The Fall 
have always been about the 
present - they constantly look 
forward, never content to rest 
upon past glories. They also 
make you think. Indeed. Mark E, 
Smith is the only lyricist whose 
runtings should he accompanied 
by a dictionary. And that's a 
good thing. 

As are "Hey Pep!". "Oleana" 
and "Cheetham I-fill": songs that 
take the concept of Pop to one 
side and mug it. Gently. 
Consequently. these are the best 
tunes The Fall have written in 

ages - hell, you could sing them 
if you wanted - even though 
Smith's frequently astounding 
observations. his idiosyncratic 
verbal diarrhoea. if you will. Inc 
delivered with the standard. 
almost patronising. vitriolic 
snarl. Elsewhere. "Stay Away" 
and "Last Chance To Turn 
Around" are quaintly distorted 
cover versions with Karl Burns 
on crooning duties whilst 
"Spinetrak" is g lam rock without 
any of the sparkly glamour but 
with the new. improved Brix E, 
Smith panting all over it. 
"Chi linism" and "Oxymoron". 
however. are abrasive techno 
assaults on melody that use two 
drummers just to net some 
warped point of view across. 
Sure, there are a few harsh 
workman-like scuffles scattered 
about but this is a Fall LP and. as 
we quickly glance over Pop's 
current landscape. it looks like 
we need them more than ever. 

THIS WEEK'S TOP NEW RELEASES REVIEWED... the fall...Idds ost.••gra►rt lee buffalo.•.tim booths return... 

Single of the Week 

ore insipid country 
nick from another 
• all Amencan 

hand, still presumably 
clinging onto on ancient 
throwaway complanent 
front Michael Stipe for cred 
points Talking of whom. 
Cppperopolis sounds like 
R.E.M.'s (stunning) 
"Country Feedback" 
stretched ewer a whole 
album, except without the 
charisma or any 
ascertainable tune. And it 
bloody goes on forever. 

An ugly. many-headed 
beast of an ego is at work 
hem: the culprit-Grant Lec 
Phillips, has written 

Various- 
Kids Soundtrack 
(London) 

Ii ' s hard to imagine a 
bunch of skateboarding. 
blunt-smoking teenagers 

chilling hack to the lo-fi 
indie sounds of Sehadoh 
after a hard day's pleasure-
seeking: thus Lou Barlow 
is a particularly bold choice 
for music supervisor. 
Anyone who has seen the 
film will probably 
appreciate how well this 
risk has paid oft 

Barlow's Folk 
Implosion project 
dominates the soundtrack 
with sonic superbly moody 
in.strunictual stuff: 
basically, a series of dark, 

Grant Lee Buffalo-
Copperopolis 
(London) 

everything on the album. 
played half a dozen 
instniments. and drawn all 
the quite cool Dr. Seuss-
style illustrations on the 
accompanying booklet. His 
lyrics stink of pretentious 
cod-poetry with wanky rides 
like -Bethlehem Steel" and 
"Even the Oxen", and his 
irritating whine does nothing 
for the incredibly bland 
rmie. 

An album to avoid at all 
costs, then. It's interesting to 
note that one of their first 
singles was called "America 
Snoring". Insert your MA TI 

gag here. 
George Abraham 

seedy, loose jams laced 
,.% ith some surprisingly fly 
heats, TOp marks also to the 
squcalings of Nina-fide 
nutter Daniel Johnston and 
the buy disehotd and big 
crescendos of Slint's 
closing track 

Add to these undoubted 
highlights a token lament 
from Sehadoh, the bizarre 
sound of Dcluxx Folk 
Implosion - a son of Sonic: 
Youth with George 13awes 
on drums and they!) a 
string section and you've 
got a varied, truly original 
and downright Inspired 
soundtrack. Ace. 

Tim Booth and The Bad Angels 
"I Believe" (Polydor) 

Supergroups are generally a had idea. but 
everything that Bernard Butler has toilette,: 
recently has turned to gold. and this is or 
exception. An epic swoon that takes the Nisi 
hits of lames' stadium era; Angelo 
Badalamenti adds that cinematic finish and 
sou have a single to MP: ss ith McAlmota 
13utler's "yes."' 

Raissa "Green As Sea" 
PolYdori 

Spiky cop that sounds like Wire, and 
they've got a fit singer. Sound familiar? Well 
the song does too, but its immediate 
similarity to Elastica and F.chobelly doesn't 
stop it being a rather lovely, poppy, summery 
gem. 

Dee Jacobee "I'm Alive" 
(Mercury) 

I've no idea who this is or when it's out, but 
no doubt it will hit Aim FM very soon 
indeed. Indistinguishable from anything 
Eternal have ever done, whose records are in 
turn indistinguishable hunt anything Janet 
Jactsoti 1111,  ever dorie 

Ben Folds Five "Where's 
Summer b?" (Caroline) 

From all the publicity about this band I'd 
expected a Pavement with pianos, but in fact 
they're more of a American breezy Squeeze. 
Nobody with the remotest shred of pathetic 
ludic cool will like it, but I'm all for the  

retort, of the grand piano to pop. 

Black Grape feat. Joe 
Strummer and Keith Allen 

"England's Irie" 
(Radioactive) 

Shaun Ryder is back to his vicious lyrical 
lx•Nt ss ith this tribute to our buys. Lines like 
"shes lactating whilte I'm spectating" and 
"we live in a land of crass hypocrisy. we're 
gonna win the National Lottery, ti-i-addio I 
don't think so" can't be beaten, It's a shame 
the original chorus of "you're gonna get your 
Luc-king heads kicked in" didn't quilc make it 
though. 

Tiny Monroe "Open Invitation" 
(Laurel) 

Shares a lot of similarities with theRiessa 
release. except that where that one has a 

tune. this seems to have abandoned melody 
in place of atmospheric effects and Cure-
st!, Ic strings. It's nor crap or anything. and 
s, ou'd probably hum it. but that's about it. 

Singles reviewed by 
Christina Soleil 
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Greg Moore goes the distance with Thomas Healy, whose 
boxing memoir A Hurting Business pulls no punches. 

seconds out . . This 
Is no ordinary 
atitobitieraphy. 

This isn't just the story of a 
man w ho grew up toughing 
it out in the filthy. gang-
ruled streets of the 
notorious Gorhais distnct 
of Glasgow during the 
1950s. A man who dreamed 
of becoming a boxer, but 
who failed, staggering 
drunk and punch-drunk 
before the jabs and hooks 
of outrageous fortune. 

No. this is also a blow by 
hlow.account of the history of 
boxing Itself. of the rise and 
fall of the great heavyweight 
champions, a story without 
which Thomas Healy's own 
would be incomprehensible. so 
closely connected are the two. 
Ever since he was a kid, ever 
since he saw an old film of 
Jack Dempsey 's murderous 
. ictory over Jess Willard in 
1919.    Healy has been obsessed 
with the blood, sweat and tears 
of hosing. From that point on. 
he has marked the stages of his 
life by the reigns of the 
champions. Rocky Marciano 
was king of the ring when he 
first discovered boxing. But it 
is the tips and downs of 
Muhammed Al's incredible 
20-year career that most reflect 
the vicissitudes of Healy's own 
life, and -when he grew old. I 
too felt jaded.-  

This is no ordinary 
\ail  autobiography; this is a 

England's Glory: 1966 
And All That 
David Hill 

England has been gripped 
by football mania. Euro 
06 has arrived and 

tki,ituall is well and truly 
"coming home."  Everyone is 
sharing their collective 
memories about football's 
heyday. the 1966 World Cup. 
Even people who weren't alive 
then have memories about the 
final. It was meant to be 
England's greatest moment. 
Fans drone on about All 
Ramsey's world beaters. the 
'wingless wonders'  but so many 
said at the time that they 
weren't actually good enough 
and they didn't deserve to win. 

Dave Hill's new hook. 
Entdamn Glary: /96f►  And All 
That, tells the real story of the 
World Cup. He puts it into the 
context of the 1960s. 
successfully conveying the 
atmosphere leading up to the 
tournament and the 
controversies surrounding it. 
Full televised coverage by the 
1-1/1C was a big step. it meant 
moving the popular shows off 
screen for the duration as there 
was no BBC2. He even reveals 

boxing match. Healy goes 15 
rounds with himself in his 
longest. most bruising 
encounter; his limit bout. Not 
that Healy - a middleweight. 
incidentally - was ever a real 
boxer: but he used to lie awake 
in bed. fighting nocturnal 
hours, challenging and 
defeating the greatest 

the logic behind Jimmy Hill's 
employment as an expen. 

Although some attempts at 
portraying the characters can he 
patronising (Jimmy Greases 
"laughs like a Dagenham 
drain"), the hook is well 
researched and honest. It also 
hints at the contrast between 
football today and hack in 1966, 
when anyone could affonl to go 
to the games. A season ticket 
tor every single England pine 
including the final could be 
purchased for £3 17% 6d. which 
today would he worth about 
1.40 - the price of a ticket for 
just one of Euro 96's qualifying 
matches. 

Descriptions of today 's 
celebrities 30 years ago also  

champions. Of course he was 
never really lighting Ali. 
Liston or Foreman - he was 
lighting himself, proving his 
masculinity against the 
manliest of men. He claims he 
admires boxers because "they 
put their manlusx1 on the line"  
when they step into the ring. 
Healy does the same. Why? 

provide entertaining anecdotes. 
Alan Ball was, "still in short 
trousers at 16-  as he was so 
small. And Bobby Moore was 
such a neat and tidy boy that his 
mum used to iron his shoelaces 
before he played. and he never 
used to crease them. 

Stories like this and detailed 
descriptions of the matches 
themselves make this an 
essential hook for the literary 
football Ian. It is obviously 
written specifically with them 
to mind. but the passion is 
conveyed so effectively that 
anyone would enjoy it - even 
those who arc sick and tired of 
lixahall via Euro 06 already 

Zoe Feller 

Because although he often 
seems beguiled by the taw 
inasculinny of Ins boxers. his 
own fledgling career was 
mined by the shame he tell 
about his body in front of other 
mien. The site of another 
man's cock is, he claims. - a 
Ming in boxing." 'Sonny 
Liston. according to Healy, 
was a dark horse. and hung 
like one. i What's more. the 
Itomosinsticism haunting his 
narrative develops into a full-
blown homosexual affair. 
Startles:thy the strength of his 
own feelings, intoxicated by 
machismo and odour de 
l'homme. Healy is engaged in 
his own heroic struggle, 
exploring what it is to be a 
man. Heroic not just because 
of the frankness of his 
confessions. but because 
Fleaty. an uneducated tough 
who hung up his gloves and 
picked up a pen. seems to be 
struggling against his own 
maniculacy. He tights fur the 
words, the means to express 
and come to terms with his 
ambiguous maleness. 

At the same time Healy 
wants, he claims when 
recounting his early attempts 
at writing. to "strip oft' the 
mask trout modern man and 
show the ape he really is." In A 
Hurling &airless he finally 
succeeds. Even more than it is 
a celebration of the body. this 
book is, ultimately. about the 
naked male psyche, which. 

The Marx Family Saga 
Juan Goytisolo 

Faber I:14.99 

Free verse or automatic 
writing. I'm not sure -hut 
this is one of those 

laborious reads which you feel 
sure is doing you some good. 
There is a certain virtue in 
getting to the last page without 
lobbing the hook under the tied 
and forgetting about it in the 
meantime. 

The language is original. as 
is the format. The paragraphs 
are nut indented and there are 
no capital letters where thew 
should be. etc. The 
pmhlematies of Cioyi solo's 
writings are reflected in the 
"plot" of the book, which is 
loosely a book about the writing 
of it hook called The Mara 
Faintly Saga. neve,. innif.' 

Goytisolo mixes interludes 
of prosaic research into Marx, 
his wile, his first-horn daughter. 
and so on. with the diatribes of 
his dissatisfied publisher who 
claims, quite righttully, "spare a 
thought for your poor readers! 
your tricky writing and mise-
en-ahy one r is that how you say 
ir'l leave them cold!" 

brutish and voiceless, finds its 
truest, most authentic 
expression in the ring. Busing 
is brutality refined to an 
artforne as such, it illustrates 
perfectly Healy's point that 
civilization is only skin•deep 

His prose is a series of jabs. 
Short and sharp, nothing fancy_ 
There is no swagger. no 
braggadocio, he doesn't write 
like Ali boxed. Come to think 
of it. he doesn't write like Ali 
talked either. But boxing is 
always, as he constantly 
reminds us. a clash of styles. 
Maybe he's not light on his 
feet, maybe he doesn't deliver 
the knockout punch • but he 
never throws in the towel. and. 
cut and bruised, wins in the 
end on points. 

.1 ?lofting ftwunryvi n poblished by 
Prewar and 	t t4.99. 

It is true that the dewiness 
nil the hook, its surreal tangents 
and self-conscious construction, 
do actually lease the reader not 
giving much of a shit about any 
of the characters since they 're 
all so intellectualised. 

The Marx Family Saga is 
technically brilliant, but as his 
publisher character says. 
"readers will he crying, out 
for...feeling. passion, realistic 
dialogue and sixties..."  

Rebecca Howard 

Cold Snap 
Thom Jones 
Faber £8.99 

he cover of Cold Snap 
is enough to make 
anyone want to buy it. 

The picture is coot. and the 
&say silver background 
gives the iinpression that 
this is going to be a fast-
moving, furious, work of 
cult fiction. I wish the 
stories had lived up to my 
expectations. If I had wanted 
to be driven into the depths 
of despair and boisslont Fd 
have rather eone and 
watched a tap drip for a few 
hours. 

Cole! Snap is a series, 1,1 
short stories about gritty 
reality; they are fuelled hy 
disappointment, envy and 
fury Jones' eliaracters are 
desperate. half-road and, 
basically, sick. 11 the world 
really is us bud us he makes 
out. there would he kw 
people who had resisted the 
teniptarion of suicide. In his 
tkfence. there is no 
disputing Jones'  talent as a 
writer. but he needs to 
choose his topics more 
carefully. 

If you ate the kind of 
person who likes to read 
about impulsive violent 
extremists ruled by 
exaggerated mental 
disorders, then you'll enjoy 
this hook (if enjoy is.  the 
right word). If you are 
interested by people who 
suffer from menial illness 
and are sympathetic I.:1S I 
ram) then Lititi't read this  as it 
will irlitulale you. fortes' 
luck at senNitiN, it) is mil j 
nags-turner. 

Jennifer Matthews 

The Lost Tribe 
Edward Marriot 
Picador E 15.99 

Seating Out to see for 1  
himself the Liawep 
people. a previously 

unknown tribe in Papua 
New Guinea, Edward 
Marriott begins an 
incredible journey through 
the jungle. 

Like many travel 
accounts, the strength of this 
hook is not its style. The 
Last Tribe is Marriotrs  first 
hook. and lacks the fluidity 
, if the great trase1 writers, 
hut it is. his subject matter 
which makes this book such 
.1 gripping. tmnit'sahle read 
It is crammed with 
fascinating details. like the 
.reatinn myth of the Huh 
people in which female 
genitals possess a terrifying 
power. In one story. Eve 
iquuts over a pile of 
lonacies which turn black 
and smoke with the heat. 
Perhaps unwisely. Adam 
Finds this highly attractive 
and a steamy session ensues. 

This is a fascinating true 
story that makes no dramatic 
:onunents on the position on 
he tribal people of Papua 
slew Guinea. but will 
switch its readers. inspiring 
hem to pack their rucksacks 
Ind head off for the jungle' 

Linden Thornton 
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Dir: Spike Lee 
Stars: Theresa Randle 

G
irl 6 is a wig-wearing fantasising 
out-of-work actress. She storms 
out or the manipulative acting 

world when Quentin 'Tarantino. in a 
cameo role. tells her to get her tits out. 
Going nowhere she falls into the 
manipulative world of pornography 
becoming a phone sex girl. Spike Lee 
makes the seedy world esthetic which is 
where he is most clever. Girl 6 strives for 
love but finds only sea and dehumanised 
fantasies. The songs Lee has chosen 
from Prince's vault reinforce this, 
juxtaposing harmonious lyrics of love 
with the degrading world of porn. 

Lee raises the question ofSeX li'S love, 
and questions how women become sex 
objects, controlled,  used and abused. 
Through the phone conversations. Lee 
empowers the woman. The phone sex 
girls are made to feel they are 
controlling the sexual discourse, even 
though they are the ones performing and 
rather than answer the questions he 
poises Lee makes the audience make up 
their own minds. At least the soundtrack 
is quite entertaining, though. 

George Butler 

11 	 r way out or hia depth when 
the incompetent kidnappers (Steve 
'Mr Pink' Bleaa:mi and Peter 
'Who 1.--ka' Stormarei turn it into a 
triple homicide_ The Coen brothers 
Nye, appareinly. told this exactly 
how it happened. and if it weren't 
It ir Iltcir intlispenathle little sty lista 
touches, this movie would be little 
more than a 97-mutute crime 
Fee( inatitaa ion t nada att. UI course, 

%cifkaisiver horn Nick Rosa 
But the realism itself makes 

rare., all the moor inLnklula4f. and 
Rites stacking: after several 

%series worth of mane. pointless, 
yet mysteriously engaging 
dialogue, all ilelivettal in a 
dratatete Minnesota dialect, the 
sight la Huai-emit pumping Omni 
slugs Mai some' Inc hei:LinIMS, 

taiicd,a the 1...1 I ta, 
faint UAL 

rood SeIro ll,./0.11.1 1110 it !I 
4.11:11,  !rattier I.+ teethes-, but n 
iratapitek they would rather 
rir 	 ho again Ei 
the audience n Van. .in•C1111111 
in Nprii the 1-1.1a-Heert 
Celebrity From Hell' as 
Duncan Pi esti in (utter i'icrosari 
Itih,dny Seen (Or 71'. Day  rid 

Janson mint Kerpiori: up 
Apoquunt -e'v and the au MI 
Stiphie Lawrence (nun 
Erorenriera all cruwled out of 
the woodwork. 

Even Ayekbournas wit and 
talent eouldn't 5alvage the 
play', revival from hong a 
complete Titanic. The 

i; seems there's no escape 
I tote rpm at the moment. 
Anyone hoping to dodge 

this month's blitz of football. 
cricket and tennis by seeking 
refuge at the Playhouse will be 
disconcerted to find a drama 
set in a gym. or Dojo, and 
featuring live action judo. 

But Blood. Sweat and 
-Tears is about a lot more than 
that- Its a humeimus yet 
melancholie social 
commentary by John Goilher. 
whose imperilled Hull Truck 
Theatre company specialises 
in these studies of human 
aspirations among those of the 
working-class North Just as 
Up 'n ' Under and bit km Sods 
were set against backdrops of 
rugby league and the lottery. 
so this play taws judo as a 
omtext for the more universal 
hopes and despairs of its 
characters, 

All five have their own 
stones, but the tale of Louise 
(Gail Watts) provides a focus, 

Ieal led the docnir 
yesterday. 

tie checked me up and went 
away. 
• here's nothing wrone with 
you he said. 
You've no need to he in bed. 
You've no disease that 1 can 
find. 
You must he sick inside your 
mind." 

tarat medical exploitation 
just the most amazing thine? 
So ineffective are their 
curative proeedures we 
might rightly have sonie 
lingering auspietuns of 
dlnrss - themselves, it would 
seem, a treatable condition. 

The' II yttactndriar r  a 
late Mnliare play which, as it 
would happen_ he died while 
perfonnine in. is a 
magnificent ironic tour de 
force, This latest adaptation 
by Edward Kemp caplotti. to 
the full Moliere'• tieflutton 
of social and profeasir mai 
diasemblance% in u 

1,I• 	Ill, I.  

'.. 	1, 	.11., - 	IL' 
If:L•11' 	/1:0'.1111. 	IX.' ill:I. 

I 

It.1111. 
(111i) I amain Presti 

oranaaeil it', Creak.' .1 Ii 
amloyinF LitaMdiff 
Sl'ere 	anitityine 
11tere ta a's .1 VI 1‘./ti peas Il 

i{$ 	'rut if this rovaa but it 
was hid behind the 
thsappouiting cast and linip 
lineation 

Alison Gibbs 

a young waitress who finds 
judo to he a route to self-worth 
and empowerment in relief of 
the unfultilling life she and 
friend Michelle (Sally Ann 
Matthews) spend flitting in 
discos_ Butthis is not vintage 
(Whet; the gags don't always 
flow easily and one ortwo 
characters verge on caricature. 
hut the playing is crisp 
enough, 

As. for the judta notablythe 
predictable climactic scene in 
which Louise cc deals the 
black-belt with ht r sworn 
enemy, Una McNulty's fig it 
choreography is remarkable. 
Three of the east are black 
helts in real life and spare 
nothing in physical aggression, 
acutely conveying the 
athleticism of the discipline It 
makes for a spectacular show, 
not just for enthusiast, of 
sport, but anyone who wants 
an amusing and incisive look 
at a few of the people who 
play it 

David Smith 

palm:lion not without its 
own degree of self-loathing. 
Malcolm Scales' Thomas 
Diatotrus. satirised for hi• 
intellectual pretension. was 
performed with all the 
bungling buffoonery of the 
best Malvolios. 

Riotous stage :antic: from 
the whole cast. were 
impressive in their ability to 
dispel morbidity - including 
a separate but related ballet-
connive performed during 
the interod "to add another 
strand to the w eb of Muslin; 
and reality tot so Kemp 
would have us believe) -hut 
The Hype-whom/nor di a,, 
have its serillLIS amine'.. 
fitness is something to 	ICI] 
we have to relate LIM lives 
and the thremalie lament 
rounding oft the last 
a touching h•ficeia. 

Fven so. this is 
undeniably. die best 
I co initalitane around at the 
moment 

Jim Biswell 

Blue in the Face 
Dir: Wayne Wang 

Stars: Harvey Keitel, Jim Jarmusch 

alowing on from where the recent Smoke 
left off. companion piece Blue in the 
Face. filmed in a weekend with the 

remaining studio time for the main film. 
provides a nice conclusion to the whole 
project. Centring once again on the Ban ikly n 
Cigar Company. the tilm expands on the 
characters created in S fn. oke , and includes a 
number of cameos from celebrities to liven 
things up a hit, Lon Reed pn► ities a number of 
monologue% on why Sweden is scarier than 
New Thrk, Michael J Fox plays a mad. brilliant 
psychologist_ and Madonna is a singing 
telegram. The pick of the bunch though. are 
Lili Tomlin EIN a tramp craving Belgian waffles 
and Jim Jannusch shooting tiff about cinema, 
smoking and sea. 

Although it has no real plot the film is a 
beautiful series of vignettes, and thus an ode ail 
Brooklyn, interviews with real residents 
intersperse the acting, providing variety so the 
film is never boring despite the slow pace. 
Proving that good films are not necessarily 
epics of budget and time, this regains the 
simplicity that once  dominated cinema And as 
the summer blockbusters  arrive  to  amaze  us. 
Blue in the Face will be a delightful change. 

Jacob Webb 

rie stones make strange 
alieitat 'Illey either take the 
form of a dull made-for TV 

affair. HUN tinthably starring Jane 
avynnitir. or they have to undergo 
. I riot lc cosmetic surlier.- in order to 
'Rake them into -watt:Kahle tile-
nudger box office stunners like In 
11w Name of the halter Hut 
l'irrypi r  Joel and Ethan Coen': lalt‘SE 
iff ring %Mee the financially 

disastrow, but innating ihrdsiickyr 
Paley manages to take the rarely 
noddy') path between the two 

It Is the brutally simple hate cif a 
ear salesman /William it Macy - 
LW's i)r Morgenstern! who 
in-ang•_. the kidnapping of his wile 
to try and get himself not ill debt, 
but who only auraaxals in getting 

lock
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 1'1"104.eirt totiglic 
in-hleeding-i:Ittel. humour. In 
Rob and Quern simultaneously 
send up and bora tor the genres 
die!, 	+.1 
esory 
:Anentanc 3,..'sqltida.,,,Lis dunk 
they're pushing back 
bound:Meshy splicing the 
thriller and horny germs 
together, but the end result. 
while being an enjoyable Ws:,  
is a mess ntinethele.ss. Perhaps 
if you're a bit skint towards IS 
end of term. you can go and 
see ibis movie and gel two 
films tor the price of one. 

Gemma Wallace A  
	 —dr  

Dir: Lesli Linka Glatter 
Stars: Demi Moore, Jared Lovi 

Now and then a break from all those 
m gloomy, munleus, gangsteresqne films 

is vouchsafed. and Now and Then 
provides 

 
it Although chiefly a chickflick. made 

for women, by women. starring women, it serves 
Christina Ricci up on a plate. perfect for those 
patalophiliac men out there who seem to think 
that Ricci is the hest thing airier,: Juliette Lewis 
sucked her thumb in Cape Fear. 

In tip-top Hollywood SIN le, this is the story of 
four women friends who meet to discuss their 
childhood memories. Bonding through death, 
divorce, first sightings of nude boys and the 
unoriginal cycle ride ensure that the girls 
discover themselves. each other and generally 
the facts of life. 

A wonderful soundtrack recalls thaw 
heydays that were the '60s, but this mediocre 
film is savedonly by the fact that it mainly 
concentrates On the girls, rather than the whiny 
women they have become - i)emi Moore, 
Melanie Cirillith, Rita Wilson and Rosie 
O'Donnell.  Sweet  enough to sit through,  and 
even- shed a tear thniugh,  but not-newly enough 
substance and wit to hold the attention. Still. the 
funniest and  cheeriest prospect  is that Miss Ricci 
herself turns into Rosie O'Donnell, Just when 
this was looking like a plausible film.-. 

Clare Lister 
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Absent Friends 
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rning Glory 

Blood, Sweat and Tears 
West Yorkshire Playhouae 

The Hypochondriac 
West Yorkshire Playhouse 
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filikvivinly. • Ljust hi Milks: .1 
atrairae a bank 'rola' Ill aidei 

alai% m NIL...Rai they  hi 
lack sett v11'41111: I, iihr 
1-far..0 1,:eitC•s doubting 
prcAcliet arid lake him erred his 
family. Scott Liu and Lewis. 
hi image to boot, 

So far so 'ooit. Nice scene-
setting. We get :son te 
entertaining brotherly banter, a 
glimpse of some Big Kahuria 
burger` and Seth's earl 
quotient rivals even Vincent 
Vega's. Then the motley hand 
stop at the Titty TWister. 
seedy 4.4sert dive which makes 

Girl 6 	 Now and Then 

So Far so good 
surprisingly harrowing. Through a 
careful choice of clintext the Coleus 
manage, in this film, to r•t:manse 
their audience to onceteen 
violence 

FargeJ is arefreshingly 
unconventional scene - its cop hero 
I.Frane•.s MeDormand), for 
example. is neither tough, nor lives 
on the edge. but is in fact heavily 
pregnant and has a husband 
15'110 Minis mallards. Yet 
while it is certainly a well-
crafted piece of cinema. its 
bleak, down-to-snow-
covered-earth nature 
means dna it doesn't 
exactly make great 
:mit:Trainmen' 
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This season sees the return of the woman-centred film with a 
vengeance. CLARE LISTER and GEMMA WALLACE put the 
cases for and against the movie genre known as the chick flick... 

Mos le 
distributors 
think we 

girlies need 
something to keep us 
amused while Euro 
96 rules the small 
screen. So. this 
month. they have 
released four so-called 
chick flicks to keep us 
happy. Now and 
Then. How To Make 
.4n American Quilt, 
Moonlight and 
Valentine, and The 
Truth About (7ats 
and Dogs. Little do 
they realise, they are 
merely providing us 
with yet more to 
ogle. As well as the 
Holland midfielder, 
Davids, and 
England's Paul Ince , 
girlies can now 

phwaargh over Jon 
Bon Jovi  in Moonlight and 

Valentino. Jared Lovi in Now 
and Then. and Jonathan Scheach 
and Dermot Mulroney in How To 
Make An American Quilt. 

That's only one mason to 
enjoy a chick flick. This film 
genre also provides girls with a 
unique confidence 
boost. There is 
nothing like the 
opportunity of being 
giggly girls together, 
scheming, plotting 
and discussing the 
weirder sex to 
encourage a bit of 
bonding with your 
pals. Bonding with girlfriends 
may also help you forget the fact 
that your boyfriend is an 
egotistical, ex-obsessed maniac. 
or perhaps the fart that you are 
boyfriendleas, or even that you 
wish you were. Above all it 
helps you remember that 
girlfriends matter far more than 
boyfriends. and Girls United are 
better than the German lix-Aball 
learn. 

As for all you feminists out 
there. chick flicks prove that 
women do actually have a 
foothold in the dizzy heights of  

rinseltown. Although Scorsese. • 
Spielberg and Tarantino reign in • 
Hollywood. big name females 	• 
are also starling to appear. 	• 
Kathryn Bigelow made her mark • 
with Strange bass. our own 	• 
Emma Thompson scoops more • 
Oscars than cups of tea, and the • 
current chickflicks continue the • 
trend. 

As well as having an all 	
• 

female cast Now and Then is 	• 

directed by first time, female 	• 

director Lesli Linka Glaner and • 
produced by Suzanne Todd and • 
Demi Moore. How To Make An • 
American Quilt is directed by 	• 
Jocelyn Moorhouse and stars the • 
writer Maya Angelou as well as • 
Anne Bancroft and Esther Rolle. • 
This plethora of women is • 
tnirrored in Moonlight and 
Valentine? by the ensemble cast 	• 
of Elizabeth Perkins, Kathleen 	• 
Turner, and Whoopi Goldberg. • 
as well as Bon Jovi. in his first 	• 
movie rule, as their obligatory 	• 
lust interest. 	 • 

Do not gather from this that 	• 
chick flicks are anti-men, or only • 
for female audiences. Your 	• 
boyfriend is just as likely to want 
to drool over Sam Mathis in 	• 

How To Make An American 	• 

Quilt or Gwyneth Paltrow in 	• 
Moonlight and Valentino • 
as to queue up for Spain • 
vs Bulgaria tickets at 	• 
Bland Road. lithe 	• 
advertising techniques 	• 
for Euro '96 are 	• 
anything to go by. girls 
will he enthralled by 	• 
Euro '96 while the men • 
may well be choosing 	• 

Winuna Ryder over the ball skills • 
of Paul Gascoigne. In fact as the • 
gender gap narrows to the point • 
where the two are as hard to tell • 
apart as the Tories and 'New' 	• 
Labour, perhaps the movie 	• 
distributors should have released • 
these films in the gap between 
the end of Euro '96 and the 	• 

Holland lima 
anydaN 	• 

• 
• 

It yint're not a sports tan. it you 
possoss a cynical nature and it 
you're female, this summer 

isn't going to be fun_ Don't think 
you'll escape at the cinema. for 
over the next few months our 
multiplexes will provide nothing 
more challenging and exciting 
than wall to wall tampon ads. 
Movie distributors have deistical 
to patronise the 
female half of the 
nation with an 
abundance of 
-women's" films to 
keep us occupied 
when were not 
tidying up the beet 
cans our menfolk 
have strewn living 
room floor after the 
trillionth Euro 96 
match. doing the 
laundry or polishing 
the cat. 

From How In Make An 
American Quilt to The 7}uth 
About Cats and Dogs the link 
between these films (apart from 
their ludicrously long titles) is the 
presumption that to make a film 
which appeals to women all you 
do is stick a bunch of women in a 
room and have them talk. And 
talk and talk and talk. The amount 
of navel-gazing and hand-
wringing which goes on in these 
ITIOVitti makes Ricki Lake's 
audiences look like positive, well-
adjusted menthers of the 
community. And what do these 
women talk about'? About their 
relationships with their husbands. 
kids, parents, lovers, with their 
driving instructors, hairdressers, 
dog groomers and aembics 
teachers. 

les a surprise that they have 
time to do anything in between 
the talking. Tht..ve's nothing clever 
about women psychoanalysing 
cachuther's love-lives to death in 
movies. We do it all the time in 
real life, with a helluva lot more 
wit than the drippy women in 
these films. When we go to the 
pictures we want a4.-hange. If we 
wanted to see female bonding in 
action we'd just set up a 
camcorder in the living room any 
night of the week. 

Trite advice from Momma 
Gump's school of thought is 
doled out by aged ntatriatchs who 
have Seen It All and feisty (on} 
year-olds against whom Lite Has 
Dealt A Blow. In The Truth .. Ben 
Chaplin falls for plain killealte 
Garofalo's Win voice but  

shyness makes her persuade 
blonde homlashell Uma 
Thurman to take her Awe_ Oh. 
if only she'd realise tut all she 
has to do to snag Ben is be 
hcaelt In the meantime, 
Winona rakes time out from 
quilling to choose between her 
staid fiance. Dermot Mulroney, 
and sexy neighbour Johnathon 

Schaech. Perhaps .aa  
she should just 
compromise. 

Whoever's 
offering words 
of wisdom like 
this should be 
sent to the Irish 
peace talks 
immediately. 
they'd soon 
son out those 
stubborn of 
Unionists 

:Ind Republicans. Of 
course that would 
just be silly. 
Nothing that 
happens outside 
the domestic 

concerns 
insular 

chicklets. Who 
cares whats 
going on "out 
there-  if your 
decorator's a 
dreamboat and 
you can't resist 
temptatalfl 
(Elizabeth 
Perkins' Jon 
Bon Jovi-
induced 
dilemma in 
Moonlight 
and 
Vaktuinor 
The film-
makers' 
arrogant 
assumption 
that just 
because 
their 
charmers 
can't see 
beyond their 
own noses, the audience 
can't either is one of the 
most insulting aspects of 
these movies, 

Chick flicks should 
sprind their wings, move 
away from talk and give 
us more action, but a,  
is Wimbledon and Eta,  
96 aren't the only 
things involving a low 
of old balls this 
summer_ 

Droo 
fact 
are 

ling 
ors 
up 

It's all 
navel- 
gazing 
and hand 
wringing 

• beginning of the next football 
• season. 

Chick flicks are good for hoth • 
sexes, and staid for sex, 	• 
Drooling fac.tors are up. 	• 
hormones are racing, and what 	• 
better to do than see the film, go • 
home to tied and imagine your 	• 
boyfriend is Jared LOVi. That's as 

sax! watching an 
• England s-s 
• 

I- 



film of the week 

robert 
de nir 

i it 

king 
of 

come 

Monday Channel 4 10.00pm 

hat's 011 
What's going up mod 
down in the juke bet 

films hit parade? 

FARGO 
- cool and 
cultish. 

Nt,.N.lotittaral slat in 
this cop talc. the 1,acsi 

osklhall cht.ssic Irian thet-oen 
brothers A traitor minicle nor 
to 
4falf d Sho,s-use C ok•met 

■ • 
co VAMPIRE IN 

BROOKLYN - fangs 
for nothing? 

ir Eddie Murphy returns 
in a quo,•  horror nick with 

WV., craven 41 the helm 
Air 7,1! A Mir173.111. inn"N.• 

SECRETS AND LIES e _ true classic. 
Mike Leigli's Cannes 
N tar d-sw eerier is 

iJEW  another wars, poignant 
tale of suburban 

heartache. 
thar Pari bailor limo 

ei THE JUROR - a lair 
het. 
Demi N•s•e takes 
charge of Jolla 
Ca isham's latest 

thriller, Diverting, i1111 	ell e...! 
surprises. 
Odom& ArwIrcar 

FROM DUSK TILL 
DAWN - sun setting 
ant his one. 

NI kiii..-tilotra gothic nrrop 
Man Tarantino arid Co. with 

George Clooney in support. 
r kr, A NIK..,..;•• 	rws  

NOW AND THEN-
girls on top. 

Stand ft) Ale' for the gals 
st ors Demi Moore and 

Ri isle O'Donnell. All-girl 
Nindinit and tots of blabbing. 
Ude,: VW-. 411 C .  /1,11.0 

431 
 HOW TO MAKE AN 

AMERICAN GUILT -
feather weight. 
winonu takes the lead in 

il-oN”rupy chrukfest about 
fade 

• 

• 
P.:1.111,1..11 

%kali-,• I 
,mil Pled ler 

f 

NEW 

For full listings see 
pages 8-15 

• • • 
• 

Colombia Judge Jules @ the Cockpit 

18 

ter wanted to be on TV? If so, you 
might think twice after watching 
	!this picture which goes to show 
there's more effort needed to snag your 
15 minutes of fame than you might have 
thought. Marlin Neorcese directs Robert 
De Niro tfor the umpteenth times in a 
truly frightening. demented turn 
(scarier than Taxi Driver% Travis 'tickle 
precisely because it is so understated). 
tie plays schmuck and chat show host 
wannalw Rupert Punkin who'll resort to 
anything to land a spot behind the 
microphone. You can put those snorty-
CVs in the garbage. we're talking 
persistance here... Jerry Lewis. a real 
life king or comedy just ask those crazy 
French t. almost steals 11w shoo as the 
object or Popkio's obsession. 
ll-notissubl•. 

also showing... 

Saturday 
Suddenly (1954) 

1313C1 12.30am 
Don't limn% ..111111.1t 	bin MIS lfCrr+nrit is 
1011.1%.2 nry riiroins ahriur IT:Mk Sifla II;1  
.•■it 	 suite a' Jill 	Illerh:,1 1) a 11- 

Not •iON 
%two 	 Ivt*I.sn 

ohou! 	 1.1;imw d ,..111n!4  
.1,--.1..nr.litiosi isiul II,C11 try L, 

....1pFh.:,,,4LI I hill 111.,‘ 
hr Vv.ls. \tar! iny; tit [11N C1.1t1 rico!  led 
.0100 ra-csiLh:nitril 	 tire 
,14014:21 nilinCr lint the pi, that 	I. 
....Ai: op in the crli ii• 	cr 	1 1 1,1 

4 

 

blue eyes-  acting is not what he'll be-
remembered for, but if movies like this are 
anything to go by. then that's hardly 
justice. Should get you right between the 
eyes. 

Sunday 
Caddyshack (1980) 

Channel 4 11115pm 
Chevy Chase has never really here a hie 
hitter on the cinema screen ihavine been an 
enrirrnous success in Ann:tit:an TV's 
Saturday Night toe i and he fails to land a 
hole in one in this comedy about the 
goings-on at a well-hcetc-cl golf dub. This 
typical US comedy vehicle revolves 
around the lads and hosts who caddy tOr 
the rich folk who actually belong tri the 
club. Rill Murray and Rodney Dangerrield 
also show up in this effort front Groundhog 
nay thiCI.:(4n HanAti learns. who shows his 
nlltt well-c.:14hiiNfred filminess fir tridents 

tcaturani,
C- 

a 01)110.  destroy mg the 
zroims ROI0,4 [1:1f 

White Palace (1990) 
BI3C1 10.35pm 

Not An 	 lin 
the tirn• Illigtn 	\ • ,LJ II 	 OW' 
in tail 	 ti ,flip 
e,anreNN in a cale whir has sltinething itl a 
livid affair with a yuppie I white Ithsh with 

shade of greenbacksr Susan Sarandon 
ism! lames Spoiler play the roman .1110 III 
ks. 	Olin' as one or the more 
preduahle lions is std pairings in rixClli 

history. jinni.... Spatter seems to 
plant tipples more than Sly and Arnie 
together till out the town , macho beefcake 
parts, 	stuff, ;110 

Wednesday 
Here Comes Mister Jordan 

(1941) 
Channel 4 2.15pm 

Remember ilectlY11 Calf WWI. the vaguely 
likeable 'Warren Realty movie about the 
rich guy who gets reborn into the body of 
an American footballer while his butler 
balls his wile? Well. that picture was a 
remake of this 1940s gent. starring Robert 
Montgomery. only this time out. the game 
is hosing rather than gridiron, The charm 
is very much the same, as is the plot about 
having to cut through all the red rape in 
heaven in order ro preserve the natural 
order tsf all things earthbound: this mows 
ensuring the right people die at the right 
time and not when they're trying towiti 
big-style prizes, Cute_ 

LA Story (1991) 
Beci 11.00pm 

Steve Martin's ode to LL I 	hits its 
nu. anent,  hill is ultimaleis drowned in a 
ii. n oi ov et-sentimental twaddle. Some 

gag, early on keep the interest (the 
nagger ai the cashpoint, ale art gallery 

scene) and there are some good 
klh611171/atitlfIS of Los Angeles excess and 
egotism but We all forted to step to t1• 
back in favcrut of a !rankly tedioui 
rnmantic ruisadV-enturc. Great smworting 
cast tincludingSarah Jessica PaUr and-
reeent Leed:t Studrnt interviewee[Richald 
E Granti KS well is a couple sAf itUlgiSing 

. tcskitiTeervksl'iter9rarcla::‘ereb5gilddi 	IcP1
as 



Pete Pillow & the Snugly Duvets at the Graduation Ball. 
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going out... 
Dork. Morley 

MGM 
an Al 	I 7.I■1! 

.24.. 	is 
Vftrrif,irs rn brcolriir 11,0 ) 

;120 
:S 

Odeon [call 2436230 for limes) 
Mkt: 

The J..0,.■ 
Fi7tri :31:1.1 fu Dawn 
Lair ol rho 0i. 

Showcase (phone 01924 i420622 
far 
Snyhant, Vampire rn EirookNn Up 
Close end Personal, DurirArgo, 
Twelve Moniows, Executive 
Deosion. From Dusk Tit  Dann, 
tier, to Make an American Ou111, 
Toy Stray, Trains.porting. how eist 
Then ,  Fargo, Mummy ham. 
Secrets and Lies The Jutnr Lest 
of the Doemen Copycat 

The Lounge 
From Dusk 111 Dawn. 5.40. 6.10 

Certtage Road 
Mr Holtand's Opus, 745 

Hyde Park Picture House 
Secrets and Lies 6.30 
II Pristine. 9 15 

511-.1 LEY 

West York's Playhouse 
The Hypocononec ray Motiere 
directed by Toby Jones Tel. 
2442111 frit more details 

Civic Theatre 
F Lirmy alit musical poputansea rn 
the Barbara Streisand Illm 

Edwards, Manion Centre 
Tiaditronefly Upfront. happy house 
In 1)10St1 pub-cum-club 

Ott the Wall, The idaaclroW 
/Os & Eins night. Bran•2am 

Pleasure Rooms 
Lip Yor .Berson . with guests 
galore, plus res/denLs marshall & 
murray tOpm-4am Cnnernb's & 
cones, £9 others. 

The Duowereneee. Woodhouse 
Moor Pevilliun 
SiacA te;rkir 

rrrembttri 
iniumbaunip 

The Bedroom 
urhsrt 	with 11:111liCifintni heron 
robinzzrn & edry.itani.7sin, 
01024 43ill155 our more into 

The Cockpit 
Dr,gnion :Emit, 61.,1s Model MVIr‘ 
meets the best of tae  lofts 

snut ir the title ri.vnii 
plus I've ,){:110,1 Irom badly 111.11".10:17 
rise Iasi 
14,811-•arn, f 

LMUSU 
Silornb India, 01e -dance /. 
rJrunge tit.. ..1..  
in room c.. 	• 

Town and country Club 
1.1w/ Train, Legendary 70s dr,ec 
all flocked etc etc. ES/ £5 

The Underground 
The Cooker. Jars Funk So. 
DIG' Family 	fr7 

Le Phoitographigue 
The Lira rd Club The best of SOs 
and 70s rock lOpm•2err 53 

LUU Harvey Milk Bar 
nefrry On, 9um-2arn. f2 50 F-0[ 
an Parry 'Vibe, apparently 

The Moe:Call Lane 
Haack. beats in the feet and Mr', 
head 10 • 230pm, £51t4 cam's 

The Warehouse 
Housework, with Rachel Auburn. 
phis rosioent Anne Savage and al 
least one specie! guest 10pm. 
4arn. 13 NUS £6 others 

r j. 1 j 
The Cockpit 
Skooby lot Brighton Beech, Scip 
above). Playing al around lam. 

The Duchess 
Space + Flapper Candyskins 
Spam last played here in about 
January. supporting Catatorria. 
They now return with a hit single 
to their name, Female of The 
Spades 11. doing the business for 
them and 4.6 great 

Space 
Playing live at the 
Duchess in support 
Of their Chris Evan's 
liked single Female 
of the Species. Poor 

sods 

I 

BBC1 1 
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	I 
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Snugle up to Pete PiIlnw S 16,9 rid". 

6.00 Business Breakfast-  7.00 
BBC Breakfast News: 9.00 
Breakfast News Extra, 9.20 
Morning Surgery: 9.50 FILM 
Three Godtattlers 11948): 11.45 
Even More Of Glynn Christian's 
Entertaining Microwave; 12.00 
News: 12.05 Eat Your Words. 
12.35 Going For Gold: 1.00 
News: 1.30 Regional News 
Weather, 1.40 Neighbours 
2.00 FlUA: Never So Few 

(1959). Bullets fly in this 
tale of American offivers 
leading Burmese troops 
against the invading 
Japanese during the 
Second World War. 
Starring Frank Sinatra and 
Gina Lollobridga 

4.00 Michael Barry's Choice 
Cuts 

4.15 Euro 96 Live. Portugal v 
liirkey Live coverage of 
the Group D clash from the 
City Ground, Nottingham. 

5.30 News: Weather 
7.00 Regional News 

Magazines 
7.30 Top Of The Pops. The 

latest hits. together with 
exclusive live 
performances. pre-chart 
sounds and new videos 
Fridays will nor be the 
same without it 

8.00 Tomorrow's World. Can 
science prevent drug 
addiction? Shahnaz 
Pakravan repons on 
research in the US. 

8.30 Big Break. Tnck-shot 
master John Virgo keeps 
good-humoured order. 

9.00 News: Regional News: 
Weather 

9.30 999. Including the race to 
save a teenager trapped in 
the sand as the tide is 
rising. Hey, we've all been 
there 

10_20 Euro 96. Gary Uneker 
introduces highlights of 
Czech Republic v Italy and 
Portugal v Turkey. 

11.50 FILM: The Outfit (1974). 
Taut nagn.41 ste ox erylo v tle 

Robert 
Duvall 
Weather: 1.35 Close  

6.00 Open University, 7.15 See 
Hear Breakfast News: 7.30 
Srnurf's Adventures; 7.55 The 
Really Wild Show. 8.20 The Little 
Polar Bear; 8.25 William's Wish 
Wellingtons: 8.30 ehdbert The 
Frog: 8.40 The Record; 9.05 
Schools Programmes; 2.00 The 
Little Polar Bear. 2.05 William's 
Wish Wellingtons: 2.10 Open 
View, 2.15 International Tennis, 
4.35 Clanssa Explains II All; 5.00 
Netesround; 5.10 Blue Peter, 
5.30 Neighbours: 6.00 The 
Champions 
6.50 Watch Out. Including a 

report on the swallows of 
the sea - little terns, and 
how the clothes you wear 
can attract insects. 

7.00 International Tennis: The 
Stella Artois Grass Court 
Championship. Highlights 
of today's guartereinals. 

7.30 Going. Going, Gone 
8.00 Top Gear Motorsport. Till 

Needell looks at the 
success of the Audis and 
BMWs in this years 
Tounng Car Championship. 

8.30 Gardeners' World. A 
special edition from 
'Gardeners' World Live' at 
the NEC. Birmingham 
Essential 

9.00 Murder Most Horrid. 
Dawn French is a not-very-
Grim Reaper 

9.30 European Fantasy 
Football League. Baddiel 
and Skinner are joined by 
Michael Robinson, the 
former sinker for Liverpool 
and Ireland. and Lorraine 
Kelly for a Euro 96 special. 
Let's see how many more 
footballing careers they 
can wreck. 

10.00 Friday Night Armistice. 
Hard-hitting satirical 
comedy show Followed by 
Video Nation Shorts 

10.30 Newsnight 
11.15 Pilot Paradise. It's Tooting 

1977... Citizen Smith 
11.45 FILM: Sons (1989). 

Amusing story 01 three 
stepbrothers in France 

1.15 Close 

ITV 

6.00 GMTV. 9.25 Supermarket 
Sweep; 9.55 Calendar News: 
10.00 The rime... The Place 
1035 This Morning: 12.20 
Calendar News: Weather; 12.30 
ITN News Weather; 12.55 Home 
And Away. 1.25 The World In 
Our Gardens. 1.55 Coronation 
Street: 2.25 High Road. 2.55 
Shorthand Street: 3.15 
Breakaways; 3.20 ITN News: 
3.25 Calendar News, 3.30 Rosie 
And Jim; 3.40 The Treacle 
People; 3.50 Mumble's Bucket; 
4.15 The Twisted Tales tit Folio 
The Cal 
4,40 Spatz 
5.10 Home And Away. Selina 

and Stevens secret 
romance is discovered. 
Bert and Harry accuse 
Jack at theft. 

5.40 News: Weather 
5.55 Calendar, followed by 

Local Weather 
6.20 Tonight 
6.45 Coronation Street 
7.15 Euro 96. Bob Wilson 

introduces live coverage 
of the Group C clash 
between Italy and the 
Czech Republic from 
Anfield. 

9.30 Expert Witness. A young 
Sri Lankan girl, adopted 
by a university lecturer in 
Yorkshire, goes missing 
and prompts warned 
neighbours to call the 
police 

10.00 News At Ten: Weekend 
Weather 

10.30 Calendar News: Weather 
10.40 FILM: Tough Guys 

(1986). Two notorious 
train robbers plan one last 
robbery. Steaming pile of 
shit starring Kirk Douglas 

12.35 Hotel Babylon 
1.15 American Gladiators. 

Followed by ITN News 
Headlines 

2.05 Jones And Jury 
2.30 Late And Loud 
3.30 Dear Nick 
4.30 Masters of Beauty 
4.55 Music Video 
5.00 fTV Sport Classics 
5.30 News 

5.00 4-Tel On View; 6,35 The 
Wonderful Wizard Of Or; 7.00 
The Big Breakfast: 9.00 The 
Golden Girls; 9.30 Schools; 12.00 
The Lost Gardens Of Heligan, 
12.30 Sesame Street; 1.30 Allred 
J Kwalc. 1.55 Australia Wild; 2.25 
Channel 4 Racing, 4.30 Fifteen 
To One. 5.00 Astronauts 
6.00 T.F.I Friday. Chris Evans 

returns with another dose 
of the best music and the 
best interviews in town 
tonight. 

7.00 Channel 4 News And 
Weather 

7.55 Book Choice 
8.00 Garden Party. Experts 

answer questions on how 
innovative planting can 
create gardens that are 
works of all. Believe me, 
these people know what 
they are talking about. 

8.30 Brookside. Does Max 
think Susannah is an 
employee or a business 
partner? 

9.00 Cybill. 
9.30 Life After Birth. Alison 

decides to do some nude 
modelling for an art class, 
and finds herself 
particularly interested in 
the leacher, .. nice. 

10.00 Roseanne. Although Dan 
experienced a heart attack 
at the beginning of the 
wedding, it didn't kill him 
and Roseanne tells him 
that DJ saved his lile. 

10.30 Jack And Jeremy's Real 
Lives. Jack Dee and 
Jeremy Hardy step into the 
world of the paranormal. 

11.05 Scotland V England. On 
the eve of the two 
countries' national teams 
meeting at Wembley. Nick 
Hancock and Gordon 
Kennedy will be taking the 
pies 

11.35 T.F.I. Friday 
12.40 FILM: The Devil 

Commands (1941). Bons 
'Carlon stars as a scientist 
determined to prove that 
brainwaves are real 

1.50 Beat Specials; 2.50 Close 

Flavour of the Day 

 

Do you want to earn £8,000 next year? 
Leeds Student is looking for a full 
time Business Manager. This is a 
10-month post selling advertising 
space and promoting Britain's 
biggest weekly student newspaper. 

STUDENT 

We strive to be an equal opportunities employer 

The successful candidate should: 
* deal confidently with established/ potential 
advertisers 
* introduce innovative methods for generating 
funds and raising the profile of the paper 
* design and lay out advertisements 
* maintain records of the paper's financial 
performance 
* demonstrate commitment to Leeds Student 
newspaper 

The post offers excellent experience in 

advertising and training in DTP (although 
some computer experience would be an 
advantage) and would be suitable for a 
1996 graduate from either university in 
Leeds. 

Please send a CV and covering letter (of 
no more than one page) to: 

David Smith, Leeds Student newspaper, 
Leeds University Union, PO Box 157, Leeds 

LS1 1UH 
APPLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY 

TUESDAY 18 JUNE 

to 
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Flavour of the Day 
Trooping the Colour, BBC2, 7.O5pm 

14 by not take a break from Guru  96 1-i.■ 

watching the only national cultural event 
that cannot he ruined by Patrick Kluivert 
As ever. it's Britain's biggest and best 
opportunity to watch hutch young men 
stand in line whilst her Majesty dresses like 
Ringo on the Sgt. Pepper sleeve and 
fannies about Ott a horse Despite its 
reputation as the most tedious 1'V 
institution ever it does contain tension as 
erect as those moments when i R Ewing 

had to strike oil by midnight or lose the 
company. Will the Queen s horse 
impersonate the Blue Peter elephant at the 
height of the ceremony? 
Will the Queen Mother he alive for it this 
year '? Will her royal highness get so hot in 
that stupid hat that she taints and falls off? 
Or, will she just sensibly call the whole 
thing oft, and get down to Wembley where 
one presumes she has the best seat in the 
!round ? 

going outs- 

MGM 
-JO., to Make an American Quill. 
30. 8.15 

Vampire in BrOoktyn. t 00, 3 30, 
545. 8.20 
Fargo. 5 45 8.25 

Odeon (call 2436230 for 
times) 
Up Close and Personal. 
The A001, 
From pest To Dawn, 
Last of the Dog Men 
Spyhoret. 
Now and Then 

Showcase (phone 01924 
420622 for times) 
Spyriard. Vampire in Brooklyn, 
Up Close and Personal. 
Birdcage. Twelve Monkeys, 
Executive Decision. From Dusk 
11! Dawn. How to Make an 
American Quilt. Toy Store 
Tramsponing, Now and Then, 
Fargo, Money Train. Secrets 
and LieS, The Juror. Last of the 
Dogmen, Copycat. 

The Lounge 
From Dusk Tit Dawn, 5.40. 8 to 

Cottage Road 
Mr Holland's Opus 7 45 

Hyde Perk Picture House 
Secrets and Lies. 6.30 
Small Faces. 9.15 
Priscilla 000. 11 30 

IffiY1.11f.Y 
West Yorkshire 
Playhouse, Quarry 
Theatre 
I The Hypocondriac 
2. Blood. Sweat and Tears 

The Grand Theatre 
Record Fair. 10am-4pm 

The Civic Theatre 
Habeas Corpus 

Pleasure Rooms 
Back to Basfcs. With guests 
and the ever trusty 
residents Lawson, Huggy, 
Wright, Holewd and Mu. 
10pm-6am. £10 members, 
NUS & UB40, £12 others. 

Warehouse 
Vague. 10-4am £8 With 
wonderful residents Daisy & 
Havoc 

After Dark, Morley 
The Orbit 	techno 
event, with world class di's 
plus residents Berry. Turner 
and Walker, 
8pm- 2am. £10 
Info. tel. 2528202. or check 
their web site 
wwwsensei.co.ukforbit/ 

The Cockpit 
The Garage. Rock, Hiphop 
and Skatecore. 11.00-3.00. 
£3.50/4.00 

LUU Harvey Milk Bar 
Magic Bus, brand new night 
of psychedelic 60s,aalaying 
the sounds of The Bry_ds. 
Monkees, Chocolate Watch 
Band etcetera With Red 
Helen from Brighton Beach. 
£4door. 9pm-2arn 

Underground 
The Yardbird Suite, jazz 
dance, Doors 8.30. DJs until 
2.30. £6. Infoline Is 2302113 

Planet Earth 
S.O.S. (So Obviously 
Superior} 
Happy house and club 
anthems. 
8pm-3am, including Ecstatic 
Hour. 8-9pm, spirits 30p a 
shoe. 
£2 NUS/Flyer, £3.50 others 
before 11.30pm, £5 after. 

Royal Park Hotel 

Blue Heaven Festival. 
Noon - 11pm, with Ilve 
bands including Detrimental 
(T.B,Ca. Slur Palladium, 
Radio Zero, Solar, The 
Smoking Goats and The 
Reaction. £3 

The Duchess 
Jack Planet 

The Cockpit 
Placebo + AC Acoustics 

7.25 News. 7.30 Oscar s 
Orchestra: 7.55 Robinson Sucroe: 
8.15 The Raccoons; 8.45 Marvel 
Action Hour. 9.45 Grange Hill: 
10.10 Sweet Valley High; 10.35 
Trooping the Colour, 12.17 

12.20 Grandstand. .2 	randstand. 12.25 
Football; 12.40 Cricket 
Focus: 1.00 News: 1.05 
Athletics: 2.00 Football: 
3.00 Football: Euro 96. 
Live coverage of the group 
A match from Wembley 
stadium between Scotland 
and England. 5.10 
Athletics 

5.50 News: Weather 
6.00 Regional News And 

Weather 
6.05 Dad's Army 
6.35 The Full Swing. Jimmy 

Tarbuck hosts the game 
show which combines 
golfing skill with general 
knowledge. With guests 
Stan Boardman and 
Michael and Mary 
Parkinson 

7.05 The New Adventures Of 
Superman 

7.50 The National Lottery 
Live. With 'Riverdance' 
star Michael Flatley. 

8.05 Bugs. Ross is infected by 
a deadly computer virus 
which will be triggered only 
It she becomes aware that 
she has rt 

8.55 News And Sport: 
Weather, followed by 
National Lottery Update 

9.15 FILM: Ladyklller (1992). A 
woman joins a dating 
agency where she is 
introduced to a mysterious 
man. They begin a 
passionate affair but then 
ihe bodies of two murdered 
women are discovered. 

10.45 Euro 96. Gary Lineker and 
Chris Waddle introduce 
highlights of today's two 
matches 

12.00 Golf - US Open 1996 

12.30 	Suddenly (1954). I 
With Frank Sinatra. See 
this week's Ftirns on TV. 

1.45 Weather; 1.50 Close 

6.00 Open University, 12.15 
Watch Out, 12.25 FILM: Colt 45 
(1950) 
1.35 International Tennis. 

From the Queen's Club, 
London. 

5.55 Canadian Grand Prix. 
Live coverage of the 
qualifying session for 
tomorrow's Canadian 
Grand Pox from Montreal 
Commentary by Murray 
Walker 

7.05 Trooping The Colour. 
See today's flavour of the 
day. 

8.20 Aliya the Asian Elephant. 
Set in Sri Lanka, this is the 
story of a lost baby 
elephant and the little boy 
who helps him. Little Aliya 
the elephant gels lost 
during a night-time sugar 
cane raid. 

9.00 Dancing In The Street: A 
Rock And Roll History. 
New series followIng the 
long and extraordinary 
history of rock 'n' roll, from 
its roots in the Mississippi 
Delta to the global 
popularity it enjoys today. 

10.00 Screen Two: Century. 
Drama set in 1899. with 
England poised on the 
brink of an exciting new 
century. Paul Reisner is 
one of a group of doctors 
working at the cutting edge 
of medical research. He 
falls in love with Clara. but 
his world is shattered when 
he makes a startling 
discovery about his 
mentor. 

11.50 Later With Jools Holland. 
Jools Holland presents 
another varied mix of live 
music. with Z2 Top, 

12.55 FILM: Tristan (1970). A 
dark and sinister film about 
an old man who rapes a 
young woman who has 
been in his care since the 
death of her mother. 
Followed by Weatherview 

2.35 Young Musicians 96: 
Encore 

2.50 Close 

PTV  Nei 
6.00 GMTV: 9.25 Scratchy & Co: 
11.30 The Chart Show: 12.30 
Movies. Games And Videos; 
1.00 News.  Weather: 1.05 
Calendar News: Weather; 1.10 
Euro 96 Special; 2.00 Cartoon. 
2.10 FILM: Disney's The Moon-
Spinners (19641; 4.30 Airwoll; 
5.25 News. Weather; 5.35 
Calendar News; 5.40 Scoreline 
5.45 Euro 96 - Live. Bob 

Wilson presents live 
coverage of the Group B 
match between France 
and Spain from Elland 
Road. Followed by 
highlights of the England-
Scotland showdown. 
Including the Lottery 
Result Live, as 11 
happens. 

8,45 HTV News: National 
Lottery Update: Weather 

9.00 An Audience with Bob 
Monkhouse. Showbiz 
legend Bob Monkhouse 
delivers his own unique 
brand of urbane wit to a 
hand-picked celebrity 
audience. 

10.00 Saturday Live. Lee Hurst 
introduces comedy from 
the brilliant Harry Hill, Alan 
Parker Urban Warrior. Neil 
Mullarkey and Tony 
Hawks, while music is 
provided by Everything 
But The Girl. 

11.00 FILM: The Fly II (1989). 
The son of III-fated 
scientist Seth Brundle has 
grown both physically and 
mentally at an accelerated 
rate. As he struggles with 
the horrific legacy of his 
father's experiment. he 
realises that the scientists, 
in whose care he has 
been, are exploiting him. 
Starring Eric Stoltz and 
Daphne Zuniga. 

12,55 Euro 96 Replayed. This 
afternoon's Group A clash 
between England and 
Scotland from Wembley. 

3.15 The War Of The Worlds. 
4.05 Coach. Hayden is taught 

a lesson 
4.30 Cue The Music 
5.25 Music Video: 5.30 News 

ICh4 

5.00 4-Tel On View: 6.05 Sesame 
Street: 7.00 Little Dracula; 7.35 
World League Football; 8,00 
Gaelic Games; 9.00 The Morning 
Line; 10.00 High Five: 10.30 NBA 
2417; 11.00 Trans World Sport 
12.00 Calcutta Chronicles. Tim 

Piggott-Smith continues his 
personal diary, looking at 
the rich and diverse 
community of one of India's 
largest cities. During the 
Hindu festival of Durga 
Puja the celebrations bring 
the city to a halt for a 
week. 

12.30 The Great Maratha 
1.00 Australia Wild. More from 

the country with possibly 
the world's most diverse 
wildlife. 

1.30 Channel 4 Racing from 
York 

3.10 FILM: A Letter To Three 
Wives (1949). Oscar-
winning comedy-drama 
starring Jeanne Crain, 
Linda Darnell and Ann 
Sothem 

5.05 Brookside Omnibus. 
Lindsey realises too late 
that Gary won't take no for 
an answer. and Danny 
admits to lying about 
Iruanling. Followed by 
News Summary and 
Weather 

6.35 4 Goes To Glyndebourne: 
Theodora. Channel 4 goes 
live to Glyndeboume for 
Handels' Theodora. a new 
Peter Sellars production. 

10.30 FILM: The Goodbye Girl 
(1977). Classic Oscar-
nominated Neil Simon 
comedy starring Richard 
Dreyfuss as an aspiring 
actor who falls for his 
reluctant dancer flatmate. 

12.30 Homicide - Life On The 
Street. When the Narcotics 
Division make a big drugs 
bust, the homicide 
detectives prepare for a 
busy week. 

1.30 FILM: The Night Holds 
Terror (1955). Thriller 
starring Vince Edwards. 

3.05 Close 

SATURDAY 
	

15 June 

Susan Leyboume 
is on a well earned 

summer break. 
She can he contacted at her 

office at 77 Vicar Lane, 
Leeds LS1 6QA (0113) 242 

3531 

ARIL s 
Ike 21 - /0 20 

Someone fancies you for 
your mind not your body -
which is worrying to say 
the least- they must be at 
least as ugly as you. You've 
got a choice - either take the 
one who's after your mind 
or go to Ritz-y's on Monday 
night and snug anyone 
who'll have you. 

Sep 2.3 Ott 23 

Slop buying those big 'n' 
bouncy magatines, and 
find the real thing. Ilse 
signs indicate that you 
might finally lose your 
cherry No mak*..iri of fort. 
Scrape off the scum hum 
between your toes 
the cheese from your 
cheesy bits and pout. 

RI .S' 
Apr21 -May21 

Fie isnittabli: is 
bong unfaithful so chuck 
him and find someone 
better Follow your 
intuition, if you think he's d 
lying bastard tell him and 
all his mates find a good 
way rif punishing him 
C utaing all the left legs nil 
his jeans is ahvayn good Mr 

%rtiRlitt 
Ort 24 - tiew21 

You are full orirnph. 
w ie. ish and Itttr-..if 
stupid sounding feelings. But 
don't think we Ji know 
that vim.re hiding a dtVper 
..1(1,1110-,r, Sawing gi Jaye Ls 

never easy 'tvtaa• the mast 
fortho ring parties to 

pull that line pers, m y1_51.1  V i∎  
ellWallrS landed 

GEMIM 

1,11141 

 
May 22 - lie 21 

You need to get out more 
often. Make a move on the 
man/woman of your 
dreams, gel pissed and 
pull. It's as.  imple as that. 
Be careful about unsightly 
ankles. Just remember 
that it's the end ut term 
and variety is the spice of 
life. 

SAGITEARB s 
Nay 22 -Der 7o 

YOU are going to really piss 
everyone off this week. 
You're probably best off 
staying in bed for the week, 
but since this is the real 
world, lust buy lots of 
Flaagen Daa-s, hire videos or 
watch Euro96. Accept that 
nobody likes you and keep 
yourself to yourself. 

Jim 22 - 14 77 

t thing for you to do this 
veek Ia to get out of the way 
if sometime who just won't 

sense no matter what 
ou do to make amends As 
someone intellectual once 
aid. "A shag is a shag" and 
u. matter how rough they 

it's another notch on the 

('li'RI('OR,\' 
Dec 21 -Jim 20 

14.4. l•N ollit; tri•ls minor 
liealth ton ealerns ruts i,,tu 
in 1110 right mood to 
Conquer the world and start 
pulling again. Just make 
sure that you tell him/her 
that they are running a 
health risk. But die, t let lt 
stop your social lite ft's att-
end of term. Envy,. 

LE() 

Jul 23 • Avg 72 

Have a few beers, even a 
cocktail or two. It's the 
end of term - have a laugh. 
Someone you like might 
be interested in you too. 
Whatever you do, don't 
think about it too much, 
Love is most certainly in 
the air, just don't wear too 
much perfume. 

IQ/ t Rif S 
Jae 21 • fats 19 

The next few weeks will 
show a different side of 
your usual self surprising a 
few people, someone will 
be pulling down your 
pants. Just make sure that 
you've got clean ones on. 
and than you won't be too 
embarrassed. Fve heard that 
gin-white can du wonders. 

l'/Rcar 
Aug 23 - Sep 22 

Don't be swayed by 
Rumour-Rays, if you like 
her/him pull her/him. I 
see a particular colour in 
vireo this week. It's 
something to do with 
traffic lights - amber 
).k-rhaps. Slop talking and 
start acting • never follow 
your own advice. 

PI.CCE,s• 
Feb 20' Mw 20 

1:4: oil ‘'01-0 guard as a 
callasnnend reveals 
things about you that 
would rather keep under 
wrap.. You were pissed. 
it was Umpa and hey it's 
the end of term now • 
who will remember or 
even care by October? 
Yttu're amazing' 

_A. 

20 
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ELIV■ards MGM 

tictec-n real! 2.::,:fiV1U 	tam:,  I 

Th0 Mc: ,  

Showcase (phone Ot ff7a 420622 

for 1.11110.5) 

V.sir4tr,T.s Ir,  '..;f0._;r14,.. UP 

TweivEh.forri(ey.). Exec:ewe 

becarMil , Frnori Dusk 111 pawn. 

I-Pen/eV; Make an American 
T)y Sbiry. Trainsoolbne. how and 
Then Fargo Money Train. Secrets 

and Lies The Juror, Usst of Me 

Dogmilli. Cep/cat 

The Lounge 

From Dusk Tit Dawn, 5 10, 740 

Cottage Road 

Hollanda Opus, 745 

Babe. 3.00 

Hyde Park Picture HOUSE! 

Secrets and Lies, 6.30 
Swimming with Sharks. 9.15 

Dry Dock 

Aftrarsxr, ;ay.. rill tkrarmairra nn 
trIfiwf.tarfoci 

The Underground 
noon-Eom Sunder .bel with !MI 

parr_ 01128 Oh and Roast Oinncr on 

the menu 

0-10 300rit EverYn9 

Duchess of York 
Sunday Servtce With Diaorpm 1)1 

Dub and Gagarin 'ambient 

techno). Plus D.) Simon Scott. 7 

libm tri 'E3MembenS. 

Duchess 
Children of Dub 

improve your chances of employment 
in just a few weeks 

Word Processing 

IMicrosoft Word) 

Spreadsheets 

(Microsoft Excel) 

Databases 
(Microsoft Access) 

For furtner information 
contact Student Services 
on 0113 243 0381 
Of 117 W110178 

Student Advisory Service 
FREEPOST LS1521 
Leeds College of Technology 
Cookridge Street 
Leeds LS2 RUT 
Fax: (0113) 234 0365 

SUMMER TRAINING AT LEED 
_from tt July to 18 August COLLEG • 

OF 

A"1 °°"""'e' 
 

TECHNOLOGY 

Pioneer Soun trac s 
includes the singles 

tftbut LP -CD 
out nOW 

!hire a 55 • 'hire /tt 5c 
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No Bananas, BBC1, 8pm 
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BBC1 1 1 
7-30 aim riatisaris Animal wiliaw•  7,56 
Play-days. 9.15 Italotnisslmo; 8.30 
Siuuldent With Firms: 9.36 no Good 
Book Guide, 9.46 First Light; 10,15 
San Hear!. 10.45 This Multimedia 
Business. 11,00 Pride And Flefufte 
From Page To Screen 11.30 A 

Boras Retch, , 12.00 Country 
Foe 12.30 On The Record: 1.30 
EastEquers 2.55 Colurnoti 
4.10 Masterchef 1996 
4.45 Songs Of Praise 
5.20 News. Weather 
5.40 Regional News 
5.45 Euro 98 Live. Coverage of 

Croatia v Denmark horn 
Hillsborough 

8.00 No Bananas. Harry has 
Survived the Dunkirk 
evacuation. but what about 
Frank and Geoffrey? See 
todays Flavour of the Day 

8.50 Birds Of A Feather. 
9.20 A Royal Scandal About when 

Prince George wed a woman 
he didn't love while he was 
screwing the woman he did.  

10.20 News. Weather 
.10.35 FILM: White Palace (1990). 

See this weeks Films 017 TV: 

12.15 Golf US Open 
12.45 FILM: Desert Bloom (1986). 
2.30 Weather; 2.35 Close 

I BBC2 2 1 
6.15 Opel Univesay, 9.10 Flirke•t. 
9 15 Littlest Pel Strop 9.35 .Y.,Nirn 
10.00 Fully tionital, 1200 P: -■ 

Westminster 
12.30 Sunday Grandstand. 1 2 35 

F-Jolball 1 93 Tennis and 
Athletics Including Vie build-up 
to this allernoon't singles final 
uh the Stele Artois Grass Court 
Championship, 155 Tennis 
Live coverage from Queen's 
Club of the singles tine, 3.45 
Athletics. 5.45 Motor Racing 
Live csverage ni the C.,,:inatfran 
Grand Prot from Montreal 

9.00 The Ring Within The Rings. 
Des Lynam presents a history 
of Olympic boxing, featuring 
some of the greatest 
champions who began their 
rise to lame in the Olympic 
ring 

9.20 Top Gear Take 2. Bangers 
9.30 Friday Night Armistice. 
10.00 European Fantasy Football 

LeegUe. A repeat of fast 
Friday's progirimme 

10.30 FILM: The Indian Runner 
11991). Atmospheric drama 
which follows the fortunes of 
two brothers In 1968 
Nebraska Starring Charles 
Bronson and Patricia Arquette 

12.35 Canadian Grand Prix. 
1.25 Close 
2.00 The Learning Zone 

6.00 tiMTV 8.00 Disney Adventures. 
9.28 Trw Adventures Of Grady 
imenspace. 9.50 Jamas Bond Jr 
70.15 Sunday Fleeces, 10.25 Sunday, 
12.10 Link. 12.30 Thu De "Audits 
Kitchen.  1255 Calendar News. 1.00 
News Weather, 1.10 The Agenda; 
2-00 Wutid Cup Bloopers, 2.30 Euro 
96 - Live Russia v Germany; 5.00 
Cartoon Time 5.10 RolloCop. 6.00 
Calendar News Arid Sport 8.16 ITN 
Nevi& Weather 
6.30 40 Years Of ITV Laughter. 
710 You've Been Framed! 
6.00 Wycliffe. When unexplained 

killings rock the Boctniin 
community. locals are 
convinced the 'beast' is back. 

9.00 The Knock. When an old 
friend is murdered in France 
while on the trait of a map 
drug-smuggling gang. Bill 
sends Arnie to Investigate. 

10.00 The Clive James Show. This 
week's guests include Eddie 
lizard and Peter O'Toole. 

10.45 ITN News: Weather, loliowed 
by Local Weather 

11.00 Euro 96: Highlights 
1205 FILM: Crazy Moon (1986). 
1.40 FILM: Asdha Din Aadhee 

Raet. A (tractor's son vows 
revenge for the loss of his 
brother and sister 

4.20 Jobfincter: 5.30 News 

5.00 4-Tel Cfft View. 6 15 Tr,rrIt.Wbrid 
Sand. T.10 'Taxa 5.7.40 Trio Magic 
S< noel Bus, 8.05 Sonic The 
•erigenng. 8.35 The Trap Door 8 40 
stasi on. 8.50 IN; Back 9.00 Blimp 
Mice From Mars 9.30 Saved By The 
Ben. 10.00 0unib Arvj Dangler. 10,15 
Sister Staler. 10,40 Rocko's Modern 
Lite. 11.08 alsoktora: 11,20 NBA Raw, 
12.115 The WaItons, 1.15 FILM Happy 
Ever After 118541, 2.55 A Little Loving. 
3.10 FILM• Ask Any Girl (19591 
5-09 21g And 2ag's Dirty Deeds. 

Elle McPherson has been 
robbed nt same photos 
featuring her as an ugly baby 

5.35 Hollyoaks 
8.05 Babylon 5. 
7.00 FILM: Gentlemen Prefer 

Blondes (1953). Classic 
musical starring Marilyn 
Monroe 

8.40 Travelog Treks. Pete 
McCarthy visas Flonda 

9.00 Cold Lazarus. 

10.16 FILM: Caddyshaci (1990). 
Slapstick comedy See Films 
on TV. 

12.05 Just For Laughs 
12.45 FILM: Days And Nights In 

The Forest 11969). Satyaiii 
Ray s masterful him 

2.50 Cheerleader 
3.00 China Doll 
3 15 Beach; 3.30 Close 

IITV 	L.h4 
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going out... 

ff1111911.1-..;..1 
MGM 
How to Maxe an American 
Owe 530 8 15 
Vampire M Brooklyn. 1 00, 3.30. 
5.45.820 
Fargo, 545, 8 25 

Odeon (call 2436230 for 
times) 
Up Close and Personal The 
Juice From Dust rd Dawn Last 
of the Dog Men. Spyhard Now 
and Then 

Showcase (phone 01924 
420622 for times) 
Spyhard, Vampire in Brooklyn. 
Up Crow and Personal, 
Birdcage, Twelve Monkeys. 
Executive Decision From Dusk 
nl Dawn. How to Make an 
American Guilt. Toy Story. 
Trail-repotting, Now and Then, 
Fargo, Money Train, Secrets 
and Lies The Juror, Last of the 
Dogmen. Copycat. 

The Lounge 
From Dusk Td Dawn. 5.40, 8 10 

Cottage Road 
Mr Noiiands Opus. 7.45 

Hyde Park Picture House 
Secrets and Lies 6.30 
Once were warriors, 9 15 

thyv.try 
West Yorkshire Playhouse 
1 The Hypocondriac. 
2 Blood Sweet and Tears. 
comic drama. 

Edwards 
Genetrx, hybrid of the beet funk 
and trance. 

Planet Earth 
Absolutely Fabulous, student 
night, minks promo's.  

Observatory 
The P1709 Is Flight, student 
night. wrth cheap cocktails 

Ritales 
The World, garish student night. 
10pm•2ant, tree with flyer. 
before 10.30pm, El after. 

Circus Circus 
Perfect Pop. praying perfect 
pop from the BO's and 90's 

Le Phone 
Mind Your Head Rock 5 
allernative 10pm•2am 
E I elipm-E2 Newcastle Brown 
5 Jock Deniers El 25 

The Warehouse 
Boogie Wonderland With DJ 
Starsky Love Penis 

The Duchess 
Snapcase • Turmoil r Unborn 

The Irish Centre 
Campaign tor Free Education 
Benefit Gig with Zion Train, 
Black Star Liner, Lost Music of 
Cellarabia and DJ Tim (Utah 
Saints). 
Support this gig if you want free 
education or like technoldub 
type music. 
8pm. E5 t E6 tel 2480807 

Zion Train live at The Irish Centre 

The X-Files, 

BBC2, 9pm 

Since it is the last edition of Leeds Student 

in the academic year. there is a reeling of. 
"I'm tired and I wanna go home....", in the 
office, so please understand that the 
nomination of X-Files today does not 
mean ANYTHING. except that we want to 
go down the pub pronto_ For what its 
north, tonight agents Scully and Mulder 
investigate the occurance of a 	or 

birare spontaneous combustions. Could 
they he a weird alien-based conspiracy 
going on? I don't know about you but 
personally this whole alien-nation stuff is 
a load of coblers. Roswell was a load of 
bollocks also. So. if any of you are still in 
Leeds this week, why not go to 
which is when the real weird goings on 

erring on 

£2.50 adv. 
£3.00 door. 
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LEEDS METROPOLITAN 
7 	UNIVERSITY. 

28th JUNI 
.Lnionsr 	emir -4,  Are 31U1S13111MaltrIll 

EVEM, 
LEEDS METRO UNI 

26th JUNE EEDS METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY S.U. CITY SITE 
OZER* Maltlip.I.PRa 

6.00 Business Breakfast; 7.00 
Breakfast News; 9.00 Breakfast 
News Extra, 9.20 Morning 
Surgery 9.50 FILM: The Wind 
Cannot Read (1950). 11.50 
Consuming Passions; 12.00 
News. 12.05 Eat Your Words; 
12.35 Going For Gold: 1.00 
News. Weather; 1.30 Regional 
News 
1.40 Neighbours. Annalise and 

Stonie find there's no going 
back. 

2.00 Banacek 
3.10 FILM: How The West Was 

Won (1962). Epic Western 
about three generations of 
a pioneer family 

5.35 Neighbours 
6.00 News: Weather 
6.30 Regional News; Weather 
7.00 That's Showbusiness. 

Guests include Malandra 
Burrows 

7.30 Watchdog Healthcheck, 
Judith Hann and Alice Beer 
look back at the reports 
and investigations covered 
by this series, including the 
scandal of 'abandoned' 
embryos and cosmetic 
surgery on teenagers in 
America 

8.00 EaslEnders. Tony finds a 
solution to his 
accommodation problem -
but can he interest Tiffany? 
Phil has some bad news 
for Ricky. 

8.30 The Liver Birds. When 
Mrs Hutchinson returns 
home from hospital, 
Sandra soon finds herself 
having to care for her 
again 

9.00 ITN News: Weather 
9.30 Panorama 
10.10 Cold Lazarus. The 

dreaded Inspector 
Challender turns up at the 
lab to investigate the theft 
of Daniel's mouldy head. 
Last in senes. 

11.15 FILM: Ebbtlde (1994), 
Erotic thriller about a hard-
nosed lawyer who inhenls 
his dead partner's cases, 
including a child's death 
due to illegal chemical 
waste dumping. Don't 
sound erotic to me. 

12.45 Weather; 12.50 Close 

6.00 Open University, 7.15 See 
Hear Breakfast News; 7.30 
Smurfs' Adventures; 7.55 Blue 
Peter: 8.20 Johnson And Friends; 
8.30 Songs Of Praise; 9.05 
Schools; 12.30 Working Lunch, 
1.00 Schools; 2.00 The Oprah 
Winfrey Show: 2.40 Year Ot The 
Pier, 2.50 News: Weather; 2.55 
Ready. Steady, Cook; 3.25 
Esther: 3.55 News-  Weather; 
4.00 Tex Avery; 4.05 Fudge 4.30 
FOT: 5.00 Newsround; 5.10 Blue 
Peter. 5.35 Today's The Day 
6.00 Star Trek: The Next 

Generation 
6.45 Buck Rogers In The 25th 

Century 
7.30 Gower's Cricket Monthly. 

David Gower presents the 
magazine programme 
which mixes news, 
Interviews. and features on 
the serious and light-
hearted side of the game 

8.00 In The Blood. Today's 
programme tackles the 
question of national 
identity, and whether we 
belong to a nation because 
of the genes we carry. 

8.50 Building Sights. Personal 
reflections on 20th-century 
architecture. Cartoonist 
Posy Simmonds discovers 
a remarkable police station 
built in the 1960s, in Wood 
Street in the heart of the 
City of London. 

9.00 The X Files. Mulder and 
Scully are called in to 
investigate cases of 
spontaneous combustion. 

9.45 Clash Of The Titans. A 
six-part series focusing on 
memorable clashes 
between sporting greats. 
This episode follows the 
struggle between Bjom 
Borg and John McEnroe. 
Followed by Video Nation 

10.30 Newsnight 
11.15 Alexander Trocchi - A 

Life in Pieces. A profile of 
Alexander Trocchi, who 
was seen in the 50s as the 
next great European writer 
but succumbed to writer's 
block and heroin. 

12.00 The Midnight Hour With 
Sir Bernard Ingham 

12.30 The Learning Zone 

6.00 GMTV: 9.25 Supermarket 
Sweep: 9.55 Calendar News, 
10.00 The Time... The Place, 
10.35 This Morning; 12.20 
Calendar News, 12.30 ETN 
News: Weather; 12.55 Home 
And Away; 1.25 The Bodyworks. 
1.55 Coronation Street. 2.25 
Dogs With Dunbar, 2.55 
Shortland Street. 3.15 
Breakaways; 3.20 ITN News. 
3.25 Calendar News: 3.30 
Caribou Kitchen: 3.40 Tots TV, 
3.50 Old Bear Stories; 4.00 
Scooby Doo; 4.25 Tiny Toon 
Adventures; 4.50 The Big Bang 
5.10 Home And Away. Selina 

is forced to go out with 
Jeremy in a bid to save 
Steven's career 

5.40 ITN News: Weather 
5.55 Calendar News: Local 

Weather 
6.30 Tonight 
7.00 Tonight With Richard 

Madeley And Judy 
Finnigan. Richard and 
Judy present another 
edition of their primetime 
talk show. 

7.30 Coronation Street. Terry 
proves his worth when an 
unruly customer causes 
problems for Jack. 

8.00 World In Action 
8.30 Take Your Pick. Hosted 

by Des O'Connor 
9.00 An Independent Man. 

Comedy-drama senes 
about a maverick London 
councillor stamng George 
Cole. 

10.00 News: Weather 
10.30 Calendar News: Weather 
10.40 A Model Child? A 

programme following a 
number of would-be young 
models as they take their 
first steps to stardom. 

11.10 Prisoner Cell Block H 
12.05 The Big Match - 

Replayed Followed by 
News Headlines 

12.50 FILM: The Avenger 
(1966). Stick to The 
Avengers. 

2.35 The Chart Show 
3.30 Recollections 
4.00 Profile 
4.15 Jobtinder; 5.30 News 

Smouldering Muller 

ICh4 

5.00 4-Tel On View; 6.40 Super 
Dave; 7.00 The Big Breakfast; 
9.00 The Golden Girls; 9.30 
Schools. 12.00 The Way We 
Were; 12.30 Sesame Street, 1.30 
Wowser; 1.55 Car Wash Love, 
2.10 Australia Wild, 2.40 FILM: 
Sailor Beware (1956): 4.00 
Backdate, 4.30 Fifteen To One, 
5.00 The Monte! Williams Show; 
5.50 Terrytoons 
6.00 The Cosby Show. With 

Clair away, Cliff and his 
lather are left in charge of 
the kids. 

6.30 Hollyoaks. The race is on 
for Carol and Lucy to fix 
Kurt's guitar 

7.00 Channel 4 News: Weather 
7.55 The Slot 
8.00 Fair Game. The Atlanta 

Olympics are just weeks 
away and Britain's 
sportsmen and women will 
be going for gold. But glory 
will leave some out of 
pocket.Please give 
generously. 

8.30 Wet Side Story. Nothing 
sleeps easily at night in 
Central America's rain 
forests... the bats see to 
that. This film captures 
vampire bats, as they 
creep up on their prey to 
teed on the blood. 

9.00 Astronauts, In the final 
programme in the series, 
the intensive training of the 
crew of space shuttle 
Endeavour Is put to the 
ultimate test - it is time for 
the mission Itself. 

10.00 FILM: The King Of 
Comedy (1982). Martin 
Scorsese's study of star 
worship features Robert 
De Niro as an obsessive 
would-be comedian, who 
engineers the bizarre 
kidnap of a chat show 
host to further his career. 
This is Matt Goodman's 
Film of the Week, so 
check out his review. 

12.00 The Priest And The 
Pirate. 

1.35 FILM: Crack-Up (1936). 
2.55 Temporary Close 
4.00 Schools; 5.00 Close 

Surprise of the Day 
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Charlton; slightly off his rocker? 

113BC1 1 
OAP 

I BBC2 
Bhp  

going out... 
n Ili 

MGM 
How. to Make an American 
Quilt, 5.30, 8.15 
Vampire in Brooklyn, 1,00. 
3.30, 5.45, 8.20 
Fargo, 5.45, 8.25 

Odeon (call 2436230 for 
times) 
Up Close and Personal, 
The Juror, From Dust Tel 
Dawn. Last of the Dog Men, 
Spyhard, Now and Then. 

Showcase ((phone 01924 
420622 for times) 
Spyhard, Vampire in 
Brooklyn, Up Close and 
Personal. Birdcage, Twelve 
Monkeys, Executive 
Decision, From Dusk Tl 
Dawn, How to Make an 
American Dula, Toy Story. 
Trarrispolting, Now and 
Then. Fargo, Money Train. 
Secrets and Lies. The 
Juror. Last of the Dogmen, 
Copycat 

The Lounge 
From Dusk Til Dawn, 5.40, 
8.10 

Cottage Road 
Mr Holland's Opus, 7 45 

Hyde Park Picture House 
Secrets and Lies, 6.30 
Trainspotting, 9.15 

1 
Planet Earth 
Tequila Night 

The Observatory 
Rock Night 

The Underground 
The Lava Lounge. Playing 
cool exoflca, hammond 
grooves. sound-tracks and 

ncy Sinatra, Get in early 

cuost 
this place gets packed 

o 
Met 1pme£3.50. 9pm-tern. 

Mex 
La Para Top elfin night 
with DJ Martin Morales. 
Also Brazilian food & 
snacks & Samba classics 
before 10pm. 

Le Phono 
Roma - Leeds' only weekly 
new romantic nett Groove 
to the sounds of-Duran 
Duran perhaps? 
10-tam. E2.50, 80p a pint. 

Faversham 
Rerro - dance. indie & hip-
hop, 

Charlie Parkers 
Nasty • acid jazz. hip flop. 

Club Europa 
.5u gar Club - very cheap 
and very not student night 
in superb 1,200 capacity 
venue. 
£2NUS and £1 a pint. 

West York's Playhouse, 
Cluarry.Theatre 

The Hypocondriac, 
2, Blood. Sweat and Tears_ 
Ticket hotline. 0113 244211 

The Civic Theatre 
The Birthday Swing 

Duchess 
Whatever e Bulbous. 

The Lava Lounge at the Underground. 

Flavour of the Day 

 

After a week of Euro 96 you are likely to 
either he In footy heaven or footy hell. 
More likely hell if you're watching on ITV. 
Their coverage has, so far at least. been 
dismal. Alan Parry is the worst 
commentator ever. Bob Wilson is okay, but 
it's Jim Rosenthal who is the one to watch. 
He sits in his studio. trying to smooth talk 
like Des Lynham, and then he suddenly 
pauses. rakes art eye-brow and then a wry 
smile is seen to pass his lips. It has been 

Euro 96 - Live, ITV, 7.10pm 

sUggested that under that desk there are 
some very lewd acts taking place. 
Meanwhile Jack Charlton. God bless 'Mi. is 
in a world of his own as he sits there 
beaming away, perhaps as bemused by the 
hyper-speed ramblings of John Barnes as 
-am. As surreal as the Ron Manager 
sketches from the Fast Show, and almost as 
entertaining. Watch out also for the deluge 
of footy adverts, which are on every five 
minutes. especially the class Reebok one. 

6.00 Business Breakfast, 7.00 
BBC Breakfast News. 9.00 
Breakfast News Extra; 9.20 
Morning Surgery, 9.50 FILM 
Arabian Adventure (1979). 11.35 
Even More Of Glynn Christian's 
Entertaining Microwave. 11.50 
Holiday Outing; 12.00 News. 
12.05 Eat Your Words; 12.35 
Going For Gold; 1.00 News 
Weather, 1.30 Regional News: 
Weather 
1.35 Neighbours. Mrs Mangel 

is back on the scene with a 
saucy new image 

1.55 Royal Ascot 1996 
4.10 Euro 96 Live. Coverage of 

France v Bulgaria and 
Romania v Spain 

6.40 News: Weather 
7.10 Regional News 

Magazines 
7.30 EastEnders. Kathy wises 

up to Phil's dabblings 
8.00 Wildlife On One. David 

Attenborough narrates a 
film about the giant black 
taker snaxes which mlest a 
remote island off Australia. 
A bite from one of these 
Creatures can mean death 
in less than hatf'an-hour 

8.30 Goodnight Sweetheart. 
While Yvonne has her 
heart set on moving house, 
Gary is still more tempted 
by time-travelling. 

9.00 News: Weather 
9.30 Cardiac Arrest. 

Unnoticed. LIZ is beginning 
to latter under the 
pressure 

10.00 Flying Soldiers. Course 
354 gets its first taste of 
battle, spotting targets for 
artillery on Salisbury Plain. 

10.30 Euro 96. Highlights of 
England v Holland, 
Scotland is Switzerland, 
France is Bulgaria and 
Romania v Spain. 

11.50 Royal Ascot 1996. 
Highlights of the opening 
day's fashion and racing. 

12.10 FILM: The 5th Monkey 
(1990). Brazilian tale of a 
rare-animal hunter 
desperate to make enough 
money from his exploits to 
marry the woman of his 
dreams. 

1.45 Weather; 1.50 Close 

6.00 Open University 7.15 See 
Hear Breakfast News; 7.30 
Smurfs' Adventures: 7.55 Blue 
Peter; 0.20 Postman Pat; 8.40 
The Record, 9.05 Schools; 12.30 
Working Lunch; 1.00 Schools; 
1.55 The Oprah Winfrey Show; 
2.35 It's A Frog's 1.11e; 3.00 News: 
Weather; 3.05 Westminster With 
Nick Ross; 3.55 News.  Weather: 
4.00 A Week To Remember, 4.10 
Royal Ascot 1996 
4.35 Ocean Odyssey 
5.00 Newsround 
5.10 Activ-8 
5.35 Neighbours 
6.00 Fresh Prince Of Bel Air 
6.45 Heartbreak High 
7,30 Public Property. Sir 

Norman Foster designs a 
remarkable building for 
mentally-Ill residents of 
Bellsdyke Hospital near 
Falkirk, even though their 
funds are very meagre 

8.00 Today's The Day. 
Newsreader Marlyn Lewis 
hosts the semi-final of the 
quiz show based on events 
that have made the news 
in recent history. 

8.30 Tracks. Ray Mears toasts 
fresh salmon aver an oak 
log tire, while Nick Fisher 
finds out Why bird-watchers 
need a CD player 
alongside their binoculars. 

9.00 Murder One. Bornstein 
allows Jessica Costello's 
diary to be used in court, to 
the embarrassment of her 
well-to-do clients. 

9.45 Dickie Bird: A Rare 
Species. An affectionate 
glance at one of cricket's 
best-loved characters, test 
umpire Harold Dennis Bird, 
'Melee' has stamped his 
idiosyncratic, glowing 
personality on a record 63 
Test matches during his 
23-year career. This man 
deserves respect. 

10.30 Newsn}ght 
11.15 Strange Days. Hard-hitting 

series investigating the rise 
of superstition. 

11.45 Close Up 
12.00 The Midnight Hour With 

Lesley Riddoch 
12.30 The Learning Zone 

6.00 GMTV; 9.25 Supermarket 
Sweep; 9.55 Calendar News.' 
Weather, 10.00 The Time... The 
Place, 10.35 This Morning: 12.20 
Calendar News, followed by 
Community Announcement, 
12.30 News: Weather. 12.55 
Home And Away; 1.25 The Big 
Green Boat Show: 1.55 
Ernmerdale., 225 Liz Earle's 
Lifestyle; 2.55 A Country 
Practice: 320 News; 3.25 
Calendar News: Weather; 3.30 
The Magic House; 3.40 Tots TV. 
3.50 Sylvester And Tweety; 4.05 
Budgie The Little Helicopter 
4.15 Transylvania Pet Shop 
4.40 Finders Keepers 
5.10 Home And Away. 

Shannon becomes aware 
of her mother's true 
motives 

5.40 News: Weather 
5.55 Calendar, followed by 

Local Weather 
6.40 Ernmerdaie. Chris has a 

proposition for Kim. Kathy 
puts her fool down with 
Sean, and Zak is driven to 
desperate measures by 
Mandy. 

7.10 Euro 96 - Live. Bob 
Wilson presents live 
coverage of England is 
Holland tram Wembley. 
See today's Flavour of the 
Day. 

10.00 News At Ten: Weather 
10.30 Calendar News: Weather 
10.40 FILM: Missing (1982). An 

all-American father travels 
to Chile to find his son. 
who mysteriously 
disappeared In the 1973 
military coup. Starnng 
Jack Lernmon and Sissy 
Spacek. 

1.00 Euro 96 Replayed. A 
rerun of the match 
between England and 
Holland from Wembley, 
plus highlights of Scotland 
v Switzerland. Followed by 
News Headlines 

3.50 Bushell On The Box. The 
tabloid TV critic brings his 
wanky views to the small 
screen. Followed by News 

4.20 Jobfinder. 
5.30 News 

Ch4 4 
5.00 4-Tel On View; 6.30 Chicken 
Minute. 7.00 The Big Breakfast, 
9.00 Mork And Mindy: 9.30 
Schools, 12.00 House To House; 
12.30 Sesame Street; 1.30 
Ovide, 1.55 Cool As A 
Cucumber, 2.05 FILM: I Want 
You 119511; 4.00 Backdate: 4.30 
Fifteen To One 
5.00 Rickl Lake. Five years ago 

Charlie proposed to Laura 
One child tater, he says 
he's still not ready to tie the 
knot_ 

5.45 Terrytoons 
6.00 The Avengers. An ornate 

dagger is the key to finding 
the most precious pearl in 
the world but can Steed 
and Tara solve the puzzle 
before the bandies? 

7.00 Channel 4 News: 
Weather 

7.55 The Slot 
8.00 Human Jungle. The 

modem city is a 
technological maze how 
does the human brain 
make sense of an 
increasingly complicated 
world? 

8.30 Brookside. Sadness turns 
to anger when Gary arrives 
on the Close. 

9.00 Broke!: False Economy. 
In the last programme in 
the series. Will Hutton 
looks at the damaging 
consequences of the 
government's 15-year 
crusade to privatise the 

10.00 

 
state . 

 Alan Bleasdale Presents 
- Requiem Apache. 
Hamish (Alfred Molina) is a 
man with a mysterious past 
who has opted for the quiet 
life m Suffolk. I five near 
Suffolk and it is very quiet, 

11.35 Sean's Show. Sean has 
met Trudy but he faces an 
emotional dilemma' she 
wants a baby. lase 

12.05 World League Football 
12.40 FILM: Season of Dreams 

(1987). Martin Rosen's 
poignant and compelling 
drama set in rural Montana 
in 1954 

2.20 Temporary Close 
4.00 Schools; 5.40 Close 

STUDENT TRAVEL 
For a cheap deal on student flights visit ULTRA 

Agents for: 

Cheap student flights 
	 Cross channel ferries 

Student charters 
	 Package Holidays 

International rail 
	 and more.... 

ULTRA - UNION BUILDING, UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS, LEEDS. TELEPHONE: 2314213 



Columbia at the Cockpit. 

2 
aria 

BBC2 BBC1 
OOP 
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going out... 
S'ILIE.1 

mom 
Make an American Mitt. 

30, 8 is 
'larvae rn arceseve 100. 3_30, 
5,45, 820 
Fargo 5 45. 8.25 

Odeon emu 2436230 for ernes) 
Up Close and Personal. 
The Juror, 
From Dust 111 Dawn. 
Last el the Dog Men, 
Tne Emmet 

showcase (phone 01924 420622 
los times) 
esyriatd. Vampire in Brooldyn. up 
Close and Personal. Badeage. 
Twelve Monkeys. Executive 
Decision. From Dusk 13 Dawn. Now 
to Make en American Oise Toy 
Stem Trainspoong, Now ant] Then, 
Fargo, Money Train, Secrets and 
Lies. The Juror. Last of the 
Niemen, Gamma 

The Lounge 
From Dusk Ti'  Dawn. 5 40. 8,10 

Cottage Road 
Mr rinds Opus. 7 45 

Hyde Park Picture House 
Secrets and Lies. 6 30 
L3 wane, 9.15 

h r Lr'5) 
West Yorks Playhouse, 
Quarry Theatre 
I The Winslow Boy, 7 30prn 
2 Blond. Sweat and Tears 

Civic Theatre 
In the Spothola 

LMUSU City Site 
OTT Cheap and cheerful 80s 
& 90s student piss-up With 
treble vodka & mixer still only 
Et 75, and biter lager and cider 
just 85p a pint 

Primos N 
Time Tunnel . with the best in 
high NRO and camp classic-:_;. 

TpM.2ain. 

The Pleasure Rooms 
The Good Life Doors 
9.4 	-tam Admission £3.50 
NUS, £4 others, Drinks 
promotions - E1 a pint & El pits 

The Dry_Dock 
CltIzen-Smith - 80's & lndie 
with Helen from Brighton 
Beach. 

the Mex 
<footle. Slammin drum & bass 
night, with Peshay & Mowgf I. 
plus me Ash in regular 
attendance 9,30pee2am, £4 

The Courtyard 
Max) - with Daizy & Havoc. 
plus a pub quiz with a 
difference. 7.30-11pm. Entry 
free. Quiz starts at 9.00 

Underground 
Moveonup, brilliant night of 
stax, soul, hammond & 
motown, playing anything from 
Stevie Wonder to the 
Temptations, via The Small 
Faces. 9sere2am. £3 before 
11pm, £3.50 after 

Le Phono 
Antenna. coot ecleectic indie 
sounds. Iron Stereolab to Si 
Etienne 10-tam, £2 	50 

Columbia at The Cockpit 
The definitrve student dance 
night in Leeds is settling into its 
new venue - IcnnOtlfs Judge 
Jules and Kiss FM. £3.50 on 
door 

Planet Earth 
Kinky. get strutef 9-3am 

50 NUS. £350 
Spirits 50p a shot 

Duchess 
601 Wilma Ism. 

Irish Centre 
Walter Trout Band p. Charlie 
Speed Band. E7adv/E9door 

Fenton 
Beats 'n' Pieces featuring The 
Main Attraction. Mobile Disco 
and Siroco. Plus top Dis 

Things get serious in Fargo. Showing at the MGM 

PIZZAS 
	

DONERS 

LUCKYS 
BURGERS 
	

CURRIES 

Voted 
No. 1 by 

Leeds 
Students 

FOOD ARRIVES FRESHER 

To order just pick up the phone and give us a call. 

Your order will be delivered FREE to your door within a 

3 mile radius of our shop. 

Open 7 days a week 5pm till late 

NONE 
DELIVER 
FASTER 

   

 

TRY US ON FREEFONE 
0500  1 1 33 45 
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Flavour of the Day 

Columbia © The Cockpit. 
10pm-tam 

The Cockpit i. a Stuart time on a Friday 

night: the arches rccre;de a Cavern Cluh 
fed which is suited to the heat-pop of 

Brighton Beach. Quite what the trendies 
will make of the venue is anyonc,. guess. 
though I can't see it happening mysell 
But if you haven't been to the Cockpit 
hefore then this is the perfect opportunity 

to cheek it out The main DJ Ii: 
Juicy, who as ever. will be !.,pinnip 
three decks And if that isn't enough. there 

will also he Dis f`rom Kiss FM. and 
bargain bottled beer 
So if pet haven't been to The Cockpit 
then to it out tonight. 13.50 on the .h 
L4 alley I I 11)pm, so pet there early. 

6.00 Business Breakfast. 7.00 
BBC Breakfast News. 9.00 
Breakfast News Extra. 9.20 
Mornrng Surgery: 9.50 FILM. Life 
For Ruth 09661: 11.30 My 
Favourite Nosh; 12.00 News 
Weather: 12.05 Eal Your Words. 
12.35 Going For Gold: 1.00 
News Weather; 1.30 Regional 
News. Weather 
1.35 Neighbours. Scott and 

Charlene pop in for a 
cameo appearance. 
Maybe 

1.55 Royal Ascot 1996. 
Featuring at 3 45. the 
Coronation Stakes 

4.40 Parrots - Look Who's 
Talking. Parrots, ably 
assisted by Tony 
Robinson, tell their own 
story. Including a look at 
magnificent macaws, 
lorikeets the colour of 
rainbows and large flocks 
at African grey parrots 

5.35 Neighbours 
6.00 News: Weather 
6.30 Regional News 

Magazines 
7.00 Euro 96 Live. Live 

coverage of one of the last 
matches in group C Either 
Russia v the Czech's or 
Italy v Germany. 

9.40 News: Weather 
10.10 Bad Boys. A hoard of 

stolen money hidden on an 
island in Loch Lomond 
gives Wayne and Fraser a 
crack at the big lime 

11.00 FILM: LA Story (1991). 
A TV weatherman who 
spices his reports with 
wacky humour finds the 
outlook distinctly gloomy 
until he gets supernatural 
guidance. With Steve 
Martin, so it must be 
good See this weeks 
Films on TV 

12.35 Royal Ascot 1996 
12.55 FILM: American Hot Wax 

(1978). The story of 
controversial 1950s DJ 
Alan Freed's attempts to 
gain acceptance for rock 
'n' roll. Listen up Mark 
Goodier, you twat.  

2.25 Weather; 2.30 Close 

6,00 Open University; 7.15 See 
Hear Breakfast News. 7.30 
Smiles' Adventures, 8.00 Actriele 
8.20 Mr Benn, 8.40 The Record, 
9.05 Schools; 12.30 Working 
Lunch; 1.00 Schools. 2.00 Year of 
the Pier: 2.10 International 
Women's Cncket, 3.00 News; 
3.05 Westminster , 3.55 News: 
4.00 Tex Avery; 4.05 Casper And 
Friends. 4.15 Jonny Briggs, 4.30 
Rugrats: 5.00 Newsiound 
5.10 Blue Peter 
5.35 The Phil Silvers Show. 

When Bilk° tries 
desperately to lose money 
he finds himself the 
reluctant recipient of a 
stubborn warning streak. 

6.00 Star Trek: The Next 
Generation. Picard finds 
himself travelling between 
the past, present and 
Future_ 

7.30 BBC Design Awards. The 
judging of the design 
awards for new British 
products, architecture. and 
graphics continues as 
Janet Street-Porter 
presents the contenders in 
the graphics category. 

8.00 Wildlife On Two, From 
Jodhpur In India, David 
Attenborough narrates 
footage of the baby 
Hanurnan langur monkeys. 

8.30 Today's The Day. The 
GRAND final of the daily 
quiz 

9.00 Secrets Of Lost Empires: 
The Incas. Series in which 
engineers attempt to 
recreate ancient structures 
using only the tools and 
matenals available at the 
time. 

9.50 Postcards From The 
Country: Norfolk Broads 
- Wetland Paradise. 
Richard Mabey looks at the 
Norfolk Broads, a brilliant 
place to be and obviously 
one of the seven wonders 
of the world 

10.30 Newsnight 
11.15 Murder One. Followed by 

Weatherview 
12.00 The Midnight Hour With 

Andrew Neil 
12.30 The Learning Zone 

ITV 

6.00 GMTV; 9.25 Supermarket 
Sweep. 9.55 Calendar News. 
10.00 The Tune... The Place; 
10.35 This Morning; 12.20 
Calendar News. Crunestappers; 
12.30 News. Weather: 12.55 
Home And Away Special: 1.25 
It's A Vet's Life; 1.55 Coronation 
Street. 2.25 Cooking At The 
Academy. 2.55 A Country 
Practice: 3,20 News: 3.25 
Calendar News: 3.30 Alphabet 
Castle 3.40 Wizadora: 3.50 Britt 
Allcrott's Magic Adventures Of 
Mumfie. 4.00 Garfield And 
Friends 
4.15 Euro 96 - Live. Bob 

Wilson presents live 
coverage of either Croatia 
v Portugal or Turkey v 
Denmark, with highlights 
afterwards of the match 
now shown live 

6.30 ITN Early Evening News: 
Weather 

6.45 Calendar News, followed 
by Local Weather 

7.00 Midas Touch. Host 
Bradley Walsh meets five 
more contestants hoping 
to win the bar of gold. 

7.30 Coronation Street. 
Accusations fly at Mike 
Baldwin's factory 

8.00 A Touch Of Frost. Alter 
tour robberies In four days 
at the same house. Frost 
finally comes up with a 
suspect. 

10.00 News: Weather 
10.30 Calendar News: Weather 
10.40 Euro 96 - Highlights. Jim 

Rosenthal (what a babe) 
presents highlights of 
Russia v Czech Republic 
and Italy v Germany 

11.40 Max Monroe: Loose 
Cannon. After Charlie is 
shot. Max, trying to keep 
him conscious while 
exchanging gunfire with a 
bunch of thugs, reminisces 
about a homicide case he 
once solved, 

1.30 Dear Nick. Followed by 
News 

2.30 FILM: A Star Is Born 
(1937). 

4.30 Jobfinder 5.30 News.  

Ich4  4  
5.40 4-Tel On View. 6.35 Sharky 
And George. 7.00 The Big 
Breakfast; 9.00 Mork And Mindy: 
9.30 Schools; 12.00 House To 
House; 12.30 Sesame Street; 
1.30 Madeline. 1.55 Jump: 

2.15 FILM: Here Comes Mr 
Jordan (1941) See Films on TV 

4.00 Backdate: 4.30 Fifteen To 
One: 5.00 Riekl Lake, 5.45 
ierrytcans 
6.00 Blossom. Blossom and 

Carol make a pact to help 
each other but when it 
comes to Blossom's turn. 
she falls a bit short 

6.25 Boy Meets World. Cory 
learns that a person's 
worth has more to do with 
their compassion and 
generosity than what they 
do Ion a living 

6.55 Terrytoons 
7.00 Channel 4 News, 

including at 7.30pm 
Headlines and Weather 

7.55 The Slot 
8.00 Brookside. Jackie takes 

action while Max faces the 
wrath of David. And is 
Georgia a trustworthy 
confidante for Jules? 

8.30 Absolutely Animals. A 
new series of the popular 
magazine programme 
looking at both 
domesticated and wild 
birds and beasts. 

9.00 Dispatches, A report on 
what is realty going on at 
home and abroad Well, at 
least the TV listings are 
really helpful. 

9.45 Four-Mations: Great 
British Animation. Enca 
Russell's Feet Of Song and 
Susan Young's visually 
dynamic Umbabarauma 

10,00 American Gothic. 
Rubbish X-Files wannabe 

'11.00 The Trials 010 J Oyston. 
A portrait of the 
controversial millionaire 

11.30 Broke!: False Economy -
The Debate 

1.05 Geldof Goes 
Goondiwindi 

2.05 NBA XXL: 5.00 Close 



The thing about Men Behaving Badly is 
that everyone knows someone like Gary 
or Tony. For girls these lads combine the 
least favourite bits of a boyfriend and 
brother into scarily life-like comedy. 
When Gary phoned his other half Dorothy 
from the pub and screamed "bed's for 
sleepy people- let's get a kebab and go to 
a disco!" girlfriends all over the country 
sighed and blokes cheered. Now hack for 
another series. the blokes can get their 

resenge on their Absolutely Fabulous 
losing partners by inviting the lads over. 
cracking open a few beers, smoking a few 
hundred fags and swearing copiously. 
In "real life" though. Gary and Tony aka 
Neil Morrissey and Martin Climes have 
proved themselves to he. whisper it. quite 
intelligent, even sensitive. Having said 
that, Martin's sweaty arm-pit patches on 
Have t Got News For You were very 
ladish, and no doubt rather embarasing 

going out... 

MGM 
How to Make an American 
Quilt 530, 8,15 
Vampire in Brooklyn, 1.00, 
3.30. 5.45, 8.20 
Fargo, 5.45. 8 25 

Odeon (call 2436230 for 
times) 
Up Close and Personal, 
The Juror, 
From Dust Til Dawn, 
Last of the Dog Men. 
The Rock (special preview 
showing, Rpm).  

Showcase (phone 01024 
420622 for limes) 
Spyhard, Vampire in Brooklyn. 
Up Close and Personal. 
Birdcage. Twelve Monkeys. 
Executive Decision, From 
Dusk Ill Dawn, How to Make 
an American OWL Tay Story, 
Trainsporring, Now and Then .  
Fargo. Money Train, Secrets 
and Lies, The Juror. Last of 
the Dogmen, Copycat 

The Lounge 
From Dusk Tii Dawn. 5 40. 
8 10 

Cottage Road 
Mr Holland's Opus. 7.45 

Hyde Park Picture House 
Secrets and Lies, 6.30 
Leaving Les Vegas. 9.15 

.51 
West York's Playhouse 
Quarry Theatre 
t The Hypocondrtac, by 
Moliere, 
Ticket hotline: 244 2111 
2 Stood, Sweat and Tears 

Civic Theatre 
Habeas Corpus. by Alan 
Barmen_ 

LUU Harvey Milk Bar 
Srere at the Hatton • India and 
erapop night, playing the 
usual suspects. Sleeper, Shed 
7, Northern Uproar. Oasis... 
£2. and with cheap drinks. 

Pleasure Rooms 
The Mile High Club. Four 
floors, four types of musk, 
from funk and disco to house. 

Faversham 
004 Skop? - exceptional new 
DJ's mixing it up for your 
listening delight. 
topm-2am free. and with 
cheap dnnks 

La Phono 
Bash Street. Popular Music 
Factory inches club lands a new 
home white the MF gets a 
refurbishment. 

The Underground 
Casa Latina The best in !atm 
music With DJs Chico Mahe 
& Et StavoloCo Doors 8pm 
dance class 8.30-9.30, Ilve 
band 10 30-11,30. ends 2em 
£5 con 's "1:6 

The Duchess 
Guided by Voices Silkworm 

The Cockpit 
Roni Size - Jumping Jack 
Flash. £7 

Everything But the Girl are officially cool 

again and are playing at the T & C tonight. 

Planet Earth 
A lOck Up The Eighties - Re-
use those awkward teenage 
years in style. Sizzling tunes. 
from Smits Fizz to Main, 
and much more besides 
Nearly everything 80P 

Charlie Parker's 
Shimmy - uplifting dub 
classics with DJ Ashley 
Demeal 

The Max 
Suppe Club - a night of lain 
back harnmond grooves. 
funky exotica and nice 
cocktails 
g 30pm-2am. T3 £3.50 

Town and Country Club 
Everything but the Girt 

I BBC1 	
ores i BBC2 

CURRIES BURGERS CURRIES BURGERS 

oted 
No. 1 by 

Leeds 
Students 

NONE 
DELIVE 
FASTER 

FOOD ARRIVES FRESHER 

To order just pick up the phone and give us a call. 

Your order will be delivered FREE to your door within a 

3 mile radius of our shop. 

Open 7 days a week 5pm till late 

0 TRY US ON FREEFONE 
0500  1 1 33 45 

81 RAGLAN ROAD, HYDE PARK. LEEDS LS2 9DZ 

TRY US ON FREEFONE 
0500  1 1 33 45 

NONE 
ELIVER 

FASTER 

Voted 
No. 1 by 
Leeds 

Students 

FOOD ARRIVES FRESHER 

To order just pick up the phone and give us a call. 

Your order will be delivered FREE to your door within a 

3 mile radius of our shop. 

Open 7 days a week 5pm till late 

PIZZAS 	 DONERS 

LUCKYS 

81 RAGLAN ROAD, HYDE PARK, LEEDS LS2 90Z 

PIZZAS 	 DONERS 

LUCKYS 

Flavour of the Day 

Men Behaving Badly, BBC1, 9.35pm 

Altogether now, *Lagerlageriagee  

6.00 Business Breakfast. 7.00 
BBC Breakfast News; 9.00 
Breakfast News Extra, 9.20 
Morning Surgery; 9.50 Fighting 
Back; 10.20 Cant Cook, Won't 
Cook. 10.45 News: 10.55 Cricket 
- Second Test, 1.00 News. 
Weather, 1.30 Regional News; 
1.35 Neighbours. 1.55 Royal 
Ascot 1996 And Cricket - Second 
Test 
5.35 Neighbours. Brett faces 

the music - alone. Sam 
looks for a inend in Stone. 
And Karl's inner peace is 
shattered 

6.00 News: Weather 
6.30 Regional News 

Magazines 
7.00 Summer Holiday. Kevin 

Woodford takes a close 
look at a family holiday on 
the island known as 
'heaven on a stick' - 
Mauntrus. 

7.30 EastEnders. The 
inhabitants of the Square 
gather for Arthur's funeral. 

8.00 Animal Hospital On The 
Hoof. Reporter Steve 
Knight goes home with one 
of the Whipsnade keepers 
to meet a few of the pets 
who live aft over his house. 

8.30 Auntie's Sporting 
Bloomers. 'Terry Wogan 
raids the shelves for the 
BBC's sporting archives. 

9.00 Party Political Broadcast 
By The Conservative 
Party 

9.05 News: Weather 

9.35 Mew Behaving Badly. 
Tony returns from his 
holidays sporting some 
new hairy 'face furniture'. 
See today's Flavour of the 
Day 

10.10 Crlmewatch UK. 
10.55 Cricket - Second Test. 

England v India, with 
Archie Renaud, introducing 
the first days play from 
Lords. 

11.35 Crimewatch UK Update 
11.45 Royal Ascot 1996 
12.05 FILM: Intimate Strangers 

(1986). Drama starring 
Stacy Keach and Ten Garr. 

6.00 Open University 7 15 See 
Hear Breakfast News 7.30 
Smurfs Adventures, 7.55 Blue 
Peter, 8.20 The Brollys; 8.40 The 
Record: 9.05 Schools; 12.30 
Working Lunch. 1.00 Schools; 
1.40 Crickel - Second Test: 3.00 
News Weather. 3.05 
Westminster With Nick Ross; 
3.55 News: Weather; 4.00 Tex 
Avery; 4.05 Funnybones. 4.10 
The Wizard Of Oz. 4.35 Mud; 
5.00 Newsround 
5.10 The Biz. Drama series 

revolving around the lives 
of the children who attend 
the Markov School of 
Dance and Drama. 

5.35 Tennis and Cricket -
Second Test 

7.30 Out And About 
8.00 Rick Stein's Taste Of The 

Sea. In this six-part series 
Rick Stein shares the 
secrets of the fish recipes 
that have made him one of 
the country's top seafood 
chefs. 

8.30 One Foot In The Past. 
Fresh from proposing to 
his fiancee at Cliveden, 
Ross Kemp - aka Grant 
Mitchell -- returns to this 
fine 18th-century park in 
Berkshire, and goes for a 
swim in the pool made 
famous by Chnstine 
Keeler 

9.00 The Travel Show. Loyd 
Grossman samples 
France's culinary capital -
Lyon 

9.30 The Video Diaries. Life for 
19-year-old Omerlit Brar is 
mostly seen through her 
net curtains. On the 
romantic front, she has 
asked her parents to 
arrange a marriage for her: 
but then a new boy 
catches her eye. 

10.30 Party Political Broadcast 
By The Conservative 
Party 

10.35 Newsnight 
11.15 Gaytime TV Followed by 

Weatherview 
12.00 The Midnight Hour With 

Trevor Phillips. The 
political chat show.  

12.30 The Learning Zone 

6.00 LiMTV, 9.25 Supermarket 
Sweep; 9.55 Calendar News; 
10.00 The Time The Place; 
10.35 This Morning: 12.20 
Calendar News; 12.30 News: 
Weather, 12.55 Home And 
Away; 1.25 A Brush With Ashley. 
1.55 Emmerdale; 2.25 
Entertainment Today; 2.55 A 
Country Practice. 3.20 ITN 
News, 3.25 Calendar News; 3.30 
The Riddlers; 3.40 Wizadora; 
3.50 Rupert: 4.20 Blazing 
Dragons; 4.45 Crazy Cottage; 
5.10 Home And Away; 5.40 ITN 
News. Weather; 5.55 Calendar. 
Followed by Weather 
6.30 Tonight 
7.00 Emmerdale. Roy's 

birthday celebrations end 
in disaster. 

7.30 3-D. A look at the world of 
women's bodybuilding. 

8.00 The Bill. Deakin and 
Boulton trawl through Sun 
Hill's lowlife alter the body 
of a pimp is discovered in 
a rubbish pile. 

8.30 The Ruth Rendell 
Mysteries: Master Of The 
Moor. Final part of the 
story. A secret hideaway 
from Stephen's childhood 
leads him to find just who 
is 'master of the moor'. 
With Colin Firth and 
Robert Urquhart. 

9.30 SAS - The Soldiers' 
Story. This edition follows 
the gruelling training 
programme of the SAS. 

10.00 Party Political Broadcast 
by the Conservative 
Party 

10.05 News: Weather 
10.35 Calendar News: Weather 
10.05 The Question Is. Richard 

Whiteley interviews artist 

David Hockney. 
11.15 Prisoner Cell Block 14. 

Will Lexie lose her baby? 
12.10 FILM: The Omega Man 

(1971). Starring Charlton 
Heston, which is the 
assurance of any good 
film. Followed by News 

1.55 Not Fade Away 
2.55 Shift 
3.55 Bushell On The Box 
4,25 Joblinder: 5,30 News 

ich4 4 
6.00 4 Tel On view; 6.35 The 
Adventures Of T-Rex; 7.00 The 
Big Breakfast, 9.00 Mork And 
Mindy; 9.30 Schools; 12.00 
House To House; 12.30 Sesame 
Street; 1.30 Hullaballoo, followed 
by Alba Atkins, 2.00 Break. 2.15 
FILM: Fortune Is A Woman 
(1958); 4.00 Backdate: 4.30 
Fifteen To One; 5.00 Ricki Lake 
5.4.5 Terrytoons 
6.00 Eerie Indiana 
6.30 Roseanne 
TM Channel 4 News uieludiiiq 

at 7 30pm Headlines 
Weather 

7.50 The Slot 
8.00 Broke!: Postcards From 

The Edge. Nick Danzigei 
travels to the once-thriving 
town of Barrow-in-Furness 
to meet a couple of former 
ship workers. 

8.30 Home To Roost. Michael 
desperately needs money 
to invest in his new careers 
as a guitarist. 

9.00 The Challenge. How do 
you find the will to live 
when you know your health 
is failing fast? Two 
Canterbury hospitals have 
combined with 
Hammersmith Hospital to 
try to combat this crisis of 
confidence. 

10.00 NYPD Blue. A suspect In a 
homicide investigation 
refuses to implicate his 
brother as the killer 

10.55 Cinefile: Stanley Kubrick: 
The Invisible Man. This 
Crnelile documentary 
explores Stanley Kubrick 
and his reputation, and 
acts as a curtain raiser to a 
season of Kubrick's films. 

12.00 FILM: Kubrick: Killer's 
Kiss (1955). Slarring 
Jamie Smith as a boxer 
who tails for a mobster's 
mistress, with dangerous 
consequences. 

1.15 Dispatches 
2.00 FILM: Upper World 

(1934). 
3,20 Temporary Close 
4.00 Schools; 5.40 Close 
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PlayStation 

!me I [7 	Destruction Derby 

the mind-blowing new 
le market, but for us students 
t as near as we get. Well, not 
IPER charts the rise and rise 
and reviews some of the top 
f the page.... 

There rats he n4.4 mare satisfying 
pastime than smashing the hell out 
of expensive equipment will; 1211 

recriminations whatsoever. The milkers 
of nestruefinn Derby filliVt`113111.1(Itshl) 

SPOlted This gap in the market and 
produced a game that Involves little AA.. 

Basically there are two scenarios. one 
astensibly hailed on a rare and one in 
which the nun Es to destroy every other 
car on the circuit. The rare initially looks 
simple, on a single oval, but quiekil,  
becomes more complicated when the 
"figure of eight" track comes rip and you  

more funk the'  kilt-ern-till" section, 
which inevitably ends w ith your car in. 
smouldering ruin. while es eryone else.  
Ultrries•on regardless. 

There are a couple of minor faults: 
the steering nut become annoyingly , 
tinrespowlve after your car lakes the 
lightest of t► ittering►, and the game 
hecurri sligfatly repetitive after 
continual play Mg. Still. fur that 
occasional cruise iitrt-%% yuo Can't heat 
it. 

in a 
SONY PLAYSTATION!! 

1 

 n a hugely exciting competiton, we 
have ONE Sony Playstalion along 
with Ridge Racer Revolution and a 

comprehensive demo disc to give 
away. For such a prize we feel that a 
historical grasp of computer games is 
necessary. and so to win simply 
answer these three questions... 

1. What happened when you 
completed Manic Miner? 
2. Name three games released by 
Ultimate during the eighties. 
3. What was the only decent game 
ever released on the ill-fated BBC 
Archimedes home computer (clue: 
you wouldn't want one)? 

TIEBREAKER 
In less than ten words, complete the 
following phrase: 
1 am sad enough to want a computer 
game at my age because.. 

Entries on  a  postcard to our office in 
the LMUSU building by Wednesday 
19 June. Remember to enclose a 
phone number, and good luck. 

	I 

WipeOut 

--IISTORY OF THE 
LIFER GAME 

Wipout was the rind game that 
really put the Playstation ou 
the map, and descr. edly so. 

his is a raring game with a dilteru rice: 
ere arr no wlicuis for u stark Nola 
tarot a hovering spaceship straight out 
Itatilebtur Galartica in-roes o set ar 
turistic racetnicks featuring Stnniath• 
arnbig take-riffs, jumps and tunnels. 

ail sun 	11 gr. 	Mario Kart 

i 11 1 y 	4.1! 	'w! • ',Ls 	 I. 	!, 

Pla 	i 
and reality of the graphics hales to hr 
seen to he believed. The potential for 
.cirr rul has been taped to the full, but 
vi here Ridge Racer []sec hactlacht-
inducing gabha basks. Wipeout ntkei 
far raider option and ewes times by the 
ke-nanl Orbited, I.ettfleld and The 

cones,; Brothers. 
KnOrksers of the game reekoti thr 

is too difileulk but master 
with plugramming 	CLaWan: seems unahIe to keep past wali 

gun-testi( mind 
	

days of Soon-  Flee lie dgrivw and 
'aimed in thousands 
	

Nintendza's plumber hero Marut despite 
.kith ear bending. 	then recent fame hvcm confined to 
ndtracks and 
	

imminent obscurity already For thc arrival 

lames system has 
an important part of 1 

ertainment lifestyles 
of 

optic seteures. The 
malty naval the 

they candid quite 
:amid),  rendered so much of their recent 
past cornpletely Obsolete. Such is the 

the massive 64 bit supercomputers has 

problem with these machine...ever/4w 
innociem computer 	gasped a few years ago when Sega 
Is s° rapid thud the 
	

introduced digital imagery into its gaups 

on the Mega CD, but already this is as 
obsolete to the Satan' as the (frankly p ss-
pourakolaster System was to the Mega 
Drive_ For the trouble consumer. it went. 
that the marker i. in too much ilu.s ui 
warrant making any sound judgements on 
which system to buy. Already, Sega's 
inielitily impressive Sultan seems about 10 
be tesumed by Souy's newest arrival. the 
Playstation, a system which bilasts 
graphics of arcade-equalling quality, 
-soundtracks pale:tett by the CD sound 
system and enough pace to make a Ferrari 
P40 .s4.4:111 lame by comparison. 

But for how long? The announcement 
1( the Nintendo Ultra 64 minuses even 

greater parameters for exploration and the 
PC offers an unsurpassable I if somewhat 
pritvy) alternative 10 garners who seek 
more than just mad blasting gams', and  

joypad 
thrashing ravine 
simulations. 

what is 
required is a 
stasis oil 110W 
syStelt1 
tieVellIpMent and a thorough. exacting and,  

those all. clever exploitation tof the 
immense powers sit the. machines. Before  
you become overawed by the ...kw 
anpremiveness of these machines as y4 
waggle furiously in the shop, spare a 
thought tor what you want lo get out of 
them. The power and technology is present 
to mots games of mind blowing 

aivity and awesome playability, the 
Playsuuion is certainly aide to exploit these 
demanding eritcria... Ict's hope the nature 
shows a worthwhile utilization of this 
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RELAX 
Frankie Goes to Belushi's 

and so should you 

If you've got the Blues - we've got the booze, we've got the 
food - we've got the music. 

LIVE JAZZ most nights - (in the garden if it's fine) 

GREAT FOOD - Milk Shakes, Salad Nicoise, Haagen Daz 

COOL BOOZE - Czech Bud, Jammin', Carib 

We saved a little sunshine 
if you should ever need 

a place away from darkness 
where your mind can feed' 

Eat in or Take out at 

Vet-ad.& fa, Hyde Park Corner, Woodhouse Lane Leeds,6 

Open 12 till late every day 

The No.1 Pizza Co 
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We are very busy and expanding 

Immediate starts 

SILVER SERVERS 
KITCHEN PORTERS 

£3.85 per hour 
£3.25 per hour 

Various hours available, covering 

weekends, evenings and days 

BLUE ARROW 
	 LEEDS 

PERSONNEL SERVICES 
	 2441199 

WE LISTEN - WE LEARN - WE GET RESULTS 

Brought to 
you by 
ARTHUR 

ANDERS': 'ti 
kRiti, It a ',DE 

Travel Science 	Careers 
	

Consumer Affairs 
On the Agenda 
this week... We're all going on 

a working holiday 
TURN OVER FOR THE BEST IN SUMMER JOBS 

* A to Z of the world visits 
Leeds 

* Dave Adam's Science 
Reaction 

Going up in smoke 
The latest showpiece of European cooperation ended 
in spectacular failure. DAVID ADAM investigates 
the love-n-rockets of European Space Agency 

Why scientists should never try to study prawns: turn over 

Timing is 
everything," so 
someone famous 

once said. 
Unfortunately I can't 
remember Who it w as, 
probahl3 a foothaller, a 
comedian maybe, or 
some amateur 
philosopher. 

Anyhow, never a truer 
word was spoken. The 
editors of Ness' Scientist are 
no doubt cursing their own 
rotten timing in the past 
week. Admittedly. it was 
hardly their fault., more an 
unlucky combination of 
events and printing 
deadlines. 

Four those nl you who did 
not see the June 8 copy of 
Nei" Scientist, it contained a 
double-page spread on the 
harm to the environment 
caused by the launching of the 
new European rocket. Only 
problem was said rocket, 
Anane 5, had exploded 45 
seconds after take-oil on June 
4. (Mops. 

After over a decade of 
eflOrt. MO million and 
several delays, the European-
built, unmanned spacecraft 
was launched at I2.35pm last 
Tuesday. lnitially everything 
seemed tine, scientists and 
technicians on the ground were 
celebrating with champagne 
when the rocket tiepin to seer 
off course. For safety reasons 
it was then necessary to blow 
the entire project to 
smithereens. I know the 
whole thing is a major disaster 
for European science and all.  

but how cool a job would that 
he? Sitting at a desk, finger 
poised over the hright, red 
shiny button with AUTO-
DESTRUCT written above. 
Just willing the thing to go 
wrung, to let you act out all 
those Battlestar Gala s:nett 
fantasies.) 

The Guardian look great 
delight in the fact that this 
project. built by the 
exploitation of the peasant 
workers by the capitalist 
bourgeois pigs, wasn't insured. 
Unlike most commercial 
space-flight vehicles, Ariane 5 
was not covered because it 
was an experiment. This 
particular ill-fated experiment 
was part of Eumpe's f..5 billion 
• • • • • OOOOO • OOOOOO • • 

The Ariane 
rocket is the 

most powerful 
the Europeans 

have ever 
produced 

effort to capture some of the 
lucratis e satellite launching 
business from the Americans. 
Britain's interest in the launch 
was mainly in the rocket's 
payload: a series of identical 
satellites designed to study the 
relationship between the Earth 
and the Sun. 

The cause of the disaster is 
unknown. and is likely to 
remain so lot sonic rime 
Although the launch was 
nearly postponed by bad 
weather. officials  have ruled 
out that the conditions were to  

blame, mote likely the main 
em.lines 	or the guidance 
s) stern developed s fault 

far Ariane 5 rocket is the 
most powerful that the 
Europeans have prothiced. It 
uses new technologies. 
previously untried until this III-
fined maiden Journey. The 
main engines hunt liquid fuel, 
unusual tor a nickel of this 
sin where solid fuel is the 
norm. It was initially designed 
to assist in the launch of a 
European space shuttle, but 
that project was abandoned in 
the early '90s due to 
arguments among the member 
countries, sound familiar? 

The European Space 
Agency have stilted the 
programme of launches will 
still proceed. A further 14 arc 
planned for the coming years. 
even as regularly as one even 
six weeks. Yet it is unlike') 
that the second launch. 
scheduled for September. will 
take place until a thorough 
investigation is einnpleted. 

Comparisons to the 
Challenger Space Shank 
disaster are inevitable and the 
director~ of the European 
Space Agency are no doubt 
hoping that their project can 
recover as well as NASA's. 
The rocker was unmanned. CO 
luckily the cost is purely 
financial. There have been rew 
calls to scrap the entire idea. as 
there were after Challenger. 

Indeed as Patrick Baudrv. 
French astmnaut, said. 
"Sometimes you learn more 
from a failure than a stleCeNS 
After all that has gone wrong 
with Europe's dream of 
dominating the space business 
in the nest century. they will 
be hoping so 

STAND BY SHE'S GOING TO BLOW: Can Europe's Ariane negotiate the rocket road to recovery? 



School's 
out for 
summer 
For most of us the holidays only mean going back 
home to parents and a very crap job. Not any more - 
CLAIRE O'LEARY and SARAH SIMONDS investigate 

3) FANTASTISCHE 
DEUTSCHLAND 
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What better way to 
end the year than 
talking about the 

city we all know and love? 
Leeds is the city that you all 
chose to come and spend a 
few years of your life doing 
very little in the hope of 
acquiring a degree. Whether 

1111 love or hale it, you'll 
still probably tell people 
proudly you came here. The 
fact is Leeds is seen as a cool 
place to be at the moment 
and its relatively easy to see 
why. 

If you come from small 
kt.L1 n suburbia then Leeds can 
not fail to impress. A big city 
with plenty to do is tons better 
than any crappy town in the 
middle of nowhere. On the 
other hand if you come from a 
bigger city like London then 
Leeds is a breath of fresh air. 
It's big enough to keep the 
most avid party-goer 
entertained. but small enough 
to avoid being the impersonal 
urban sprawl that is our 
capital. 

More importantly it's a great 
place for students. A great 
selection of pubs and clubs is all 
that most would ask for. Who 
could argue that the most idyllic 
scene is sitting on the lawn of the 
Original Oak on a hot summer's 
evening? Although the immensity 
of the student population 
sometimes makes it difficult to 
get a drink, the huge number of 
students does add to the diversity 
of the place. it can he a tad 
amusing as well. watching the 
different social types trying to 
fulfil their own definition of cool 
Flritpup kids float around saying 
everything is "wicked" especially 
their own Oasis hair-cuts, while 
die-hard hippies still refuse to 
wash their hair and chill out on 
the lawn with the rest of us. 

Leeds O may appear to be a bit 
of a shit hole when first 
panicking and looking for a house 
at the end of the first year. but 
you'll soon grow to love it, even 
the little tawny shits that insist on 
shouting insults at passing 
students. I suppose its better that 
than find them rubbing your 
house 

Leeds is a great city and a 
perfect refuge for the multitudes 
of lazy students that flock here 
every year_ Good pubs, clubs and 
a cracking student paper what 
more could you ask for from a 
university town? 

Justin Penrose 

	J 

11 LA BELLE FRANCE 

IT HAS been said busineNs 
should not be combined with 
pleasure - cobblers to that. 
France's beautiful Loire and 
Rhone valleys could be your 
workplace this summer. 

French farmers employ 
over 100000 foreigners for 
seasonal work. Fruit-picking is 
strenuous but it does enable 
you to see some of the country 
as you have to travel from area 
to area according to where the 
work is. The pay is not 
brilliant and it all depends on 
how much and how fast you 
can pick but if you're looking 
for a great way to tone up your 
muscles and acquire an 
incredible sun tan, fruit-
picking could be for you. 

For anyone interested in 
hialory, volunteers are needed 
to work on the numerous 
archeological digs which take 
place in France each summer. 
One such dig is being run by 
Monsieur Louis Roussel On a 
Gallo-Roman site near Dijon 
in July and August. As well as 
digging. other jobs needing to 
be filled include 
photographing and sketching 
he finds. model making and 
restoration. Similarly in 
Provence. volunteers are 
required to take part in over 2.5 

APARE summer work camps 
undertaking projects such as 
restoring ancient buildings and 
rebedding streams. Generally. 
board and accommodation are 
free in exchange for 5-8 hours 
work a day. 

For more inkrination, write 
to: M Louis Roussel, 52 rue 
des Forges. F-21000 Dijon. 
France or APARE. 41 rours 

Jean imams, F-84000 
Avignon, France (tel 90-85- 

51-15; fax 90-86-12.19) 

2) I.A DOLCE VITA 

TRAVEL TO Italy. country 
of romance, Pavarotti and 
spaghetti to become an an 
pair. 

Au Pairs-Italy. a British 
company. based in Kent has 
vacancies over the summer 
with contracts lasting one, 
two or three months. The 
pay is very good, up to MO 
per month, and board and 
lodging is provided by the 
family. However, it is 
ads isahle to negotiate your 
domestic responsibilities 
before you go - don't feel 
that as an au pair you should 
have to assume the rule of 
general skivvy. You might 
also want to check out the  

size of the family you'll be 
working for - too many kids 
could send you pozzo. 

Applications should be in 
before Juh' so send a SAE 

fur more derails to the 
Principal at AU PAIRS-Italy: 

46 The Rise, Sevenoaks, 
Kent. TN13 IRJ. 

If teaching English as a 
foreign language is more 
your scene, once in Italy. 
look up the Scuole dl Lingua 
in the Yellow Pages to see if 
they have got a teaching 
vacancy in the city of your 
choice. 

Perhaps a good way of 
combining the two and 
ensuring luxurious 
surroundings is to work on a 
summer camp. Counsellors 
and EFL teachers are needed 
to Organise, teach and 
supervise children in the 
Italian Alps. 

Wages of £650 - £800 
full board and lodging and 
insurance will he provided 
for a two-month period 
between mid-June and the 
end of August. There are 
also vacancies for sports 
instructors and actors. You 
will he expected to work 
hard, with only half a day-
off per week, and the 
employers also stipulate that 
workers should have 'high 
moral standards'. Indeed. 

Send CVs and references to: 
SUMMER CAMP. Via 
Matteotti 34, 1- 18038 

Sanremo, Italy (telVas 184- 
506070) 

IN GERMANY, most 
summer jobs are in the 
glamorous hotel industry in 
such exotic locations as the 
Bavarian Alps, the delicious 
sounding Black Forest and 
resorts on the slightly less 
appetising North Sea 

The HOTEL SONNE 
POSTE are recruiting 
waiters and waitresses, all 
they require is that you have 
a knowledge of wines and 
beers. shouldn't be too much 
of a problem for any self-
respecting student, dark 
clothing and a white apron - 
leiderhosen not compulsory. 

A general assistant. ie 
cleaner or pot-washer can 
expect to earn £320 - £400 
per month. depending on 
experience, with 
opportunities for overtime. 
One day off a week, 8/9 
hours a day, with 
accommodation and hoard 
provided. There is a three 
month minimum period and 
you will be required to speak 
some German Oh well. 

SPAIN - LAND of sun, sea 
and sex. The nights may be 
long but jobs are short on the 
ground. There's stiff 
competition for bar jobs. and 
there seems to be a preference 
for women (wonder why!). 
However, there are jobs for 
English teachers; INLINGUA 
in Malaga is advertising two 
posts. For £601) per month, 
you would be expected to 
teach 6 hours a day, 5 days a 
week. Unfortunately it would 
he up to you to find your own 
accommodation_ Teaching 
experience always looks great 
on your CV and sunny Spain 
is just the place to acquire it. 
A TEFL certificate is a bonus 
but usually not essential. 

For more information. write to 
this address: 1NUNGUA. 

Plaza de las Flores 7. Malaga 
5. Spain. 

So whether it's grape- 
crushing, teaching or 

scrubbing pans with high 
moral standards, of course) 

in Marseilles or Madrid. 
Frankfurt or Florence, 

British supermarket shelves 
can he a thing of the past. 
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DAVE ADAM'S t:111 

The Largest Student Drinking Society in the Country... 

Coy Soy 
L E E c• 

(Cocktail Society) 

The Post-Exam Red & White Party 
(wear red and white - the Coc-Soc colours!) 

Monday 10t" June 

ett eh'e 

nightclub 

DOORS OPEN AT 7.00pm 
(Arrive early to avoid disappointment!) 

The last event of the year is on 
MONDAY 24'" JUNE 

50p a Cocktail 
THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT! 

THE FUTURE IS COC-SOC 
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GET AN EIFFEL OF 
THOSE JOB 

OPPORTUNITIES: 
France has plenty to 

offer in the way of 
summer 

employment 

Pic: Claire O'Leary 

Wciting about 
science can be 
tricky. I'm 

never quite sure what 
you lot out there want 
to read about. (if 
anything). But. every 
once in a while 
something occurs in the 
weird and wacky world 
of science. that I simply 
have to cover. 

This week was one such 
week. An esent so 
momentous, so gripping, 
and so absolutely Moody 
essential. that not to 
mention it would he a gross 
dereliction of duty_ 
The entire global scientific 
community is buzzing with 
excitement. Conventional 
ideas, previously written in 
granite. have had to be re-
thought. Text-books are 
being re-written as we 
speak. The words 'Nobel', 
and. 'Prize' are being 
whispered. in hushed 
voices all over hoffin-land 
Prepare yourself. gentle 
and unsuspecting reader for 
the greatest scientific 
revelation since a cocky 
little European-type 
convinced people that the 
world wasn't actually flat. 
What I am about to disclose 
to you will be difficult to 
believe. But please. please 
remember that the facts are 
100% scientifically proven 
and therefore. there can be 
no doubts about their 
genuinity. 
Shrimps have more in 

common with heel than 
previously thought. 
NO Don't turn lhe page in 
disbelief, but hear with me 
whilst I attempt to justify 
such heretical 
gobbledegook An 
American biologist has 
discovered that the social 
organisation of some 
shrimp societies is similar 
to the co-operative nature 
of a heehise 
Well hugger me sideways 

Conventional 
ideas have 
had to be re- 
thought 
with an electric conic-prod 
Another childhood illusion 
shattered into a million 
pieces by the cold 
ruthlessness of science. 
Excuse me Mr 'American 
biologist'. Just because you 
decide to piss away your 
research grant paddling in 
the sea, why do you expect 
anyone outside your 
immediate family to he in 

the slightest hit ► -item-skid 
in what you observe 
nibbling your toes'? I am a 
staunch defender of science 
and scientists but for this 
piece 'if work. arid others 
like it. I base no time. It is 
science for sciences sake, 
there is nit conceivable 
benefit to society to he 
gained from such pointless 
observations and is totally 
unnecessary. Al a time 
when funds for sital 
medical research are being 
strangled and people are 
increasingly looking to 
science lo solve many of 
the world's problems. 
surely such efforts could 
have been more 
constructively directed. 
I appreciate that pure 
research will always hove 
place in science, and 
indeed, many of the mote 
'useful discoveries have 
been the fluke result of 
such apparently groundless 
work. 

But hey, it's been a busy 
week, the deadline's 
tomorrow and this was the 
first thing I thought of_ 
Anyway I've got my own 
vital research to he getting 
on with. 

Now where did I put that 
shrimp net'? 



CI Word 
Processing 
There are many typing services - so 
what makes us different? 

• Five years working with/for the 
students of Leeds. 

• A personal service. 

• Staff working to your schedule. 

♦ Free collection/delivery. 

♦ Guaranteed quality/deadlines. 
• Experienced typists recognised 

by your University. 

Book your dissertation early and 
avoid the rush! 

Telephone 24hr 01977 515452 

Student house for next 
session 96/97 

7 persons in Headingley 
Central Heating, Shower, Lounge, 

Microwave, Washing Machine, 

Rent: £38 per week per person 
Bond: £75 per person 

Tel: Lynne on 2310655 any time 

Free Aromatherapy Guide 
including special offers to students 

Please write to: 

Healthpoints (St), 
29 Lincroft Crescent, Bramley, Leeds. 

LS13 2JL 

or telephone: 
0113 2562749 or 0589 086198 

Franco's burger bar 
the juiciest burgers 

in Leeds 

outside the Faversham, 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 

8.30pm-tam 

STUDENTS! - DISCOUNT RATES: 

CVs, THESES. WORD PROCESSING, 
BINDING SERVICE 

Work Carried out By Appointment to meet your 
deadlines 

Contact Toni on 0113 230 4156 
(24 hour answerphone available) 

(Headingley based.) 

) a body piercing studio with a different attitude 
)piercings by Doug 
) full friendly advice - all piercing concepts discussed 
) 100% hygienic and sterile studio 
) extensive stock of jewellery 
) fast custom jewellery service 

2A Cliff Mount. Woodhouse. Leeds, LS6 2HP 

Albion Glass 
Free Call Glazing Serivce 

for Students 

* every day 8am-lOpm * 

Student discounts 
Broken window? 

Phone now - free 

* 0500 778 889 * 

For sale.... ideal for students. Two bed spacious 
terrace house with character and original 

features: cast iron fire plate, stripped doors. 
painted floorboards. stone flagged kitchen and 

original built-in cupboards to kitchen, living room. 
Well decorated and maintained, economic to heat. 
Located in Kirkstall close to Headingley. Becketts 

Park, amenities and Headingley Metro Station. 

£37,950 ono. Tel 0113 2749816 (after 24.6.96) 

BALMPOTS 

Why not have a relaxing evening in 
and book an aromatherapy party? 

for more information contact Sue or 
Lynda on 2932929 

Hanover Square Properties 
Student Accomodation Spccialgts _I I `, 

Currently available in Leeds 3 & 6 • •4••dino1.•,,  

3 Bedroom Flats 
4 Bedroom Flats 
5 Bedroom Fiats 

• Scent plOphIttft-% has. tfiltiOn to convert o batkobrry ,ntia • 1010.00 

Also available 

Houses for 1/2 persons 
Houses for 4 persons 

DON'T HESITATE TO CONTACT US ON (0113) 2436099 

Packers and production line 
operators required immediately. 

Minimum 2 days a week or full 
time in summer holiday. 

Transport provided. 

Tel. ADM 0113 2458088 

Classifieds 
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Clerical Assistants 

6 temporary posts Jury 1996 to 20 September 1996 

Dealing with enrolment. taping fees, wore processing. switchunard 
and reception duties 

37 hew - f4 85 per how 

Driver 

amporary 5 August 1996 to 16 August 1996 

a drive a Transit mini bus delivering promotional materials in the 
eeds area. At least 5 years driving experience preferred 

t9 hpw - £3 87 per hour 

Nlarketing Assistant 

ernperary 5 August 1996 to 6 September 1996 

o provide a reception service for personal and phone enquirers 
o the college. 

7 hpw but will be required lo worli until 7pm Monday • Thursday 
4.85 per hour 

losing dale for receipt of completed applications 
pm Monday 24 June 1996 

or further details & application form contact Danielle Coiman 
airmen Dunphy on (0113) 235 5412 or (0113) 235 5312 
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Playing out for the summer 
SICK OF PLAYING GAMES IN THE RAIN? CHRIS LEADBEATER 
LOOKS FORWARD TO A SUMMER OF SPORT AND SUN... 

SO 	THOSE 
hideous little blips 

in your social 
# life known as 

exams 	are 
finally over, those 

assessed essay notes 

0 
 are gathering dust 

in the corner. and 
that post-exams 

hangover is starting to 
clear. Summer has 
arrived, and unless you 
are sensible and planning 
to get a job. three hot and 
hazy months lie ahead. 

It's time for some 
..--. 	serious 	relaxing. 

Bought in the 
• 	tinnier. Check. Got . 

and Becker make drop shuts 
look extremely simple. and you 
convince yourself that tennis is 
an easy game after all. Just like 
last year. At least this year. with 
the rise of Tim Heitman. there 
is the chance of a successful 
British player who doesn't 
conduct his post-match 
interviews in a Canadian 
accent. It should he a good 
fortnight. 

Scary 
While the Steffi Graf 

Victory' Exhibition, sorry, 
Ladies Tournament will he as 
predictable as ever, the men's 
contest promises io he the most 
open for some time. Pete 
Sampras is obviously the 
favourite, but with Becker hack 
to Grand Slam winning ways, 
the scary-looking Thomas 
Muster finally showing form on 
all surfaces, and the grass court 
skill of Agassi always a threat. 
it is passible that a human being 
rather than a laser-guided robot 
may lift the trophy on the 
scoond Sunday. 

If 	gloriously-tanned 
European men in tight lycra 
shuns is your thing. the Tour de 
France in the first three weeks 
of July is tOr you. While even 
being victously knee-capped  

and forced io ride with 
stabiliser, would not stop the 
ridiculously dominant Miguel 
Indurain from winning, the 
Tour promises breath-taking 
scenery. and the chance to 
watch between your fingers as 
normally cane men throw 
themselves down mountains at 
great speed, and bounce off 
crash harriers while charging 
fur the finishing line, And in 
Chris Boardman. Britain 
actually has a sportsman who is 
quite good at what he does_ So 
expect him to crash out in the 
Pmlogue Turietrial again_ 

There is also a full summer 
of cricket. with England 
expecting two more morale 
boosting Test victories against a 
surprisingly weak. 'Indian side, 
()remorse, as soon its England 
have achieved two or three 
innings without a middle-order 
collapse, and you finally have 
some faith in them again. along 
conies a three match series with 
a useful Pakistan side to make 
us look decidedly mediocre 
once more. For anybody 
staying in Leeds. one of the 
Pakistan tests is at Headingley. 

The Formula One season 
continues throughout the 
summer. and this Sunday sees 
the Canadian Grand Prix, while  

l-ot mula One conies ti' 
Silverstone for the British 
round in July Watch Damon 
Hill spin off in surprise when a 
crowd actually cheers for him. 
before he realises it was 
because David Coulthard was 
on his tail. 

Resits 
July also sees the Open Golf 

Championship. while August 
witnesses the start of the new 
football season. There is no 
escape! Finally. just when you 
are revising for those mita. and 
are determined not to repeat the 
mistake of watching sport when 
you should have been working, 
September sees the the 
Olympics from Atlanta.  

exoting. with Sally Gunnell 
back from injury, and the 95-
year-old Linford Christie 
booking set to defend his 100 
metres title. Chief rival. 
Canadian Donovan Bailey. 
recently accused Linford of 
faking injury when he lost his 
World Title last summer 
Judging by the fact that Christie 
takes his running somewhat 
seriously, expect plenty of 
states and one-up-man-sittp. 

Still. at least with Lmtord's 
running and Jonathan Edwards' 
triple jumping, Britain should 
win something this summer. 
I'm ofT to bum those foolishly 
optimistic Euro 96 predictions 
made last week. and fill in the 
wI han 

your 	Dodgy 
albums out from 
the hack of the 
draw. Check. 

Stocked up on 
A tka-Seltzers. 

Check. Three months 
of glorious 

summer spurt. 
Absoluk4y. 

First 	and 
oremost, Wimbledon. 

This is the fortnight 
when Sampras, Agassi 

The athletics promises to be 
part lc 	.1 	y t 
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Which code rules 
rugby? 

Union VS League 
IN global terms rugby is dominated t, two 
distinct games. One is a fast. anneals e sport 
played In Fume cif the fined[ athletes on the 
planet and the other is an inferior 
stereotyped version played by lumbering 
forwards and durninated by infringements 
and kicking. 

In [loth cases, Iv• sport is L1111.01 1111.1111, ' 

11111011. itlll I1,r ;\ki I 	.11s ;W: 

by teams le the Nil:them and Southern 
hem:spheres. Last month. the two best club 
sides in the world met in a pulsatine linal The 
.,'meat had nothing to do well the paltry fare 
served up by Bath and lekester on the English 
domestic competition. No, this was Natal 
against Auckland in the final of the Super 12 
competition, a least of attacking rugby • a match 
superior in tNety way to the Pilkington Cup or 
for that matter the Five Nations championship_ 

Unlike Northern hemisphere matches, where 
Istrw aryl mauls contintially slow the game, this 
was physical and skilful: tough and dynamic. 
There wars no sign of the stoppages that 
punctuate the English domestic game. It is LI 
dame that should he satleoed and played to all 
those who naively believe that Bath - Britain's 
best dub side but still nowhere near the world's 
Lop Len • represent anything like the best rueby 
union has to Mier. 

Subtlety 

Adherents of rugby league %ill. iii CCIUM!, 
:111;11C-their sport is still a fast. 	apectator 
sisal. Yet although Superleague is a tremendous 
spcetacle. it has much in common with the huff 
and putt I11 E:ii Ilsh football's Premiership: grew 
enteramineim 11111112, but without the subtlety or 
eralt thus comes at the highest level. In Southern 
hemisphere rugby union, the scrummages are 
not a ramshackle mess-. the scrum halves tan 
pass the ball with both hands, flat and fast: each 
position has to adapt to the physical and mental 
pmblems of the constant switch between attack 
aril delenee Most important of all there is the 
opplirtunity to turn the ball over in the tackle 
I keenee. can t+e cons.erted to cOunter-attack in a 
sco,ntl, an option riot as:1112.1.4e in rugby league 
v. loch relit-, on I he stet eotv pC of one learn 
atlas.klnu tilt +is set t.sik les I oil' esed by a kick 
714:11.  rtn..!i\ union is a same thus fiqUireti brit[ 

n aml brain 
Flic worldwide etlinp.inson he; ts. 	L111,  

1• . 	.sin.u.c, nu! .1 fair am. 	ld terms 
is .1 ii..o ..:iii.11..p,;!■111 

I,  '0:111 	 tier' 	.111\ Mc .'  
511}1,‘,1 	1/111:y 11.1,  1.11 :'lairs 
F101,11111111> haSed 011 111 i11:11,} ab1111) 	1,10 11 11.11" 
S(.1-itivtide audience to hisser Outside iiie \' firth 
of England and Australia, rugby league is 
played and watched by only a handful of 
players or spectatt me Pew, if any., people except 
league die• hat Lis realise There is currently a 
rugby league international competition being 
conducted between the Three Nations (Englund. 
Wales and France). This is not to belittle the 
Sport. but In a straight commercial battle 
between codes rugby league diuld tai survive. 
II is co:mit:111v a club game, wttliout the player 
or ran beasts to I:hal leoge for world dominance 

And so by the year 2011) there will be only 
ur loon of niehy. left. It may well incorporate 

some Matures of rugby league while some se 
the iniquities ol union. suet! 	the linosilt. - 111 

 2011-  'set by 	e- 
subtlety and worldwal, appeal that sport sal he 
ruetry minim 

FJ 11 vs eeks ago Wembley saw one or its 
greatest matches in recent years. SI Helens 
outscored Bradford Bulls by 40 points to 32 
in a ela.ssie rugby league Challenge ('up Nail. 
StIltil days later. Leicester's Ions arils set out 
to kill the game in order to heat Bath in 
union'., own cup final at Twickenham. There 
seas less running. fewer tries. countless 
stoppages and Leideaer lost ton late penalty 
try that couldn't has e satisfied anyone. 
Iwo  codes, divided by e. minion patposc 

hou to win and emelt am at the same Owe 111 
rugny leagu•. the aim of the e.,olie Is 1, score 
111011• tries than your opponents, guaantceinc. 
last and open came irivuby ing passmg. running 
and tackling. In logip union. the objective Is car 

inure sneak: tries are Wekt/Int:. ribs inttsI2,;, but 
pealtinee and &Tip seals 	%.1111able and cask, 
to Lome by. sii teams cnnunuuly Will games 

ithout CVO' MP-Sill? the WititOW:0•11, Whet 'eaS 
Iraeue motivates enterprise ;Mil 
runtime. union tewinds wait is wiedi de o tie  the 
game and lessen 10 deist:ire kicking. 

Eneland's melt) union team bored ea eryiese 
in the last FIN e Nations championship and in 
120 minutes scored a paltry three tries. With 
such a dismal total you might have expeeted 
them to laud the wooden spoon in rugby 
Ladle lounianicia they certainly would. But no. 
ler eland is /11 the Triple Crown' and the Five 
Nations championship even though they scored 
fewer tries than any other team in the 
crimped (inn. 

EllIrOVkiOn 

W Ito V,  ou Id go to see suclt a crew"' The 
anawee id- course. is that thousands do every 
year. although It is impossible to believe they go 
fur the rugby alone. Union imemationals ant all 
about atmosphere. occasion and, for the 
privileged of course, champaene in the 
est:a:wive suite; like the Ear01'13i011 .Soft; 
Cowen, you know the performance jest'', will 
he awful. but the ritual is everything. For where 
ars those same thousands weeken week-out at 
union club earnes, where support is pitilully low 
and understandably dwarfed by league 
attendances? 

A couple of final comparisons, The recent 
Bath-Wigan challenge 'nineties did much to 
lessen animosity between the two codes . 
usually the result of union snobbery - and as 
Shaun Edwards, the injured Wigan captain. said 
afterwards. "It was the best came of ruehy 
union I've ever seen.-  Wigan played like a 
rugby league skit granted rale Tackle insteaLi iii 
six, and knew their only hope lay in avoiding 
teetmicuily demanding but =hate contrivances 
like nick., teal mauls, 

If would be foolish to caricature union solely 
as a negative penalty-nddled kicking game 
played by men who are less fast. skilful or 
strong than their league counterparts In Britain 
we are witness to union at its worst, and the 
likes of Jonah Lonsu in the Southern 
hemisphere play a different game -but it's 
worth remembering the biggest rugby-playing 
nation of that hemisphere, Australia. has chosen 
league. not union. as its national sport The t 3-
man Kangaroos thrash us with as much 
consistency as the 15-a-side Wallabies. Theme 
thing that might bring the Britosh codes together 
Is ilea mateal Mundt:Moe by the bottom half of 

h 	 /1.!1103.1 reuniticatiore it's 
lend hi sc.. 	aril exchange which finds 
union oth 1l1L F■t 	•,,,17t.gt• and Outset crowds 
with league as site spa in they've all dune to see. 

N eV\ t ASTLF.'S Toon army 
were stunned to silence. 'Flue 
world scented to stop for a 
matter of seconds and hearts 
missed beats in smoke filled 
puhs nationwide. Southpaw 
Prince Naseem flamed, 
Britain's brightest and most 
entertaining boxing prospect 
for years, gazed up al the 
rafters, dared and confused. 
The Sheffield icon had been 
floored for the first time in his 
22 light career. 

It w as .t pun, In hardly seen, 
Ica,! 01 411 expected. from the 
hack ,eats ill the magnificent 
Newcastle arena. Surely this 
wasn't happening - on the very 
same day England couldn't even 
heat Switzerland. Nat was 
struggling against the unknown. 
albeit unbeaten Puerto Rican 
Daniel A licea. But thankfully, 
just like ll,ngland did against the 
Sea 1■11_ Alleca paid the penalty 
ill the end We should have 
known hold perhaps the only 
certain home hanker last 
week•nd wa.l in,.. Nascent. 

Ns, oh the Leolat capacity 
road creating is suitably 

xenophobic atmosphere. Alicia 
sheepishly xtrelicel dow n 111 
rineside alone. its II he vs A,  
creeping nervously ' ,it; 	11-1I  
Smiths with a cups of big • N" 
Roomy undo lea arm. Hien the 

referee got near cheers than the 
un ancied Puerto Rican The 
scene  was set for the Prince. 

In true Ali Balm style. he 
made his entrance in front ot his 
enraptured tans. through a haze 
of dry ice and sitting cross-
legged on his magic-carpeted 
throne He may have looked like 
an arrogant fool on televivton, 
but in the arena itself, from the 
moment he hack-flipped over 
the ropes, you simply knelt that 
no one was going to thieve his 
title. Until just 150 seconds into 
the bout that is... 

Showmanship 
Naseem had learned a 

valuable lesson. His seemingly 
untouchable chin was tagged tor 
the third time in as many 
minutes. Alicea had lilted the 
champion's defensive veil 
which has foiled and mocked 
many lesser opponents 
However' Nuscem teas not 
phased. Ile quickly dusted 
himself down, resigned his 
trademark showmanship. and 
lacked no lustre In dispatchine 
the gangly Alice.' In the second 
round. The pilot vont/ander had 
enough glass in his jaw to keep 
window repairmen in business 
or years, and hit the canvas 

with aplonth for the second time 

aitet suffering Iwo lethal 
uppercuts and a straight right. 
Unlike Naseem. he was never 
going to get up. Speaking from 
rineside amide ictorious scenes. 
Naz boasted: -I took his best 
punches but he nes er took mine. 
I have a.WeSt ane power because 
I have been blessed." Amen to 
that 

Still the World Boxing 
Oreanisation Featherweight 
Champion and set f-proelaimed 
-Prince to he King", some huge 
pay days lie ahead for Nat. 
This step up the ladder of 
boxing royalty should pave the 
way for a mouth-watering 
super-fight clash with WBC 
Junior Featherweight Champion 
Marco Barrera or a challenge 
for the mute prestigious titles in 
the Featherweight division. 
possibly un the undereard of the 
next Tyson fight. Having 
witnessed first-hand the chilling 
knock-out of Alice a, you 
simply cannot doubt the 

Brendan Inch reared lighter. 
The Sheffield superstar 
displav et! yet another short 
evening of courage and bravery, 
ably demonstrating that he can 
take at punch and can damn well 
give one too Let the circus 
continue. 

Ben East & Simon May 



SCHMEICHEL WILL 
SAVE DANISH BACON 
Paul Wilson spends a day training  with the Great Danes 

Since 1992, the Danes failed 
to qualify for the World Cup in 
America and then bizarrely chose 
to forego the luxury of their 
rightful automatic presence at 
Euro 96 as holders. prcterring 
instead to go through the 
uncertainties of qualifying. They 
drew away to both Cyprus and 
Macedonia but finished second 
behind Spain to earn the right to 
spend the summer in England. 

Despite playing all their 
games at Hilliboruugh, the squad 
have set up camp here in Leeds, 
more specifically at the 
university-owned Weetwood Hall 
Hotel. Normally reserved .l or 
studeties. one of the pitches on site 
will for the next couple of weeks 
be graced by international 
footballers of the highest calibre 
as they train for their Euro 96 
matches. 

Stocking-tops 
The word has obviously got 

around as to their presence there, 
because waiting for the players as 
they emerged on Tuesday 
morning for training were two 
sets of pen-wielding fans, both 
kitted out in red and white. 'The 
Man if td contingent consisted of 
several small children after the 
signature of Peter Schmeichel. 
many of them lucky to conic 
above his stocking tops. One 
thing that struck me from the Starr 
Was the sheer site of the Danish 
number one, It was very much a 
case of "Ooh, you don't look that 
big on the telly, do you'r 

The other fans were of the 
type I hoped would make the 
journey to Euro 96. With their 
hefty hellies and heftier singing, 
coupled with outfits that 

EURO 96 REPORT 
confirm their complete luck of 
shame in showing their 
allegiances, the Euro-fan is a 
welcome addition to the whole 
affair. Fecepainting is almost as 
common as wearing a scarf these 
days and some Danish wives will 
surely he turning when they 
discoven their blokes have sailed 
across the North Sea with a fistful 
of their lipsticks_ Some of the 
gleasepaint on display hem was 
of the deepest scarlet found only 
in a Max Factor Electric Crimson. 

Training began with a warm-
up, It soon became clear after the 
opening 10 minutes of gymnastic 
stretches and hopping, stepping 
and jumping, which players had 
been up all night reading the 
numerous Euro 96 previews and 
who might have nipped out fora 
swift one at the local pub. the 
Stables. Either way the pouring 
rain soon got rid of any cobwebs 
and out came the big hag of 
footie.s. 

Natty 
This is where the fun started, 

and coach Richard Muller Nielsen 
brought out his little drills and 
games to try and inspire his 
players into action. One rather 
natty manouev re involved a 
continuous game of crosses and 
headers for half the squad with 
balls flying in from both sides. 
The poor iracrve keeper, Mogens 
Krogh. was forced to fling 
himself across goal for fully 20 
minutes with tulle success. 

Meanwhile, the other half of 
them walk part in a game of four-
a-side, which quickly dispelled 

111) suspicion that 
platters don't tackle 

properly in crammg. 
These guys were 
nut holding hack at 
all 	it can't base 
been just the 
reserves trying ti 
cripple the first 
learn to guarantee 
their places in the 
starting line up. 
because they 
were all at it. 1( 
however your 
surname 	is 
Laudrup then 
sometimes a 
tackle is not an 
option for the 
defence. The 
two brothers 
really 	are 

worthy of all the 

praise heaped on them. and 
watching them in the flesh does 
give you the chance to fully 
appreciate their intricate 
footwork, fantastic balance and 
genuine class. Many of elder 
brother Michael's contributions 
brought knowing smirks and the 
odd gasp from the spectators 
while one curler from Glasgow 
Ranger Brian ranked alongside 
his brilliant coal against Portugal 
last Sunday 

Trickery 
Yet for all the trickery of the 

deadly duo, there was one man 
who dominated the whole show 
Peter Schmeichel. His legendary 
temper. blaming anything and 
everything on his poor defence 
regardleas of their guilt. is, it can 
now be revealed. not confined to 
the day of the big match. If a shot 
flew past him. he raged on at the 
nearest team-state without 
exception. It no-one was looking 
in his direction (and you think 
they would learn not to by now) 
then he simply yelled at the post. 
the bar, his gloves or, on one 
occasion. the Lucozade bottles 
next to his goat which were then 
swiftly booted towards a hapless. 
photographer. His best facial 
contortion came when one shot 
that he felt he WO saved was 
nestling, to his cafriplete and utter 
disbelief, in the hack of the net. 
Mouth agog in shock. he looked 

up and demanded a divine 
explanation for the unatural 
occurrence he had just witnessed. 
God help Mrs Schmeichel if she 
ever burns his tea. 

But on the whole they looked 
very good indeed on the training 
pitch. Their 1-1 draw against 
Portugal prompted accusations of 
over-emphasis cm defence, which 
to be fair was due mainly to a 
Portugese performance of 
sublime attacking flair. but 
Ocronark appear to he in the 
process of making a solid defence 
of the Henri Delaunay trophy. 
Whether or nut they will he 
celebrating again come lune 30 is 
open to debate. A saturated Brian 
Laudrup refused to contemplate 
any such suggestions. 

"We are not thinking that far 
ahead right now, the most 
important thing for us is the next 
game against Croatia, It is too 
early to predict." Like most 
British fans, Laudrup is not that 
familiar with the other two teams 
in Group C and sees their 
remaining games with the 
Croatians and Turkey to tx, just as 
diificult as any they may play. 'To 
be honest, we have not seen much 
of eater team, but hopefully we'll 
come away with something on 
Sunday (against Croatia) and then 
the crucial game will be our 
match against the Turks and with 
luck we can progress to the 
quarter-finals. 

Away from Group C. Brian 
Laudrup says that he was "not 
surprised to we Scotland do so 
well (in their (1-0 draw with 
Holland) because, like with us 
four years ago. they are 
underdogs and no-one expects 
anything from the teams in that 
position. I was proud to see 
them do so well." Perhaps 
revealing a little hit of Danish 
self-confidence after all, he then 
added that "the French were 
disappointing and the Germans 
were quite irnprevstse hum 
Portugal arc the best team 
seen so tar- 

Disbanded 
18 M.:cc twood 

housing one of the outside tic: 
for Euro 96? Well, the side Et, 
managed to pull off ri 
unbelievable four years 
Sweden has lamely : . 
disbanded, but the new Darn., 
side looked to he more tha, 
competent against the fancied 
Portuguese. The return of 
Michael Laudrup to the world 
stage after healing his rift with 
coach Neilsen may prove a 
crucial boost to their plena. But 
in what appears to he an open 
and 	 favourite-free 
championship. the fence-sitter in 
me has come nut and so I 
therefore refuse to speculate. 
But ignore the Danes at your 
peril. 

HAS IT really been four years since Denmark. the late 
replacements for Yugoslavia, rewrote the form hook and 
won the European Championship? Their 2-0 defeat of red 
hot favourites German!, remains one of football's greatest 
shocks, as was a certain Mr John Jensen opening the scoring 
with a 20 yard thunderbolt. 

PETER THE GREAT: Will the United goalkeeper inspire his country to even greater glory this time? 

Sport 19 

100 tt'to44-f+a4 
No.16: Buzzing Wasps 

By Matt Roper 
IF Vol_ were to describe the 
perfect sporting victory, a hat 
would it inclusk? Ii would has; 
to lie a team sport. sontehom an 
individual Yietory can never 
recreate the feeling of collective 
satisfaction It would also have 
to he in a semi- tinal of a 
knockout cup against your bluer 
local nyals, Moo importantly it 
would have to be in the last 
minute triter being behind for 
the rest of the game. There is 
only one match I have ever seen 
that contains all these 
ingredients: Wasps last-gasp 
victory against rugby union 
rivals Harlequins at the Sudbury 
ground in 1989. 

As the semi-final entered its 
dying seconds Wasps found 	1111 
themselves in their opponent's 
22 needing a converted try to 
draw level. The move is 
engraved on my memory. The 
hall is spun along the line and 
Rob Andrew feints inside 
before feeding centre Kevin 
Simms. Instead of predictably 
passing outside Simms displays 
a moment of skill good enough 
to win any match. Spotting the 
Harlequins hacks pushing up to 
smother the attack Simms 
produces a low screw kick -
deliberately using the outside of 
his foot to impart vicious aide-
spin, The kick looks a poor one 
- until it lands that is - and the 
ball spins away from the 
despairing cover into the 
waiting antis of Wasps winger 
Mark Bailey. Try, conversion, 
and minutes later Wasps are 
through to final. Two weeks 
later Wasps were at 
'Twickenham and lost to a last-
minute try by perennial 
champions Bath Such is lire. 

Well done 
continued front back page 

earned him a plat:e in the 
British squad for the tour of 
Scandinavia. 

Other sportsmen and 
women who deserve particular 
attention include Jackie King, 
the second year student at 
Carnegie College. and long 
time kung fu fighter who won a. 
fantastic bronze medal at the 
International Kick Boxing 
C.'hampionships in Dublin , and 
two LAURI students who 
both achieved national fame. 
Rugby star Surtou Mason made 
an impressive debut for Ireland 
at full-back has ing enjoyed a 
superb season for Orrcll, while 
Kerry(' Sampey, when not 
playing for the extremely 
successful I.MUSU netball 
side. fought 'cotton bud to 
cotton bud' with the likes of Jet 
and Lightning in becoming 
Gladiator supreme, 

Mira 3rd X.1 Men's Soccer 
team also merit a special 
Mention. the club recovering 
from the +hock of having three 
players arrested following a 
'clash' with locals in 
Newcastle to become BUSA 
champions with a tight 1-0 
victory over Staffordshire 
thanks to a fierce shot from 
skipper Man Slater. 

35 
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112:thivargr  
Do you want to 
earn £8,000? 

Leeds Student is looking for a full time 
Business Manager. This is a 10-month post 
selling advertising space and promoting 
Britain's biggest weekly student newspaper. 

flu successful candidate should: 
deal confidently with established/ potential advertisers 
introduce innovative methods for generating funds and 

raising the profile of the paper 
" design and lay out advertisements 
• maintain records of the paper's financial performance 

demonstrate commitment to Law's St udent novspaper 

The post offers excellent experience in advertising and 
training in DTP (although some computer experience 
would be an advantage) and would be suitable for a 
1996 graduate from either university in Leeds. 

Please send a CV and covering letter (of no more 
than one page) to 

David Smith. Leeds Studrat newspaper. 
Leeds University Union, PO Box 137. Leeds 1.$.1 1U1 I 
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Well done to one and all 
ADVERTISEMENT 

FROM rugby to Gridiron. 
and volleyball to ultimate 
frisbee, 1996 has been an 
exciting 	year 	for 
university sport in Leeds. 

Ruth  rugby leallue teams 
enjoyed mat success. LMUSU 
crossed the channel to heat 
Amiens University and win the 
European Students Challenge 
Cup. while 1,U11 cruised to an 
Impressive 36-20 victory over 
card t't in the national 
premiership final. 

'there was more Welsh 
suffering in the world of 
American Football as the 
Celtics recovered from a shah) 

By Alex Cuhhay 

start to beat the Cardiff Cobras 
14-8 thanks to touchdowns 
from Davis and Okereke. and 
claim the College Bowl trophy 
for the first time in its 10- year 
history. 

1..D11's volleyball side's 
tense 17-15 triumph over 
Loughborough in the National 
Student Cup final provoked a 
jubilant court invasion. while 

- Paolo Nistri's•performances for 
Catch 22. Leeds' ultimate 
frisbee leafy that finished sixth 
in 	the 	nalional 	 
championship, have Cant on 
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